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—News In Brief

Elsewhere...
Hy the Associated Press

NEW YORK — Miss Liberty's new light has been hoisted high
above New York harbor, but the beacon won't shine until next
summer when the statue turns 100 years old.
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla. — A forecast of clear skies promised a brilliant show tonight when space shuttle Atlantis with its
700-foot tail of fire dashes into the darkness on a flight to test
space station construction concepts.
VALLETTA, Malta — The co-pilot of Egyptair flight MS648
remembered hearing murmured pleas for mercy, giinshots,
bodies tossed onto the tarmac and the hijackers whistling cheerful tunes after a murder.
MOSCOW — Dissident Andrei Sakharov's wife, Yelena Bonner,
returned to her Moscow home today from internal exile in the
closed city of Gorky in preparation for her planned visit to Italy
for medical treatment.
WASHINGTON — The Justice Department's chief criminal
lawyer says the arrest of four Americans on spying charges in
five days is "just coincidence," and federal sources say no additional arrests are planned at this time.
BOSTON — Half the chronic offenders in a massive study on
juvenile crime were never even placed on probation, let alone
jailed, say researchers who conclude "we ought to start getting
tough with delinquents early."
PHILADELPHIA — A black man whose family was the target
of protests by white neighbors chanting "We want them out" says
he is leaving his new house because even if the furor died, "we'd
still be watching our backs every day." Meanwhile, an interracial couple living in the predominantly white southwest
Philadelphia neighborhood said they will stay, taking advantage
of protection offers from federal and city authorities.
WASHINGTON — A U.S. Park Service cherry picker lofted
Barbara Bush 30 feet above the Ellipse near the White House,
allowing her to place a gold and red ornament atop the live Colorado blue spruce which has been the national Christmas tree
since 1978.
WASHINGTON — A gobbling turkey, visiting the White House
to share a photo opportunity with President Reagan, let the press
corps know what it thought of reporters trying to evade the rules
of the picture session. Reagan tame to the Rose Garden Monday
to admire Wilfred, a white,60-pound torn turkey. It was the president's only public appearance of the day, and he faced a barrage
of questions from reporters about the Egyptair hijacking and
several other weekend events. Reagan turned aside queries, saying he wanted "only to talk about the turkey."

Four out of 10 bridges in
Calloway County are substandard, according to an evaluation
submitted to the Federal
Highway Administration by the
Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet. Calloway County has a
total of 171 bridges 120 feet or
longer), with 69 of these structurally deficient and/or functionally obsolete.
Every county in Kentucky has
its share of "killer bridges,"
observed Jack Fish, president of
Kentuckians for Better
Transporation, a statewide
association of thoses interested
in improving air, water,
highway and rail transportation.
"Our old, obsolete bridges
with narrow clearances, bad approaches, faulty guard rail and
high traffic volumes are just
waiting to kill someone," Fish
said.
Photo by Rick C. Dye

Lending helping hands
The spirit of Thanksgiving was evidenced at the First United Methodist Church in Murray this past Sunday as members of the congregation participated in a 'Thanksgiving Pounding" for the needy. Over
100 sacks of food were given to help the various agencies in Murray supply food and other items to
families in need this holiday season. The junior high United Methodist Youth Fellowship helped to box
the food for distribution. Pictured above, front row from left, are: Jennifer Dye, Emily DeBoer and
Kevin Tucker. Back Row,from left: Barbara Shores,Shannon Hazier and Anita Watson. Also helping,
"but not pictured were: Catherine Faughn, Michelle Gaither and Don Easley.

Chamber of Commerce to sponsor
local meeting with Curd, Higdon
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce anounced during its regular meeting
last night that it will sponsor a
meeting on Dec. 7 at 1 p.m. 0.rith
State Rep. Freed Curd and State
Sen. Greg Higdon:
The meeting will be to inform
people about various issues that
will appear before the
legislature in the upcoming session. The meeting will be open to
the public.
Executive Vice President
Steve Zea commended the retail
committee and the Community
Improvement Volunteers for
their work on the "Murray
Christmas" campaign. Zea said
that the groups had started out
with 600 buttons with the "Murray Christmas" logo on them
and they were now down to approximately 100.
Loretta Jobs gave an impromptu presentation to the

valved," she told the chamber.
chamber on her participation in
Leadership Kentucky. Leader- Jobs told the members that "the
more we can get there...the
ship Kentucky was created in
more west Kentucky is going to
1984 as a non-profit state education program, in partnership learn." "It was really enlightenwith the Kentucky Chamber of ing," she added.
Zea informed members
Commerce, to develop the talentand tap the energies of Ken- "we've had a very productive
tucky present and future and busy month." He said that
there had been a prospective
leaders.
business in town and that a copy
Jobs just completed the sevensession program. She said that of the plan for the industrial
park had been sent to Frankfort.
the sessions were held in difSunbird Airlines sent letters to
ferent parts of the state. The sessions also included tours of such area industries with rate sheets
and time slots, Zea told the
places as a coal mine and
chamber. "Right now things
schools. One school district she
visited had 27 schools in the look pretty good for them," he
county. The particular school added.
The education committee and
she visited had 14 students in the
eighth grade. "If eight of those the local school system will nold
a reception on Dec. 10 to proentered high school, they would
have been pleased," she said. mote cooperation between
"
IR makes us realize why Ken- business and education for the
betterment of the community.
tucky has the average is does in
Zea said that the next project
education)," Jobs said.
"I would encourage more
western Kentuckians to get in- (Conrel on page 2)
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YOUR PAPER!
Subsco obers who hove not
received their home delrvered
copy of The Murray ledger &
Times by 5 30 p m Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p m Soturdoy
ore urged to coil 753-1916 bet
weer, 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. or
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p.m. Monday thru Friday, 8
e.m.•12 p.rn. Seiary
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Rain continuing tonight.
Rain may be heavy at times.
Low in the mid 50s. South
winds around 10 mph. Chance
of rain 90 percent.
A 90 percent chance of
more rain Wednesday.\ High
in the upper 50s. Soutát
wind 10 to 20 mph.
Outlook for Thanksgiving
day, cloudy with a chance of
rain. High in the 50s
stAll photo At litt,1.1 tuck
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State survey
reports 69
substandard
local bridges

Seven killed in flight containing
Iowa cross.country team, coaches
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — An ice buildup likely caused the
fiery crash of a twin-engine plane that killed a pilot and two
coaches and four members of Iowa State University's women's
cross-country team, officials and witnesses say.
The Aero Commander crashed and burned shortly before 6
p.m. during a freezing drizzle, slamming into a tree in a
fashionable neighborhood two miles west of downtown Des
-Moines. No houses were damaged, but about 1,600 homes were
blacked out by the crash.
The aircraft was one of three university-owned planes diverted
to Des Moines by bad weather returning to Arnes.,from
Milwaukee, where the men's and women's teams competed in
NCAA national championships at Marquette University.
According to Ames airport manager H.A. Westbrook, the Des
Moines control tower said the pilot of the crashed plane reported
"severe vibrations and that he was climbing to 3,000 feet.
3"At 5:25 p.m. the tower rep9rted it went down off their radar
screen."
Federal Aviation Administration investigators would not comment. Westbrook speculated the crash was probably caused by
Ice buildup on the wings.
Westbrook said it was "unusual" for a pilot to be climbing
again because the plane was so close to Des Moines Municipal
Airport, about three miles.away.
"He might have missed his approach and began climbing to
come around again," he said "He should have been at 2,600 feet,
but he could've been lower because of ice buildup."
Westbrook said the plane was equipped with "ice boots," inflatable ice-breaking devices on the wings, "There could have
been so much ice on the boots that he couldn't break it or maybe
the boots just didn't work," he said.
He also said the planes were to land at the Ames airport, where
one runway was closed by construction and the other was icecoated, forcing the diversion.

•

Making the grade
USDA tobacco inspectors %4 Vs. Peters and Frank Murph put the final grade on tobacco at the Growers
Loose Leaf Floor prior to toda 'ft air-cured type 35 auctions. The air•cured tobacco sales will continue in
Murray on the 4th and 11th of December.

According to County Judge
Executive George Weaks, there
'are a few bridges in the county
that are scheduled to be replaced such as one on U.S. 641 and
several on Kentucky 94. "We
don't have any bridges that are
really bad in the county," VVeaks
said.
Kentucky has 12,740 bridges —
one for every 5.5 miles or road.
On the average, every 10 miles
there is a substandard bridge
The state report shows that 7,191
of Kentucky's 12,740 bridges are
substandard, based on an inspection of every bridge in the
state, using federal bridge inspection standards and evaluation criteria.
According the to report, Kentucky has 490 bridges on the
Federal-aid system that are
structurally deficient and 3.698
that are functionally obsolete.
Most of these bridges are on the
state's major highways and
Interstates.
(Cont'd on page ?)

Area closings
reported for
Thanksgiving
Several offices in Murray
will be closed Thursday due
to the Thanksgiving holiday.
The Murray Ledger and
Times will not publish a
Thursday edition, but will
publish a Friday edition.
All offices in the Calloway
County Courthouse will be
closed Thursday and Friday.
according to a spokesperson
for the courthouse.
All offices in the Robert 0.
Miller Annex will be closed
Thursday and Friday. the
Calloway County Public
Library will be closed from
Thursday through Sunday.
and all banks and government offices including the
post office will also be closed
Thursday.
All offices in Murray City
Hall will be closed Thursday.
but police and fire department personnel will be on duty Thursday. according to the
Murray Police Department.
The Calloway County ASCS
office will be closed Thursday
only and the FmHA office at
106 North Fifth Street will be
closed Thursday in observance of the holiday.
Senior citizens centers at.
Ellis. Douglas and Hazel will
be closed Thursday and Friday for the Thanksgiving
holidays. Frozen meals for
Thursday and Friday will be
delivered ,.with the rdeal ' on
Wednesday In .the Meals on '
V'•'heelS program, according
to a spokesman in the local
Senior Citizens office.
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Calloway counselors receive award

Pictured from left are Marion O'Rourke, Larry Paschall, Joy
Waldrop, Jeri Harrell and Dr. Richard Hazier, President KACD.

Counselors from the Calloway,
The school counselors in the
County.School system received
Calloway County District are:
the top award from the KenJoy Waldrop, counselor.
psychometrist. Calloway County
tucky Association of Counselor
Elementary Schools; Jeri HarEducators and Supervisors at
rell, counselor-psychometrist,
the recent meeting of Kentucky
Calloway County Middle School;
Counselors in Louisville. The
Larry Paschall, counselor and
award recognizing the district
Marion O'Rourke, counselor,
represents "outstanding efforts
Calloway County High School.
and achievement in school
To be considered for the
counseling programs" and is the
award a counseling program
•highest honor that can be
must be nominated by
bestowed upon a counseling
counselor-educators from
program.
universities across the state. As

Leadership Kentucky accepting
applications for latest program
Leadership Kentucky, a
before graduating from the prostatewide leadership developgram which was directed under
ment program sponsored by the. _ the .th.e.m.e .."United We
Kentucky Chamber of ComStand. Divided We Fall."
merce, is now accepting ap"It was really enlightening to
plications for its second class.
learn that other regions of KenLeadership Kentucky will brtucky also feel they are treated
ing together 40 of the state's
as stepchildren, I learned at the
most promising leaders for
orientation at Rough River in
seven monthly sessions addressApril that citizens of the various
ing critical issues facing the
regions of Kentucky had their
state Each session will be
own images of West Kenorganized around a broad topic
tucky....'a way to Nashville,"the
that is explored through
eastern part of Missouri,'
speakers, discussions, field
'political savvy,' and 'beautiful
trips. and other activities.
but forgotten.'
"We had an excellent pro"I encourage and strongly
gram in 1985." said Wilson W.
urge more from our region to
Wyatt. Sr.. Chairman of the
participate," stated Jobs. "The
Board of Leadership Kentucky
more participants we have the
and Senior Partner of Wyatt,
more positive results we can
Tarrant and Combs in
share with our community and
Louisville. "Each person who
the More contacts we can
participated treasured the exdevelop, the more progress we
perience We expect Leadership
can make to improve our cornKentucky to be even better this
Imunity and the
year.''
Commonwealth."
Loretta Jobs. of Murray. was
The 1986 program schedule is:
a member of the 1985 LeaderApril 4-5, Orientation, Lake
ship Kentucky Class and comCumberland State Resort Park ;
plimented the program by
May 9-10. Health and Human
stating "I feel very fortunate to
Services, Louisville; June 13-14,
have been selected knowing the
Economy. Hazard; July 11-12,
caliber of other participants
Government, Frankfort; August
across the Com15-16. Education, Northern Kenmonwealth...representatives of
tucky; September 5-6, Law and
government, the commissioner
Justice. Owensboro; and Ocof labor. budget control, govertober 10-11, Graduation, Media,
nor's office, president of ChurLexington.
chill Downs, plant managers.
Applications for Leadership
state representatives, chairman
Kentucky are open to any adult
of the state school board, school
who has demonstrated strong
superintendents, and attorneys
qualities in their community or
for various companies."
in Kentucky through their work,
Jobs, a local realtor, parcivic or volunteer activities.
ticipated in each of the proParticipants will be selected
grams conducted this past year
from across the state, represen-

ting a cross-section of citizens
from a variety of backgrounds.
Nominations to Leadership
Kentucky may be made by an individual, or company. Selection
of participants will be made by a
confidential committee from the
Leadership Kentucky Board of
Directors.
Tuition for the program is
$600, which covers all program
co.:+c plus meal and lodging.expenses. The tuition fee may be
paid by the participant, or the
participant's sponsoring
organization or employer. Partial tuition assistance is
available in limited
circumstances.
The deadline for application
for the 1986 Leadership Kentucky program is January 31,
1986. Early application is
suggested.
Application forms may be obtained from Leadership Kentucky, P.O. Box 1172, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40602, from Century 21
Realtors at 1200 Sycamore
Street, Murray, or from the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
For more information about
the program contact Julie A.
Hahn, coordinator, at (502)
695-4700.
"I cannot think of anything
I've enjoyed more than the
Leadership Kentucky experience or value greater than
the friendships I have made
across the Commonwealth.
Every week I receive letters or
phone calls wanting to share
knowledge or experience," explaind Jobs.

12 GOOD
REASONS WHY
I SHOULD
TRADE AT HOME
1. Because this is the place I make money and
this is the place to spend it.
2. Because my interests are here.
3. Because I believe in transacting business
with my friends.
5. Because I want to see the goods.
• 6. Because I want to get what I pay for.
7. Because every dollar I spend at home stays
at home and works for the development of
the city.
8. Because the man I buy from stands back of
his goods.
9. Because I sell what I produce, here at home.
10. Because the man I buy from pays his part of
the city and county taxes.
11. Because the man I buy from helps support
my school, my church, my lodge and my
home.
12. Here is where I live and here is where I buy.
Reprinted from the Gordon & Ferguson monthly, September 1915

nominees for the award the
Calloway County counselors
submitted an in-depth description of their services including
individual and group counseling,
career and occupational
awareness, referrals to helping

winning counselor-educator.
noted, "The judges were impressed with the evidence of
cooperative planning
facilitating a smooth transition
in counseling services from one
grade level to the next."

agencies and testing. This
report was accompanied by extensive documentation and letters of support from students,
teachers, administrators and
community leaders.
Dr. Ben Humphreys, award-

The executive director of the
Kentucky Association for
Counseling and Development,
Dr. Bill Braden, said, "It is
gratifying to see such an exemplary program and to see
these people recognized."

Professional development
seminars to be held at MSU

Carden attends
conference for
Guard recruiters
Sergeant First Class Mike
Carden, attended a conference
for the Kentucky National
Guard's recruiting force.
The conference is held every
year just to bring recruiters up
to date on new programs and to
make the recruiters aware of
different things, Carden said.
Different people from headquarters brief th,e recruiters on
what has qappened and what is
going to happen. Also, the threeday conference gives recruiters
a chance to exchange ideas.
"That's about the only time of
the year we're all together,"
Carden said. ,
The recruiters were informed
about such items as the new G.I.
Bill. This bill enables the
Veterans Administration to pay
a person who enlists and is going
to college full-time $140 a month
for each month of school. In addition, there is a $2,000 enlistment bonus and the state
organization will pay 50 percent
of the tuition.
High school graduates can
also recieve the $2,000 bonus,
said Carden.
At the conference. Carden
said, the recruiters are given
ideas on how to build up to
"strength." Since the Murray
unit is over strength, approximately 127 percent strength,
the instuctors also give ideas on
what to do with the extra people,
said Carden.
The conference is very worthwhile, Carden said. Instead of
having to rely on letters and information sent out by headquarters, "it's our one time of
the year we get to sit down and
talk," he concluded.

Residents respond
to HEAP assistance
in state and locally

Profes§ional development
- seminars dealing with time
managermint and delegating
responsitgility will be offered by
the Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State
University on Dec. 4-5 at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park.
Sessions are scheduled from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. for each of the
seminars — "Effective Time
Management" on Wednesday,
Dec. 4, and "How to Delegate
Effectively" on Thursday, Dec.
5.
The instructor for each
seminar will be Charles E.
Wilson, a co-owner and chief executive officer of Southern
Training Corporation, a Columbia. S.C., firm which specializes
in data processing and -human
resources management and
development.
A seasoned manager with experience in human resources
recruitment, administration and
trainkng, Wilson has' conducted
numerous seminars and training conferences for governmental, civic, educational and
business organizations across
the U.S. and in Canada and
Japan.

Wells attends
organizational
meeting of
advisory group
The first of a series of
meetings was held last week to
determine how to distribute $5
million to state school systems
which promote innovative programs in their curriculum. Murray High School Principal Bill
Wells is a member of the advisory committee which will
determine how the money will
be spent.
Wells, in a telephone interview
Monday afternoon, stated that
last week's meeting was mainly
an "organizational meeting,"
with a second meeting scheduled for December.
The Educational Innovative
Incentive Fund, set up by Governor Martha Layne Collins in her
education reform package this
past year, will distribute the $5
million among state school
districts in Kentucky at the
discretion of the advisory committee, according to Wells.
Other members of the committee include businessmen, two
superintendents, the president
of Druther's, teachers and a
representative of Humana
hospital.

Topics for the time managment seminar will include
recognition of the time management dilemma, how to get things
done, how to get more accomplished through other people, getting the important things
done, time management
systems that help, and how to
achieve balance in life.
The focus for the Dec. 5
seminar will be on such topics as
delegation as an indicator of
managerial excellence, managing effectively through delegation, nature and climate of
delegation, eisentials of effective delegation, common patterns in delegation, how to use
authority effectively, improving
the delegator's capability, how
to develop good managers
through proper delegation and
evaluating effective delegation.
The fee for either management seminar is $125 for one
registrant and $110 each for two
Or more people from the same
organization. It covers tuition,
all course materials and
refreshment breaks. The fee for
both seminars for one registrant
Is $230 or $210 each for two or
more people from the same
organization.
Anyone interested in registering for the seminars may send a
check for the proper amount
(payable to Murray State
University), along with name,
company, position, address,
telephone number and Social
Security number to:
Center for Continuing Education, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, or call (502)
762-2716.

Bridges...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Of the state's bridges off the
Federal-aid system — primarily
locally maintained — 1,355 are
structurally deficient and 1,648
are functionally obsolete.
The deficiencies are attributed to age, heavier traffic,
the effects of weather and deferred maintenance, according to
Fish. The state and most local
governments just don't have
adequate funds to begin to deal
with the problem realistically,
he said.
Kentucky ranks 22nd among
the states in total number of
bridges and 20th among the
states in terms of deficient
bridges, according to FHWA's
national inventory.
A structurally deficient bridge
is one that has been restricted to
light vehicles only, is closed to
traffic, or must be rehabilitated
immediately to stay open. A
functionally obsolete bridge is
one whose narrow lanes, load
carrying capacity, clearance, or
approach roadway alignment
can no longer safely serve its
current traffic-1W. A structurally deficient iiridge may
also be obsolete.
Kentucky had a total of 79
bridges closed to traffic as of
Dec. 31, according to the
Federal Highway Administration. The FHWA also said 215
local bridges that should have
restricted weight limits were
open, but not posted.
Graves County has 171 deficient bridges out of a total of 402,
Marshall County has 85 deficient
bridges out of a total of 167 and
Trigg County has 36 deficient
bridges out of a total of 74
bridges.
The state's current construction plan provides for replacing
340 substandard bridges by 1989.
At the current rate of improvement, using available state and
federal funds, it would take
more that 70 years to solve the
state's existing bridge problem,
Fish said.

The Cabinet for Human
Resources took more than 41,000
applications from low-income
families seeking help for heating
bills under the second part of the
Home Energy Assistance Program, a spokesman said.
In Calloway County, 321 applicatiohs have been received
since Nov. 18, for this assistance
program, according to Sandy
A Murray man was admitted
Anderson, principal casework
to the Murray-Calloway County
specialist for the Department
Hospital for injuries suffered in
for Social Insurance.
a two-vehicle accident about
About 20,000 applicants were
noon Monday at the Whitnell and
in line the first day when the
Johnson Street intersection.
doors opened at Department for
Claude Miler, 82, of Murray,
Social Insurance offices across
was listed in satisfactory condithe state, cabinet spokesman
tion today after the car he was
Brad Hughes said.
driving southbound on Whitnell
The program pays a flat rate
Street Monday struck a second
according to how a house is
car which was westbound on
heated, the number of people in
Johnson Street, according to the
a household and the amount of
Murray Police Department.
income, said Anderson.
Miller stated he failed to see
' Just under $7.5 million will be
the oncoming vehicle, which
available for the program, inwas driven by Earl Tabers, 47,
cluding $1.3 million that Was not
of 810 Sunny Lane, Murray.
used by low-income elderly and
Tabers was uninjured in the
disabled in the first part of the
incident.
program, Hughes said.
Anderson said that 255
households were approved during this first part of the program'
in Calloway County.
Applications will be taken at (Cont'd from page 1)
the Department for Social Inof the education committee will
surance office through Dec 31,
be to fain people working in
or until the money runs out.
some of the local plants and then
Anderson said that while in the
to take these films back to
'The correct number of
five years she has been involved
schools so students can see what
graduates from the local Vocain this the have never had to
the jobs are like.
deny anyone who has already
Chamber members were also tionalSchool's Nursing program
applied, the possiblity does exinformed that one of the two flag who 'receive passing marks on
ist. Therefore,she urges anyone
poles the chamber wanted was the state licensing exam is 99
interested in this program to apdonated by the local Masonic percent. This figure was listed
erroneously in Monday's paper.
ply as soon as possible.
Lodge.

Man injured in
two-car crash

Chamber...

Correction
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PERSPECTIVE

Miirray Ledger & Times

garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Our unemployed youth

The unemployment problem has been more acute for
teenagers. At the worst of the
1982 recession, when overall
unemployment reached a
postwar high of 10.8 percent,
24.5 percent of all teenagers
were out of work and 49.5 percent of black teenagers were
unemployed. In 1984, when

overall unemployment had
droppet to 7.5 percent, 18.9
percent of all teenagers and
42.7 percent of black teenagers were still out of work.
One of the bright spots in
government programs has
been the Job Corps. The council's report notes that for up to
three and a half years after
leaving the training program,
Job Corps youths, on the average, earned higher wages.
were less involved in crime,
were more likely to graduate
from high school and were
less likely to seek unemployment or welfare benefits.
There are a number of possible solutions to the serious
unemployment problem of a
sub-minimum wage law that
would make it economically
feasible for employers to take
on ill-prepared youths and
train them for responsible
jobs. The Reagan administration has pressed such a reform, but organized labor's
lobby has succeeded in blocking efforts in Congress to
lower the present $3.35 per
hour minimum just for youth.
Another solution lies in accelerating current state and
federal initiatives to establish
enterprise zones in depressed
urban areas. Employers
receive tax incentives if they
hire unemployed from within
the zone.
Obviously, the answer to
youth unemployment doesn.t
lie in make-work, leaf-raking
jobs. Rather. what's required
is enactment of a sub-minimum wage law and increased
efforts to train young people
in school and outside programs.

HR1TE .4 LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, K).
42071.

Although overall unemployment in the nation has fallen
from double-digit levels to the
vicinity of 7 percent, joblessness among young people, especially blacks, remains much
higher. A new federal report
says that more than ever, unemployment is concentrated
among minority group, innercity, low income and high
school dropout youths.
The report was based on a
study by the National Research Council for the Department of Labor. The council is
a non-partisan, private group
established by Congress to
advise the government.
The unemployment rate in
1957 for white males aged 2024 was 7.1 percent, and the
rate for non-white males of
the same age was 12.7 percent. In 1984, unemployment
for white males aged 20-24
was 9.8 percent and had grown
to 24.5 percent for non-white
males in that age group.
This disturbing increase
took place despite operations
between 1978 and 1981 of the
Youth Employment and Demonstrations Projects Act. This
federal program spent $6 billion and provided jobs for six
million young people. However, the long-term benefits of
those programs is uncertain.

looking back
Ten years ago
Murray Common Council
voted in favor of purchasing a
"mini-pumper" for Fire Department to replace' 1950 model
white ladder truck presently
housed at South 16th • Street
Substation.
Calloway County Fiscal Court
met yesterday to discuss plans
for a county road barn to be built
in coming months.
Robert 0. Miller, Calloway
County Judge, will be featured
speaker at a meeting of Second
District Council of Kentucky
Civitan Clubs on Nov. 28 and 29
at Lake Barkley Lodge, Cadiz.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Edwards,
Nov. 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Perry will
celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary on Dec. 6.
Twenty years ago
Murray Chief of Police Bur-man Parker has issued some
rules and regulations for bicycle
riders and urges the support of
parents in cautioning their
children.
Jimmy Wilkins, end, and
Steve Doran, back, of Murray
High School Football Team,
made first team of Class II
ranks in Annual Courier-Journal
football team selections.
Allen Rose, James Shelton,
Harold Hurt. Thomas Herndon,
Harold Douglas, Aubrey
Willoughby, Walton Stations,
Wilmot (Peg) Cothran, Carves

Paschall, Wendell Lovett and L.
C. Hendon are officers of Camp
592 Woodmen of World.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Rayburn of Bowling Green and
Mr. and Mrs. Mick Wells and
son, Mark, of Madisonville are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Douglas and Mr. and Mrs.
Waylon Rayburn.
Harry Furches, art instructor
at Murray State College, spoke
about "Metal Smithing" at a
meeting of Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Thirty years ago
The Calloway County Soil Improvement Association was
broken into last night sometime
after midnight. Approximately
$900 was taken from the safe, according to Calloway County
Sheriff Brigham Futrell.
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a
Christmas bazaar on Dec. 10 in
basement of First Methodist
Church.
The Rev. William Whitlow
spoke about "The Goodness of
God" at a meeting of the Lynn
Grove High School Unit of the
Parent-Teacher Association.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Max Erwin
on Nov. 20.
Barbara Mott, worthy advisor, presided at an inspection
of Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held at lodge hall. Frances Churchill is mother advisor.
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Fondly-remembered Thanksgiving holidays
can greatly enrich our American heritage
Day after tomorrow we'll be
observing one of our most
cherished holidays —
Thanksgiving. It's that time of
the year that should bring a
lump into the throat of every
red-blooded American when he
or she counts the God-given
blessings we enjoy simply by being privileged to live in this
great country.
It does this to me when I merely try to count them. It always is
frustrating to simply try to list
the flood of freedoms we enjoy
and the good things of life - that
are ours as Americans.. It
warms your heart just to think
how lucky we are.
I know — there's always a yoyo or two around who can tell
you all the things wrong with
America, but, as far as I am concerned, she is way out in front of
whomever is in second place.
I love America. I also know
that it simply is by the grace of
God that I was born an
American and live in this country. I thank God for that. I am
sure yolt,do, too.
• • •
It also is almost equally as
heart-warming to look back at
some of our most fondlyremembered Thanksgivings.
I like to recall some of those
my family would spend on the
farm of my uncle and aunt over
in Christian County — my
mother's sister and her husband
— back yonder when I was a
boy.
As a youngster, I spent most of
my summers on that farm, and
I, especially, looked forward to
going to "Uncle'Dan and Aunt
Paralee's" for Thanksgiving.
We lived in Mayfield at the
time and it took three hours or
longer to drive the 100 miles or
so to their place by way of
Sedalia, Tr -City, Murray across
the rivers by ferry and on
through Cadiz to Hopkinsville.

Highway 117, as we know it today from Gracey to Julian, was
a railroad then. Dad had to go all
the way into Hopkinsville and
back west over six miles of the
.limestone Julian Pike to get to
my uncle's place.
It would be late in the afternoon the day before Thanksgiving when we'd get there, and my
aunt would have a big supper
waiting. My uncle would have a
fire going in the seldom-used living room fireplace.
As we ate in the soft glow ol
kerosene lamps, my brothers
and I kept pretty quiet as Mom
and her sister caught up on
family matters. Dad and Uncle
Dan would be busy talking about
the farm, the crops and the like.
• • •
It was early to bed after our
trip from Mayfield, but not until
we had cranked up the Victrola
in the living room and played
some records — the likes of Paul
Whiteman, Rudy Valee, Al
Jolson, the Waring Pennsylvanians and tenor John McCormick. Mom loved to listen to McCormick sing.
But what fun we had the next
day! One of the first places we'd
go would be to the cabin where
my two little, black, summertime buddies, James and John
Green, lived.
They played with me a lot
when I was there during the
summer, and their daddy
sometimes would let us ride the
mules as the farm hands came
in from the fields at dusk. Their
mother made just about the best
cornbread I ever put in my
mouth.
One of the first places we'd
head for would be the tin roof of
the ice house. tt. had a steep
pitch to it and sloped to within
three feet of the ground. We'd
slick up a section between a couple of its grooves and climb up
and slide down until we were
ready for something else.

My brothers and I still laugh
about the time an older,
somewhat cocky, cousin came
sliding down that roof, missed
his footing at the bottom and hit
smack on his tailbone. It knocked the breath out of him, and
we'll never forget him circling
around, gasping for breath and
faintly calling for his momma.

•
My uncle would put a bridle
and his old Army saddle on Old
Dick, the only saddle horse on
the farm, and we'd ride him
around the place, bravely urging him into an occasional
canter once we were out of sight
of the house.
If my uncle didn't do that, he
would get out his box of Indian
arrowheads and show us the
most recent ones he had found
and tell us how they had been used. He knew all about arrowheads, and always was picking them up on his place.
Although there were a few
with broken tips, most of them
were perfectly shaped. He didn't
like to save them unless they
were perfect. There were all
sizes, from big ones- used for
large game to small ones for
turkeys, rabbits and the like.
He also had several tomahawk
stones, perfectly shaped, grooved and highly polished, which he
would lovingly caress with his
big, calloused hands as he talked
about them.
• • •
•
By then it would be time for
Thanksgiving dinner — creamed sweet potatoes with melted
marshmallows on top, creamed
butterbeans, stewed apples,
cranberry sauce, roast turkey
and dressing with giblet gravy.
country ham from the
smokehouse out back, hot
biscuits and cornbread sticks all
topped out with pumpkin and
mince meat pie.
Our Aunt Paralee always had

a chocolate pie for brother Jeff,
knowing he didn't care for the
pumpkin or mince meat.
Almost everything came from
right there on the farm. The
turkey, I'm sure, would have
been one of the poults I'd help
her catch and dry out after a
summertime rainstorm.
The vegetables all came from
their big garden out back, and
my uncle merely had to go to the
smokehouse and cut down one of
the hams Ke'dlung there months earlier after he had killed
hogs.
While ti* older folks talked
and visited after dinner, my
brothers and I — along with
James and John — would go
down to "the branch." the treelines creek that meandered
across the farm.
We'd visit our summer
"swimming holes" and look
around for coon and mink tracks
until Uncle Dan would ring the
farm bell a time or two. That
meant for us to get on back to
the'house.
It would be time to load up and
head back across the ferries to
Mayfield. but not until our aunt
had loaded us down with cold
turkey and country ham sandwiches, as well as what was left
of the chocolate pie for brother
Jeff.
• • •
Truly, we have a lot for which
we should be thankful in addition to material blessings, and
remembering Thanksgivings
such as that one is one of my
richest. We should thank God for
our heritage and those who have
gone on .before us just as we do
for the good things of life.
And. I hope you won't sit down
to your Thanksgiving dinner
Thursday and begin eating
-without first bowing your head
and thanking God for hi
goodness — and for America.
I'm sure you'll do that

letters to the editor

Home-style fun entertained children of old
Dear Editor:
I suspect there were times
when we complained to our
parents that we were bored and
had nothing to do, but as my
memory reaches back 50 odd
years to childhood on a Kansas
farm, I recall busy innovative
pastimes.
When the sun blazed high in a
cloudless sky and baked the
hardpacked earth like cracked
clay, one of my cousins would
shout, "Let's run the lane!"
With the exuberance of youth,
we would grab an empty 2-pound
coffee can from under the back
porch, rush to the cattle watering tank and fill our cans
with the murky water. The object of this'barefoot ganie was to
run to the end of the half-mile
lane and, when we reached the
mailbox, make a speedy retreat
back to the tank. The challenge
was to keep from scorching our
feet on the hot road by stopping
at intervals to relieve our feet
'with the water from our coffee
can — and hope the water would
last to the end of our journey.
The winnner, of course, was
the one who returned to the
water tank first, but the only
prize was the satisfaction of having survived his agony with the
economy of the water and, of
course, the joy of yelling, "I
win!"
When all six of us were back at

the water tank, we would sit in a
row on the soggy, moss-covered
board which was balanced
across one end of the tank. We
would dangle our sun-tanned
legs in the cool water, laugh and
share our experience of selftorture and listen to the windmill overhead as it squeaked
disapproval of our foolishness.
One memorable day as we
gleefully played our game, a
large rattlesnake crawled out of
the ditch and slithered across
our path. My cousin, a few feet
ahead of me, screamed a warning and we lost no time retracing
our steps, too frightened to stop
to pour soothing water on our
abused feet. When we reached
the house we all shouted at once,
which brought a quick response.
My uncle bravely killed the
snake but warned us about playing our barefoot game, expaining that there was usually more
than one snake in an area.
It was hard to submit to the
restrictions, but our regret was
short-lived; we soon became involved in cleaning the corn crib
and' setting up 'a make-believe
schoolroom. Again, nature interfered. The mice resented our
intrusion on their kindgom and
they feasted on our boks and
papers and were hardly
distracted by our screeches of
terror as they raced across our
bare feet. But the hayloft held

Telethon called a success
Dear Telethon Friends:
Because of the loyal support
and generosity of the caring
citizens of the WPSD-TV viewing area, the Lions-WPSD-TV
Telethon has experienced
another very successful year.
On behalf of the board of
managers, the staff, parents and
children and adults who receive
services at the West Kentucky
Easter Seal Center. I wish to express our heartfelt appreciation
to the countless individuals and
groups who worked many long,
hours and rnade.matty sacrifices
to support this great Western
Kentucky effort. Because 'ol
your dedication to -this great
caulte. the •qtrattty of life for
many children and adults will be
greatly improved.
A very special thanks is also
extended to the area Lions arid

to all the very capable staff at
WPSD-TV. For the many hours
that Lions Club members gave
to planning and organizing the
Telethon. and for the time and
energy that the WPSD-TV staff
and management gave while
planning producing and promoting the Telethon, we are indeed most grateful
For all who had a part in making this year's Telethon a great
success, we wish a joyful
Thanksgiving As we extend this
wish, we again say thanks for
caring and.Oaring So that
others may enloy fuller and
richer lives
Siincerely.
Richard B Brown
Executive Director
West Kentucky
Easter Seal Center
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new kittens and the tabby cat
seemed to appreciate our "baby
sitting" while she took over the
mouse-infested corn crib.
Long hot afternoons were
spend under the sagging branches of an old elm tree. There we
giggled, read Little Big Books,
cut paper dolls from last
season's Montgomery Ward
catalog and played card games.
Our imaginations knew no
boundaries and the challenges

were simple and many. Summertime was too precious to
waste — the memories are too
precious to forget.
Bethene A. Larson, Cody. Wyo
Farmland News
Editors Note: Readers may
recall the recent story on CBS
Evening News about today's
children having such busy agendas that they lack time to enjoy
the creative joy of childhood.

.
Theft hampers am station
Dear Editor:
The Murray Campers
Welcome Station. adjacent to
the Chamber of Commerce, offers a much needed service to
visitors and tourists for RV's
and campers. It represents a
rather large investment by the
Murray Tourism Commission,
Chamber of Commerce and a
number of other concerned
firms and individuals.
The station provides for
disposal, fresh water and a picnic area and is the only such
facility in the immediate Murray area. The station has been
used by visitors from many
states and they have been most
complimentary, including many
tour groups as well as those attending various events at Murray State University It has
created much goodwill for our
;ommunity.
However, just recently all of
the identifying signs and
operating instructions for the
equipment were stolen This of
course defeats the purpose for
which the station was designed
and is an inconvience for those
visiting our community. The

signs cost about $150 — which is
a factor but more important is
the

total

of

lack

for

regard

others by those who vandalize
destroy.

and

sign i

state

In

addition, the

Information

Tourist

on

sign,

Highway

la
641

North. near the Chamber Office
was also torn down and this sign
is important for alerting visitors

to stop by the Chamber for information. Surely such signs can be
of no value to those who steal or
destroy them and Murray is cernot proud of those who

tainly

have

no

regard

com-

for our

munity nor the rights of others
The

tourism

sincerely
who

commission

requests

practice

such

that . those
illegal

ac-

tivities please refrain from doing do in the future. All of us concerned with the publice image of
Murray as

well as those

who

visit our community will greatly
appreciate

it.

Hut

those

who

commit such acts can be sure
they will be prosecuted to the
full

extent

of

the

law

when

apprehended

Bonnie Jones, Chairman
Murray Tourism Commission.

AMVETS thank local busine‘scs
the Editor:
The AMVETS Auxiliary of
Post 45 held its annual White
Clover sales on Saturday
November 16th, 1985
We would like to thank the
businesses that let us have the
Clovers in front of their stores or
that let us go among their
customers.
The Auxiliary would like to
show our deepest appreciation
to the following. Wal-Mart.
Storey's Food Giant. Parker's
Grocery. Nprthside I G.A., Murray Home and Auto, and Sam -

mon's kiaker . The people of
Murray. Calloway County, and
surrounding Counties were very
generous in their contributions
to the Veterans Administration
Hospital May God bless the little boy who gave a dollar to our
Veterans when his mother said
she didn't have any change.
The money the Auxiliary collected will be taken to the. Mem,
phis Tennessee Veterans Administration Hospital.
Sincerely.
Mary Norwood. P.R.O.
AMVF:TS Auxiliary Post 45
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MURRAY TODAY
Murray couple will be married for 50 years

Jo Burkcen

Mirrray Ledger & Times

cditor

Byars-Darnell vows said at church

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A.
Stoddard of Rt. 7. Box
538. Murray, will
celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on
Saturday, Nov. 30. A
farhily gathering is
planned.
The couple was married on Nov. 30. 1935, in
Glenwood. Iowa.
Mrs. Stoddard, the
former Sallie Ellis. is
the daughter of the late
Charlie Lee Ellis and
Elizabeth Angeline
Caton Ellis. She retired
in 1979 from K Mart.
Mr. Stoddard is the
son of the kite Loyd
Henry Stoddard and
Mary Eva Barrett Stoddard. He retired from
General Motors and
later in 1979 from
Allegheny International. Inc.. of Detroit,
Mich.
They have two
daughters, Mrs. Mary
Lamb *of Murray and
Mrs. Candy Dasaro of
Grand Prairie. Texas; dard and Ricky Stodand five sons. Harry dard. all of Detroit,
Stoddard. Tommy Stoct- Loyd Stoddard of Grand

Miss Susan Carol
Byars and Larry Edward Darnell were married in a recent.
ceremony at Hazel Baptist Church.
Parents of the bride
are Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Byars of Rt. 2, Hazel.
She is the granddaughter of T.G. Curd
Sr., the late Mrs. Thyra
Lee Curd and Mr. and
Mrs.,A.C. Byars.
.The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Darnell of Rt. 1. Farmington. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Darnell and Mr.
and Mrs. James Hargis.
John Dale officiated
at the double ring
ceremony. Music was
presented by Mrs.
Oneida White, pianist
and soloist.
The vows were exchanged before an altar
Mr. and Mrs. Stod- decorated with a brass
Prairie and Timmy
Stoddard of Gainesville, dard - have 14 arch covered with
grandchildren.
magnolia leaves and
Fla.
silk magnolia blooms.
Brass planters filled
with magnolia arrangements and spiral
candelabra flanked the
SYLVESTER STALLONE
arch.
TALIA SHIRE
The bride, escorted to
BURT YOUNG
the altar by her father.
was given in marriage
by her parents.
grandmother, the late blue gown and carried a
She wore a formal Mrs. Mollie Curd.
basket of white rose
gown of white whisper
Mrs. Celisa Cunn- petals.
taffeta and pearled ingham, cousin of the&
The groom wore a forvenise lace. The fitted bride, was matron of mal black tuxedo with a
bodice was enhanced by honor.
white gardenia
a sheer yoke of pen dot
Bridesmaids were boutonniere.
organza and princess Mrs. Tina Byars of
Chris Sheridan of
puffed sleeves. Pearled Owensboro, sister-in- Murray was best man.
lace molded the bodice law of the bride, Miss Groomsmen were Greg
PET OF THE WEEK - A young male Retriever
and adorned the Rhonda Darnell of Byars of Owensboro,
found on Martin's Chapel Road, very gentle and
neckline and sleeves. Dallas, Texas, and Mrs. brother of the bride,
apparently has been someone's pet, is available
The full skirt and semi- Dee Dee Cook of Mur- Mark Herndon, Kent
for adoption, along with other dogs and cats,
cathedral train were ray, sisters of the Wilson, Rodney Black
from Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore Ext., just
unadorned. She wore a groom, Mrs. Amanda and Brad Cook, brothereast of South Fourth Street,operated by Humane
pillbox hat of matching Childress of Houston, in-law of the groom, all
Society of Calloway County. Animals who do not
lace with an attached Texas, and Mrs. Rita of Murray.
find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the
pouf of silk illusion.
Rector of Murray.
Ushers were Scott
shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m.,
Her cascade bouquet
The attendants wore Wilkins of Frankfort,
Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m. Saturwas of gardenias and identical formal gowns cousin of the bride,
day and Sunday.
white roses accented of dusty blue taffeta. Mark Duncan of Murray
with baby's breath, ivy Each carried a clutch and Greg Darnell of
and white ribbon bouquet of silk magnolia Deltas, Texas, cousins
streamers. She also car- blooms.
of the groom.
ried a white linen hanAshley Cook, niece of
The ring bearer was
dkerchief that belonged the groom, was flower Brandy' Curd of
to he'r great - girl. She wore a pastel Jackson. Miss., cousin

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Stoddard

•

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Edward Darnell

.•

Thanksgiving Special
All Fall & Winter Merchandise
20%-50%

Off

*Coats, Blazers, Slacks, Skirts,
Blouses, Vests & Sweaters.
Sizes 6-20
*Sale Ends Nov. 30th

Town & Country
Open 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Dixieland Center

753-8365

The Dakota

DUBLIN, Ireland
AP ) - Bob Geldof, the
Irish rock star and
famine-relief fundraiser, has been named
Ireland's Man of the
Year.
Geldof, of the rock
group Boomtown Rats
and organizer of the
Live Aid benefit concerts for African famine
relief, was given the
award Monday night by
Irish Prime Minister
Garret FitzGerald.
The honor was
bestowed by a committee representing
organizations on both
sides of the Irish border.
The first newspaper
edited for and by blacks,
Freedom's Journal, was
published in New York
in 1827.

Opening
Friday, Nov. 29

Toni*
Sam Waterston
Kathiee,
Ends

Governor
of Oregon
records song

II

r

la

•
as
CLASSES VISIT - Fourth Grade Classes at North Calloway Elementary
School recently made a trip to Heritage Village near Kentucky Dam Village
State Park in connection with a unit on native Americans. The Apache
Guide, Alonzo Chalepah, gave an informative presentation on various Indian tribes of North America.

1:15

SIGN

New Hours:

Sunday Thursday
11 a.m.-10 p.m..
Friday Saturday
11 a.m.-11 p.m.

Bob Geldof
named by
Ireland
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PORTLAND. Ore.
(AP)- Look out music
world, here comes Gov.
Vic Atiyeh.
Atiyeh and City Commissioner Mildred
Schwab were among 60
people who recorded
"Keep Giving to the
World," the first song on
"Pride of Portland." an
album released to raise
money tor African
famine relief and to help
the hungry of Portland.
Eighty-five percent of
the profits from the
album's sale will help
pay for a 4-ton truck for
the Northwest Medical
Teams group ,in its
medical clinic in the
Sudan, and 15 percent
will go to Oregon Food
Share, according to
radio station KKRZ.
which helped organize
the project.
In 18.02, Congress
authorized the
establishment of the
U.S. Military Academy
at West Point, N.Y.

COMMANDO

New Phone Number:

of the bride.
The men attendants
were attired ih black
tuxedoes. Each wore a
white gardenia
bouttonniere.
Miss Robin Blake of
Elkton kept the bridal
register.
The wedding was
directed by Miss Conda
Stubblefield of Murray.
A reception followed
the ceremony.
Serving were. Joyce
Gordon, June Welter,
Diane McCuiston- and
Regina Williams. all of
Murray.
Music was provided
by Mrs. Oneida White.
Following a wedding
trip to Gatlinburg.
Tenn., the new Mr. and
Mrs. Darneit are
residing on Rt. 7,
Mayfield.

TO LIVE AND
DIE IN L. A. A

Mieqrs

RIELArrivois
MHI10.•
•••••ly 141111 Co

Mom dal. II a.m. l• p.m.
Muni pm lOpm

chatbleit et. 763.3314
4

I
Your next new or transferred prescription
.6
II *Ask how this coupon can be worth $3.00

I

Custom & Designer Framing
Needlework Specialists
Ready Made Frames
Charles Frads' Prints
Ray Harm Prints
Bill Granata', Prints
Ken Holland Prints
Duck Prints
Early American Prints
Teddy Boar Prints
Occupation & Sport Prints
Floral I Bird Printi
Wild Animal Prints
Bird Dog I Hunting Prints
Old Barri I Wood -Prints
Coca-Cola Prints
leftmost des Ad ler alawint
763.0077 NIIFTSY
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Jones-Herrington vows solemnized
The wedding of Miss
Shawn Marie Jones,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Delmer Jones of
Murray, and Charles
Lee Herrington, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Herrington of Calvert
City, was solemnized on
Saturday. Oct. 26, at
New Jenny Ridge
Pentecostal Church,
Murray.
The Rev. William Pinnegar of Paducah,
great-uncle of the bride,
officiated at the double
ring ceremony. The
altar was centered with
a wrought iron arch intwined with ivy and
centered with a white
and lilac satin bow with
identical bows on either
side with cascading
streamers. Pots of white
gladioli, baby's breath
and ferns were on each
side.
Presenting a program
of nuptial music was
Jody Sexton of Symsonia, pianist and
soloist. The groom sang
a solo, "Crystal Ball,"
written and composed
by himself and Chris
Reed, cousin of the
bride, who also accompanied the groom on
guitar.
The bride, escorted to
the altar by her father,
was given in marriage
by her parents.
She wore-a gown of all
over_entilly lace. The
bodice was designed
with a wedding band
collar and a sheer yoke
adorned with a
scalloped lace ruffle
giving an off-the shoulder effect. The
sleeves were designed
in a bishop effect and
caught with a self
scallop of lace trim. Her
bouffant skirt and attached chapel-length
train were accented
with lace trimmed ruffles in a three-tiered
effect.
Her finger-tip veil and
blusher of silk illusion
was attached to a crown
of lace and seed pearls.
She carried a bouquet of
silk lilac tipped roses
with white miniature
roses, pink tipped
anemones interlaced
with lilac ribbons, netting, baby's lreath and
white and lilac
streamers. The bouquet
was designed and made
by Loretta Gentry, aunt
of the bride.
Miss Teresa Herr-
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Country a,nd western
top records named

woe, tt44.

Best-selling country.
records of the
week of Nov. 24 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey are as
follows:
I. "I'll Never Stop
Loving You," Gary
Morris
2. "Too Much On My
Heart," The Statler
Brothers
3. "I Don't Mind the
Thorns (If You're the
Rose)," Lee Greenwood
4. "Hang On To Your

Heart," Exile
5. "Lie To You For
Your Love," The
Bellamy Brothers
6. "Nobody Falls Like
A Fool," Earl Thomas
Conley
7. "This Ain't Dallas,"
Hank Williams Jr.
8. "The Chair,"
George Strait
9. "You Make Me Feel'
Like A Man," Ricky
Skaggs
10. "Stand Up," Mel
McDaniel

western

r

Thanksgiving
Special

FIRST BIB
AY — Jason Recker celebrated
his first birthday on Oct. 3. He is the son of Jeff
s4nd Patty Recker,owners of Comino Pizza, Rock
Springs, Wyo. His mother also is a substitute
teacher at Rock Springs. His grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Carr of Casper, Wyo., and
Harry and Mary Recker of Murray.

41.

Rent 3
Get 1 Free',.:
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We are pleased to
announce that Kelly
Chilcutt, bride-elect of
Rick
Holt,
has
selected her china and
pottery from our complete bridal registry.
Kelly and Rick will be
married Dec. 20.

nowt all Hub movies r
you wend
Pick up Wed. Bring back Fri.

111UiL1-7-Va

RENTAMALES
CENTER

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lee Herrington
Ington, sister of the bow tie. His boutonniere
groom, was maid of was a pink rose tipped
honor. The bridesmaid with lilac and baby's
was Lisa McCoy.
breath.
They wore floor
The men attendants,
length identical gowns along with the fathers of
of lilac jersey with lace the bridal couple, had
jackets, designed and boutonnieres of white
made by Mildred silk carnations.
Wilson, aunt of the
Mrs. Jones, mother of
bride. Their headpieces the bride, wore a street
were of purple carna- length dress of white
tions and baby's breath, with red pinstripes with
made by the bride.
a matching red jacket.
The attendants car- The groom's mother
ried identical hand bou- wore a street length
quets of purple silk car- dress of green chiffon
nations with baby's accented with a cream
breath, lilac netting and bow on the shoulder.
lilac and white ribbons.
Their corsages were of
Kevin Reed of Gilbert- white silk carnations
sville, cousin of the and baby's breath. •
bride, was best man.
Miss Shelly Jones,
Groomsman was Barry sister of the bride, kept
Littlepage of Murray. the guest register.
James Brgswn, cousin of
A reception followed
the bride, served as the ceremony at the
usher.
church.
The groom wore a
The bridal table was
white formal tuxedo and draped with a white lace
vest with white tucked cloth. The three-tiered
shirt with wing tipped
wedding cake was
collar and a white silk
decorated with tiny lilac

GROUP HONORED — North Calloway Elementary School
honored
teachers and staff who have had recent birthdays. Recognized
from
left, front row, Carolyn Enoch, Ruth Potts, Renee Miller,were,
Mirriam
Ferguson, Karen Crick, second row, Jackie Cassity, Delores Boggess,
Melissa Rowland, Margie Woodall. Tom Kelly, and back row, Ronnie
Walker.

YOU CAN'T BUY this
washing machine...
BUT YOU CAN USE IT HERE!
\,.\‘
Perfect For:

*Permanent Press
•Delicates
*Cottons

50ID
Only At The

We Guarantee It!

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club
Wednesday is
Tot's Day
Special Packages
Special Prices

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
753-0035
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HAPPY
THANKSGIVING!
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Hwy. 641 North Murray, Ky.
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•Brenda & Peter
Skoog
Ernest & Donna
Ferguson
*Sharon & Larry
Gearhart

tLk
10-S
10-9
I -5

Central Shopping Cehter'
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We will be closed this Wednesday to
Thursday for the Thanksgiving
isIti and
holiday.
to'
5 Seven Seas Nyili
.' be open this Friday rr,
and Saturday offering our fabulous
Seafood Buffet from 4:30 to 8:30 p.m.

'Nursing Gowns and Tops for the
nursing mother.

.cuut met

Maternity and Childrens Shoppe
• Lat.awal \*ott- For Chrism-L,.

North 121h
603 Main

ellealiftemeselleselelleessealles wernewesseummemaitemil
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Amberly PaschaN
113 month cad daughtet
of Modred 8 Tammy
Paschall

Mon-Wed
Thurs-Sat
Sun' -

SO
OM
EI
Laundry & Cleaners
753-2552

0lie1
oft`

'New line Holiday and Evening
wear for the Mother-To-Be.
"

4

753-8201

•

*Tammy & Michael
Parrish
•Lisa Madden
•Richard & Judy
Carter
•Felicia & James
Bates
•Brenda Bomar
*Yvonne & William
Patterson
•Donna & James Harris
*Sharon & Larry Gearhart

)„ .6th & Poplar
• r")Location.

You'll get the Cleanest, Whitest,
Brightest Wash ever...

131h & Main
Poplar
8th

and pink flowers and
topped with the traditional bride and groom
stattuette inside a glass
arch.
Punch was served
from a cut glass bowl
flanked with matching
serving dishes holding
pastel mints and nuts.
Serving were Mildred
Wilson and "Donna
Brown of Paducah,
Loretta Gentry and
Cathy Mitchuson of
Murray and Billie Reed
of Gilbertsville, all
aunts of the bride,
After a short wedding
trip to the Executive
Inn, Paducah, the new
Mr. and Mrs. Herrington are residing on
Rt. 3, Murray.
A household and personal skowei• was given
in honor of the couple in
the Community Room of
the North Branch of
Peoples Bank with her
five aunts who served at
the reception as
hostesses.

200 E. Main

The Showcase

759-9578'
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Babies, dismissals
listed by hospital

TROPHIES WON - Matt Darnell competed in America's Little Miss and
Mr. State Pageant held Nov. 9 and 10 in Lexington. He won trophies for the
overall smile award and for-the best sportswear. He also placed first runnerup for the state title. An agent there for leading magazines and who works
for a New York advertising agency, chose a few children for whom she was
interested in working. Matt was one chosen as announced during the crowning ceremonies. He is the three-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Randy Darnell
and the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Darnell. His sponsors were Storey's Food Giant, The Jaycees, Swift Roofing, Farm Bureau Insurance, Factory Discount Shoes, Pagliai's Pizza,
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home and Big Dipper Ice Cream Shoppe.

Chainsaw
vCheckup,

Top records
are named

Best-selling records of
the week of Nov. 24 based on Cashbox
'Magazine's nationwide
sum-ey'are as follows:
1. "We Built This City.- Star-ship
2. "Separate Lives."
Phil Collins and Marilyn
Martin
3. "You Belong To the
City." Glenn Frey
4. "Miami Vice,"
Theme. Jan Hammer
5. "Broken Wings."
Mr. Mister
6. "Head Over Heels,"
Tears For Fears
7 ''Part -Time
Lover," Stevie ‘Vonder

For All Brands

•••••••••••••••••••••.)

1. Install new sparkplugs
2. Sharpen the chain
3. Adjust carburator
4. Clean & inspect air filter
5. Clean & inspect gas filter
6. Clean & inspect bar
7. Check oiler

Newborn
dmissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday,
Nov. 22. -have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Bates baby boy,
parents, Felicia and
James, Rt. 2, Box 80,
Paris, Tenn.;
Bomar baby boy,
mother. Brenda, 303
Jones St., Paris, Tenn.;
Patterson baby boy,
parents, Yvonne and
William, 117 North
Blakemore, Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Michael Hudson, 201
North Eighth St., Murray ; Miss Christian
Carter, Rt. 1, Box 241A,
Clinton; Ms. Penny
La'Ynb, 424 Birch Cove
Apts. No. 6, Mayfield;
Mrs. Nita Harrison,
Rt. 1, Box 49, Big Rock,
Tenn.; Mis# Donna
Carlton, 206 North 13th
St., Murray; Steven
McDougal, 1507
Clayshire, Murray;
Joe Dyer, Rt. 6, Box
200, Murray; David
Garland, Rt. 1, Box 51B,
Murray: Mrs. Mona
Brauer, Rt. 1. Box 63A,
Almo;
Ricky Rickman, Coldwater Road, Murray;
Mrs. Sara Cohoon, 1718
Magnolia Dr., Murray;
Miss Jennifer Stevens,
Box 14, Dexter:
Miss Cielita Stubblefield. Rt. 1, Box 131,
Almo: Mrs. Linda
Greer, 206 Greenacres,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Allene Neale, Rt. 4, Box
870, Murray;
Earl Lamb. Rt. 1, Box
289A, Murray; Raymond Parkhill, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray: Mrs. Mary
Clayton, Box 247,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Oily Paul Holland,
Box 2. Fox Meadows
Trailer Ct., Murray;
Miss Trina Zimmer, Rt.
1, Box 35, Sedalia.
----

Italian Spaghetti

$995

Special
ONLY

$ 49

Inside Dining Only

All Seasons
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
ro,, ton t eat this well at home for this

205 N. 4th Murray 753-4110

pr ice

$10° OFF

This certificate is worth $1.00 off on the next roll of
110, 126, 135 or disc film you bring to us. Our
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INSIDE CRASS FURNITURE
Downtown Murray
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The Met Marathon, a special four-hour program featuring the music of Giuseppe Verdi, will
be broadcast on Saturday, Nov. 30, from 1 to 5
p.m., Central Time, over the TexacoMetropolitan Opera Radio Network. The
Marathon is a prelude to the 46th consecutive
season of complete performances of opera live
from the state of the Metropolitan Opera,'Which
opens on Saturday, Dec. 7, with the double bill of
"Cavalleria Rusticana" and "Pagliacci." The
broadcast will be heard locally on Saturday over
Radio Station WK2vIS-FM 91.3. It will include
taped highlights form past broadcasts and interviews with artists currently appearing at the
Met. Listeners can call a toll-free number,
1-800-MET-1985 to receive a free Broadcast
Guide.

The senior citizen centers at Ellis, Douglas and
Hazel will be closed on Thursday and Friday,
Nov. 28 and 29, for the Thanksgiving holidays.
Frozen meals for those days will be delivered on
Wednesday with the other meals for Meals on
Wheels Program, according to a spokesman in
the office of Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Program.

AMVETS event planned

The Murray Woman's Club's annual
Christmas program, open to the public, will be
on Sunday, Dec. 1, at 2 p.m. instead of 1 p.m. as
listed on Monday. This will be a musical program by the Music Department Chorus with B.J.
Berrill as director and children from Murray
Montessori School. The Garden Department will
be chairman for the social hour. Hostesses from
each department will include Joe Nell Rayburn,
Gerry Reed, Mildred Russell, Desiree Hosick,
Mayrelle Johnson, Margaret Trevathan, Helen
Urbancic, Gloria McLaughlin, Louise Baker,
Mary Hamilton, Clovis Jones, Zula Sykes, Ruth
Wilson, Billie Hall, Irma La Follette, Mary
Moore, Mary Hopson, Dana Stonecipher,
Margaret Yuill, Faye Key, Betty Lowry, Barbara Drake, Mary Hocking, Barbara Brandon,
Kathryn Carman, Mildred Robertson, Sina
Richardson, Cathy Young, Carol Allen, Cecilia
Brock, Pauline Parker, Lucy Ann Forrest,
Dorothy Byrn, Ruth Caldwell, Lulabell Hodges,
Pauline McCoy, Helen Hodges, Christine Batts
and June Warden Smith.

Center cards on sale

Only one coupon per purchase.

Id" 1-Hour Photos

103 So. 3rd

Group will not meet

Event at Brooks Chapel

will give you picture-perfect prints in just 60 minutes!
expires Dec. 10, 1985.

Opera on WKMS-FM

A gospel singing featuring The Messengers
Quartet from Camden, Tenn., will be at Brooks
Chapel United Methodist Church, located east of
Dexter off Highway 1346, on Saturday, Nov. 30,
at 7 p.m. The public is invited to attend, according to the church pastor, the Rev. Eulas Greer.

KIS 1-HOUR PHOTOI
Offer

753-3621
4/0••
.t
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Special designed Christmas cards are on sale
at the W.A.T.C.H. (work activities' training
center for the handicapped) Center at 702 Main
St., Murray. The cards, designed by participants
at the center, are on sale for $5 for a package of
20. These sales will help in the upkeep for funds
to continue the work at the center. Cards may be
purchased at the W.A.T.C.H. Center from 8:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, at
Calloway Public Library and in Suite 232, Special
Education Building, Murray State University.
I
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GROUP HELPS - Recently a group from Baptist Student Union, five
teams, in costumes called on homes of about 50 members of Memorial Baptist Church collecting canned food for Need Line. About 130 items were collected. One of the teams pictured included Robby Kloke,Salt, Becky McConnell, Pepper, Lisa Lockman, Annie, Mitch Lancaster, Ugly, Doug Bruening,
Caveman, Amy Alexander, Rickey Alexander and SIvulon Williams.

The AMVETS Auxiliary of Post 45 at Paris
Landing will hold its annual appreciation dinner
for the AMVETS of Post 45 on meeting day, Sunday, Dec. 1. Each lady is asked to bring a
covered dish for the meal.

11

_.4 ie

EAST UNIT - Loyren American Horse,
top picture, from the Cheyenne tribe in
Montana, was guest speaker for East
Calloway Elementary School Fourth Grade
Class during a recent study of Native
Americans. He shared many experiences
of living on a reservation and Indian
customs. Loyren curnsntly is living in Murray and attending Murray State University. In the side picture is Alex Dupuis, a
fourth grade student at East, whose
ancestors were from the Blackfeet Tribe.
He wore a war bonnet head dress. Many
Children brought arrowheads, relics and
books about Indians from their collections.

DATEBOOK

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

Through Nov. 30

ern.

Murray -Calloway
County Hospital has
released the dismissals
for Sunday: Nov. 24. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals
Matthew Hendrickson, Rt. 3, Benton;
Mrs. Judy Carter and
baby boy, Fancy Farm;
Mrs. Lisa Madden and
baby boy, 212 Warren,
Paris, Tenn.;
Zachary' Tapp, Rt. 4,
Benton; Mis
Karen
Carruthers, 6720 Gr nville Dr., Paduca ;
Mrs. Christine Roge s,
Rt. 3, Mayfield;
Fred Reed, 301 L.P.
Miller, Murray; Mrs.
Felicia Batts and baby
(Cont'd on page 7)

All For Only

_4.?fr

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Nov. 23, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Harris baby boy,
parents, Donna and
James, Rt. 1, Box 170,
Murray;
Gearheart babies,
twins, boy and girl,
parents, Sharon and
Larry, No. 52, Shady
Oaks Trailer Ct.,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Donna Ferguson
and baby girl, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Mrs. Shirley
Sykes, Rt. 1, Box 274A,
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs.
Shelby Outland, Rt. 3,
Box 129, Cadiz;
Mrs. Elsie Thurman,
Box 254, Murray; Miss
Marcia Shelton, 605
North First St., Central
City; Mrs. Anita Bear,
Rt. 5, Box 4 0 OA,
Murray;
Mrs. Ethel Isabel, Rt.
1, Box 482, Springville,
Tenn.: Mrs. Gladys Pettit, Rt. 4, Box 24,
Murray;
Mrs. Euna Lamb, Rt.
1, Box 353, Murray;
Walter Grimes, 1300
Kirkwood, Murray;
Quint Guier, 1607
Magnolia Dr., Murray.
----
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Grzech finishe
s course

2nd Lt. Robert A. Grzech, son of Marcia F. and
Robert P. Grzech of 2 Marilyn Road, Brookfield,
Conn., has completed the military intelligence
officer basic course at Army Intelligence School,
Fort Huachuca, Ariz. The nine-week course provided instruction in general military subjects,
tactical doctrine and small unit operations,
weapons and fire support, and basic intelligence
orientation. He is a 1985 graduate of Indiana
State University, Terre Haute. His wife,
Kathleen, is the daughter of Carol Doyle of
Murray.

Paris home tour planned

Career Complete.
MIR74'.1771, IM1174.;
Droughon's Junior College
of business
k,

ISOM

Music program, Sunday

;*

Look up to a new career at Draughon's
Pr

Centers will be closed
The Share and Prayer Group of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church will not meet on
Wednesday, Nov. 27, because of the Thanksgiving holiday.

I H

MEM UMWfigffirMf377
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The annual Holiday Home Tour, sponsored by
Athena Delphian Club of Parts, Tenn., will take
place on Sunday, Dec. 8, from 1 to 5 p.m. Homes
to be shown are as follows: Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Kendall, 412 'Whitehall Circle; Mr. and Mrs.
Ancel McDuffee, 901 Dunlap (country store at
this home); Mr. and Mrs. Jack Weaver •
(refreshments served al this home). Tickets are
on sale at Jack Jonea Ptiwerk in Paris,from club
members and at the homes on the day of the tour.
Tickets are $4 in advance and- $5 at the door, according to Carol Ridgeway, publicity chairman,
phone 1-901-642-2255 or 1-901-642-2121.
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Coming community events .
Tuesday, Nov.28
Murray Lions Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray Woman's Club
House. Cong. Carroll
Hubbard will be
speaker.
---Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County
Health Center.
---Finals of Lady Racer
Basketball Classic will
begin at 8 p.m. in Racer
Arena, Murray State
University. Admission
is free.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
,Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---Second tobacco stripping demonstration by
U.S. Department of
Agriculture Grading
Service will be at 7 p.m.
at Murray Area Vocational Center. .
Wednesd- ay, Nov. 27
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open

Wednesday, Nov.27
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
---Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Living With
Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m., both in third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
---Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be on the
court square in Murray
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and
1 to 3 p.m.
---Bridge with Florence
Hensley as hostess will
be played at 9:30 a.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
---Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitor

Wednesday, Nov.27
Center Planetarium.
' ---Clara M. Eagle
Gallery and the Curris
Center Gallery at Murray State University
will be closed for
Thanksgiving vacation.
---Classes will be
dismissed at 7:30 a.m.
at Murra State University?
and
ministrative
offices o campus will
close at noon for
Thanksgiving holiday.
These all will resume at
normal hours on Dec. 2.

Wednesday, Nov.27
National Honor Society Assembly will be at
2:20 p.m. at Murray
High School gym.
Thursday,clov. 28
Ellis, Douglas and
Hazel Centers will be
closed today.
---Community
Thanksgiving dinner
wUl be served from noon
to 3 p.m. in Parish
Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church, North
12th and Payne Streets.
This is for persons who
are alone on this

Thursday, Nov. 28
holiday.
---Community
Thanksgiving service,
sponsored by Murray.
Calloway County
Ministerial Association,
will be at 10 a..m. at
Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Math
Streets.
---Local Postoffices will
be closed today
---Calloway Public
Library will be closed
today.

Best selling books for Walks Through Walls," Iacocca
week of Nov. 24 as Robert A. Heinlein
5. "The Be Happy Atreleased by Time
7. "Skeleton Crew," titudes," Dr. Robert
Magazine are as Stephen King
Schuller
follows
6. "I Never Played the
8. "Lucky." Jackie
FICTION
Game Before," Howard
Cqlefns
1. "The Mammoth
9. "Galapagos," Kurt Cosell
Hunters," Jean M. Auel Vonnegut
7. "Charles & Diana."
2. "Texas." James
10. "The Secrets of Ralph'. Martin
Michener
'Harry Bright,-" Joseph
8. "Dancing in the
3. "Lake Wobegon
Light," Shirley
VVambaugh
Days," Garrison Keillor
NON -FI('TION
.MacLaine
4. "Secrets," Danielle
1. "Fit for Life,"
9. "The Fru,gal
Steel
Harvey and Marilyn Gourmet," Jeff Smith
5. "Contact," Carl Diamond
10. "Shoot Low, Boys
Sagan,
2. "Elvis and Me." - They're Ridin'
6. •'The Cat Who Priscilla Beaulieu Shetland Ponies,"
Lewis Grizzard
Presley
3 "Yeager: An
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Comedian Herman
wins special award

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.
(API - Garbed in his
perennial red bow tie
and too-small suit, Pee
Wee Herman, the skinny and excitable comedian, was presented
with an Elmer award
for comedy by the Harvard Lampoon.
Herman, whose madcap search for a stolen
bicycle was billed as his
"Big Adventure," accepted the award, given
for "lifetime achievement in comedy," from
the nation's oldest
humor magazine.
The award also makes
Hermah L1'n honorary

•
Ms. Deborah Taylor, Rt.
2, Wingo; Miss Brenda
Bomar, 303 Jones St.,
,Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Beverly Stafford, Rt. 1, Box 68, Murray: Joseph Edward
Smith II, Rt. 2. Box 474,
Calvert City; Keith
Foster, 414 South 10th
St., Murray;
Freeman Wyatt, Rt. 1,
Box 47, Hazel; Mrs.
Bonnie Beaver, Rt. 2,
Box 50, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Emily Skinner, 403
South 16th St., Murray;
Glen Lanning, CR Box
123, Hamlin; Mrs.
Sylvia Carroll, 406
North Sixth St., Murray; Loren Adams, 317
South 13th St., Murray;
Luther Parks, Long
Term Care, MCCH,
Murray; Max Carman,
Long Term Care,
MCCH.

SPEECH TEAM WINS - Calloway Middle School Speech team won
first place junior sweepstakes
honors on Saturday, Nov. 16, at Calloway County High Invitational
Speech "Tournament of Champions." April Erkman qualified for the senior division finals in broadcastin
g. Patricia Lassiter is team
coach with Elizabeth Douglas as assistant coach. Students competing
were Beth Haley, Jennifer P,rice,
Lisa Culver, Anita Gray, Christi Smith, Loren Wisehart, Kim Shelton,
Catherine Faughn, Andrea
Crick, Valerie Barrett, Josefte Reynolds, Christy Cummings, Krista
Gaines, Mac Phillips, Lori
England, Amy Helm, Marian Henderson, Jeff Enoch, Shelley Burnett,
Amy Fulton, Paula Welch,
Stacey Sills, Jon Rose, Beth Henninger, April Erlunan, Mike Rowe,Sherry
Thompson. Daphne Turner.
Jon Jackson, Kevin Cleaver, April Boswell and LaDawn Cook.

Ask about our special
peckape Prices

NO DOWN
PAYMENT
NO FINANCE
CHARGE FOR
12 MONTHS
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"Pee-Wee's Big
Adventure," his first
feature-length movie,
provided a forum for
Herman's oddball
humor and squeaky
voice.
Previous recipients of
the Elmer award, in its
third year, are comedians Bill Cosby and
John.Candy.

Off (Any Order) ...44/4.4 1.4.•■••
Specializing in all types of photo copy, restoration and oil
work, including Tin-types, regardless of condition.

•

10
•

editor of the publication.
Herman was escorted
through the streets of
Cambridge in a parade
feat/tiring jugglers,
cheerleaders and the
Harvard University
marching band.

— Christmas Special

RUDOLPH GOODYF R HAS GON

•

PAGE 7

Best selling fiction and non-fiction
books of week listed by magazine

Hospital...
(Cont'd from page 8)
boy, Rt. 2, Box 80, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Clara Thorn, Rt.
1, Box 82, Almo; Mrs.
Joy Ellis, Rt. 3, Box 236,
Murray; Mrs. Mildred
Jones, Rt. 1, Box 50,
Dexter.
---Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday,
Nov. 25, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Davenport baby boy,
parents, Janet and
Michael, Rt. 1, Box
160A, Almo;
McCoy baby girl,
parents, Mitzie and
Dean, Rt. 7, Box 274,
Benton.
Dismissals
Richard Lee thomas,
Rt. 5, Box 450, Benton;

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1965
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Rudolph Goodyear
is giving away a yr.
of free credit.
To Qualified Buyers
0

(Excluding Truck tires $100 minimum)

Here's the chance to get Whirlpool Appliances 0
(Refrigerators, Washers, Dryers, Microwaves, 0
Dishwashers, Stoves, etc.) with 12 months free
credit. No finance charge and noslown payment.

Murray, Ky.

dusiness is Good"

We Have A Winning Teem—Quality, Quantity

(502)753-0595

RUDOLPH GOODYEAR HAS GONE CRAZY!

Price

33

SALADS
Salads,
Congealed
sh
Salad, Reli
Assorted
Green
'Tossed Cranberry Salad.
•.
"Trays,

DESSERTS
Rifle
Mincemeat Pie, Kentucky
Pumpkin Pie.
Rum Coke,

VEGETABLES

BUFFET PRICES.

•••••

U.S. 641 S.

Candied Yams,
Old -Fashioned
Beans,
Kentucky Wonder Green
Potatoes
Mayflower Whipped
with Giblet Gravy.

SERVING TIME

10

Rudolph Goodyear 17,

THE FPM

ENTREES
, Ken
"Torn lurkey
Dress,
ing
Young
Roast Cornbread
Kentuck./
Sauce, Baked
Kentucky
Cranberry
Country Hain. Mustard
tucky
Pork With
of
Roast loin of Roast Round
Line.
Sauce, Pilgrim
carved on the
Beef Au Jus

12:00 noon until 8:00 p.m.
Nov. 28, 1985

Adults- $7.95

Children- $4.95
2 Yrs. or Under No Charge

KENLAKE STATE RESORT
PARK AURORA,KY.
/ HWY. 94

J

i'AGE 8
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EARLY S
' Limited Quantities

Save 4.88
Schick
Total Touch
Hen's

Foil Shaver
'Coil cord
•Pop-up Ihrnmer
•No F-21
•Reg

6 Pair Tube Socks

19 84

Limited Quentin°
7-9 a.m. Only

•80% Cotton/2096 polyester
•White with stripes or solid
white •Sizes 9-14
•No 61 0-5

St,Urlde, q
14 ,

f21

ited
Save 19%

Jr. Boys And Boys
Shirt/Sweater Set

Girls
Night Shirts

•Sweater 100% acrylic .Shirt
polyester/cotton •Shirts are long

with button-down styling
in stripes & plaids

sleeve

•Polyester *Choose
screens from many of
your characters

•Sizes 4-14 'Reg. 4.96
Jr. Boys

Sizes 4-7 Reg 11 86

Candlelamps
•Ceramic base candleholders
with glass globes .Reg 5 94
MasterCard

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POtICY—n is our intention
to have every adverttsecl deo, on stock However 0 due to any unforeseen
reason an advertesed leer ss not armlet:lie tor purchase Wal.Mart sad awe
a Rao Check on reduest tor the rnerchandtse to be purchased at the sale
pnoe wherever ayaiode Of we sea you a simier Own at a corepivable reduc
hoe tn puce We reserve the wilt to hrnd quanntoes bmdahons rod tn New
Meow

Sale Good
11/29 and 11/30 only
Hwy. 641 South
M-S, 9-10 - Sun. 12-6

Ladies
Woven Tops
•poiyester/cotton
•Assortment

Special Purchase!

of styles

8. color

(„iiiette
BRUSH

Mens Sleeveless

Szes S-M-L and 8-18
•Reg 12 96-13

98

Gillette 131

Sweater Vest

vina S
4 94

•100% Acrylic
•Assorted colors
*Sizes

S.M.t XL

6
$

Compact
Microwave Oven
z •cscal
ap : ..:,3tcooKng
.500 Watts
•15 Minute rotary timer

A

•No RE-551D

•Reg. $99
-

12.
Spaidini
Larry Bi
Basketb
'No, 61-258
•Reg. 14.93
Save 3 00
36" Jogging Tramp
.
or w ,th non-marring
•'• -

7360

Save 18%
Mons Generation Two
Fashion Underwear
•100% Cotton •Sizes S-M-L

13•68

•Reg

2 3/

83

Your

Choice
Sunshine Vienna Fingers Or
Hydrox Cookie&
•17 Ounces if"
Toddler F
Karate Su
le P
so
ulityl
00i%
K
.1
•A ssorted or
Size, 2-3-4
•Itsg. 10.96

•Reg. 15.68
Vidal Sassoon
Hair Dryer
••VS-210
'Reg. 510.84

Save 36%
Glad Trash Bags

Vidal Sassoon•
6 Piece Curling System

Boys
ShowToons
Briefs

•No VS- 1 25

•8 Count •30 Gal /
No
•13 Gal

HP-646
•20 Count
No 1-4P-680
•Reu I 94

All Cotton

Sizes 3.4.6.8
Your Choice

•
*

Mirroi 7 Piece Heavyweight
Cookware Set
•s, veistorie riter4), poi shed
•No M-1727-34 *Rea 29 94

Rival 315
Quart Crock Pot
• 4e ,ase

!t

attached cord
•Glass cover

•No...3.1.00M8
•R91-9-96

.
tBread-Mat.
2 Slice Toaster
ftarsas-Ures
control
•B'eacjB
er ec 0100 Ot4)
toast Oln r.r124

•R... 8.96

ble
Waring'.
an Opener
•Long lasting

cutting wive'
•14o COI -8

Hormel Black Label
Ham
,124 Ounces •Fuliv cooked
with nalui al Juices *Limit

•Rsg. 3.96

2

THE MURRAY LEDGER Si TIMES
Mart ',wit for Less • Wei-Ma- 'aielfsi to -rims

• Wal-Mart Sells for Less ririlNai-011art

tor Less • Wal•Maft Jells 101 1.111.45 • WI MArt 4ptis for L•s..
• Wei-Mart Sells for Lev, • Ada'
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fur Less •

*Check Store
ule For Santa!

SHOPPER'S SPECIALS
7-9 a.m. only

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER IS, 1155

Infant/Toddler Dresses

yesieronon Assorted prints & coiors Assorted trim
?-18

2-34 Toddter

*Refreshments Served

//
. Limited Quantities

SUPER
GIFT IDEAS

7-9 a.m. Only

30" Traditional Roll
Wrapping Paper
•35 Square feet •14 Feet x
30 Inches 'No 261-1221

'Ready to set hair in utr-a i minutes •Exclusive ring designi20
roller system 'Uniform metal heat ng posts /.I any size
Sassoon roller 'Convenient drawer for clip storage
'No VS-350

e to radio or alarm •Sleep switch
lizontal slide rule tuning •Woodgrain
h 'No 3636

ited

nt

Limited Quantities
7-9 a.m. Only

(VIDAL SASSOON)
Speclal Purchase
Vidal Sassoon Professional Salon Hairsetter

ndesign AM/FM Digital
It/Radio

7-9 a.m. Onl

Limited Quantities 7-9 a.m. OM

Save 1.87
Mons Oxford

Dress Shirts
Long sleeve oxford Great
selection of solid colors
Cotton/polyester
Sizes 14 2-17
Reg 11 73

'7.96

96e

Rack&
Roast
Assortment

Set

Save 2 00
Black & Decker'
13 Piece
Drill Bit Set

'Includes
x12.

'High speed steel in
handy storage case
'No 71-013
'Peg 996

q:ant
T,vai'caster

Kodak
TeleDisc Camera
hash •Close-up and
telephoto leh,e, 't- r 'Uses
chsc htm

87ein
Red Heart
Super Sport
Yarn

6.96
First Alert'
Kitchen Fire
Extinguisher

100% Virgin DuPont
Orion' Acrylic fiber
3 Ply 3 ounce solids
Registered Trademark
aiPont

'No KFE2
'Reg. 7.96

•Reg. 1.13

Ladies
Fisherman Knit
Sweaters
*Ramie/01ton
*Crew V-neck •

scoop neck sties
• izes S-M-L

Mousse

• 494

Rub-A-Dub
Doggie

'Assorted color

Suave
Styling

G Ilette Brush Plush
S vino System

•

•5 Dances
•Ex
Softrorttrol

$9

•12" Vinyl toy puppy
*Great for bath and pool
'
Ages 3 and up
'Reg. 9.93

Save 24 18
Soundesign' Dual Cassette
Home Stereo System
'Push button functions switches for AM/FM.
phono, auxiliary tape with indicator lights
'No 6885-35'Reg 178.94

Save 15%
Light Set
Ai...a

1 2.83

_.......,

loft

...

A

..•

8.16iCwbes

I m 4iyeti I

1

..'

,-.

Spalding'
Larry Bird
Basketball.

"'""b."

0

Illi

INC

Cienlasw

'4..4 •mAil.is

filessiet

- i
eir I Iv*
eke*

•

•50 Light
'UL approved
•Pre-tested
'No 40-330
'
Reg 296

LIGHT SET

2

/Me OOOOOfill••••1111•s

FOR$
3

Spring Fresh
Dusting Powder

•5 Ounces

'No. 61-258
•Reg. 14.93
Save 2.88
Lace
Tablecloth
•100% cotton
•Nothinghorn loce
•Mochine washable
•Assorteci sizes
•White & beige
Oleg_ 12.84

.96

ler Fleece
rate Suit

00% Polyester 'White
afete suit with Black Belt
Saorted oriental screens
tes 2-3-4 Toddler

. 10.96

Jr. Boys And Boys
Velour Tops
•
•Reg. 1.971.67

Save

1.94

Ladies
Cozy
Warm
Brushed
Gowns
'Acetate nylon
blend *Wide
selection of styles
•Assorted pastels
and fashion colors
•Sizes S-M-L
•Reg. 6.94

Save 4.00

Ladies
Fashion
Peignoir
Sets
'Brushed
acetate nylon
blends 'Long
peignoir coat
with matching
gown in a wide
selection of
styles
'
Sizes S-M-1. 6
'
Peg. 17.86
•

9" Rainbow
Brite Doll
'Soft sculpture fabric
body and vinyl face
•Combable yarn hair
'Comes with her own

'Jr. Boys Reg. 8.86
'Boys Reg. 9.86

sprite 'Storybook
included. 'Peg. 8.96

•

Low Price Every Do,,

Black &
Decker °
% Inch
Reversible
Cordless Drill

5

pe to

SAI

'Double gear
reduction gives high
torque for driving
screws •Rechorges
in 3 hours
•No. 9020

28.96
*If lei;s for Less. Wei mart sills sof less I Wet-Miff Sells
for Less • *el Mail Sells for less • Wai Mart Sells tor Less • wsiMart Sells for
Less • A.4 Y ir

Sir

5

.Tonry - -

Powerld• Honda
/AC 3-Wheeler

54.84k

'Ages 3 7 'Comes with bo,terv
4 rectyarger •Rurts rteortsrettey try
lust rurnesg hondle •Reg 64 84

far lt•SS • Wel Merl Sells for Less • Wel Merl Sens tor
less • Wel Mart Set:s

m Less

•••

•
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AROUND THE HOUSE

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Mildew problems top list of concerns from homecowners

1

By ANDY LANG
Al' eu.sfeatures
Questions about
mildew rank high on the
list of subjects brought
to the attention of those
who, one way or
another, are concerned,
with the problems of
home owners.
The queries touch on
mildew in basements.
attics. crawl spaces,
ceilings, walls and
closets and on fabrics,
wood, paper and the outsides of houses. .In all
cases, it is the pretence
of excessive moisture
that permits the growth
of the molds that cause
mildew. Combine the
moisture or dampness
with lack of ventilation.

warmth an,c1 little or no
light, and mildew is
almost certain to
flourish. Eliminate
those conditions and you
eliminate the growth of
the molds and, consequently, the
troublesome mildew.
When these conditions
are present and dirt is
also there, mildew is
almost sure to follow.
Since soil on articles can
supply sufficient food
for molds to begin growing when the moisture
and temperature are
right, a thorough cleaning of soiled fabrics
before storing them will
help prevent mildew.
Dampness is often
caused by condensation.

'PTA
CPA
ON
MTH

which occurs when
moist, warm air settles
on cold surfaces. Condensation on window
panes is common when
the moist air has no
place to escape and
turns to water as it hits
the cold glass or frames,.
It can happen anywhere
in the house where there
is a combination of excessive humidity and a
cold surface. In the
basement, for instance,
a cold water pipe is
usually the target.
Wrapping the pipe with
a covering sold especially for the purpose will
solve the problem.
Another example of condensation is when a
toilet tank begins to drip
water although it is not
leaking in the usual
sense Covering the tank
or lining the inside df it
with some kind of insulation is the solution
there. In extreme cases,
the installation of a mixing valve on the fixture
will keep the water in
the tank lukewarm and
so eliminate the cold

surface and the
condensation.
Why do we have excessive moisture in the
house? Because we
have made our houses
as airtight as we can,
trapping the vapor
created by cooking,
laundering, bathing or
any of the other activities that create
moisture. Thus, we are
forced to permit the
moisture to escape in
some way or, as in the
case of dehumidifers,
capture it and dispose of
it.
When there is
mustiness on concrete
floors and tiled walls
and floors in bathrooms,
chlorine bleach, the
kind sold in supermarkets, can be helpful.
Use one-half to one cup
of the bleach in a gallon
of water. Rub, then
rinse with clear water
and dry as quickly as
possible, keeping windows and doors opgn until everything is dry to
the touch. On plastic
and asphalt surfaces,

A certilied pubic accountant
can be a vasuabe ade,tion to
Yew busIness staff

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I intend to build
a cedar clothes closet. I
am fairly handy when it
comes to carpentry, but
have never worked with
cedar. Is there anything
I should know?
A. — Since a closet is
nothing but a rectangular box, it should
be relatively easy for so-

Michael H. Keller
Certified Public Accountant
Initial Conference Free

753-8918

meone who has worked
with wood. Since you
will be using aromatic
red cedar as a moth
repellent. be sure it is
used for all parts of the
closet, including the
door. You can buy red
cedar that is tongued
and grooved to make it
easier to join the parts.
The important thing is
not to put any finish on

Keep warm!
Awd A Medi lloo•lhotome
- "
on.a.m.

=
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Hutch Wood Stove
HIS-18

$389.95

Hutch Fireplace Insert
DWI 42G

51527

$639.95

$455.95

New! Brick & Stone 1" Thick Fireproof Stove Boards Tor The Wall or Floor
11
:
rs'

TR3000
•10,500 BTU's
*Wick Stop
*Fuel Gauge
eliamovable Tank

99.97

$

All New
1986
Models

/13c/c/in
TR4000
•111,500 BTU
elinsh Button Ignition $
*Wick Stop
•IFnal Gauge

09.97
.101.

/1Iacklin
TB6000
•111,600 BTU's
*Push Button Ignition $
—entel fangs
'Wick Stop

119 97

•

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray,
759-1390
C.

buy a bag of one of the
dehumidfying agents —
such as calcium
chloride, activated
alumina or silica gel —
and keep it in the closet.
Read the instructions on
the bag to determine

whether it can be used
again after drying.
In your battle against
mildew, wherever it occurs, the enemies are
dampness, warmth,
lack of ventilation, dirt
and no light.

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

BEDROOM
12/6x 12

Open 7 Days A Week

Your Conip/tite Hama Building Supply Center 4q
*Other IxceLions — Benton & Lake City, KY*
Murray Mears:
a Mac-Fri. 4:110-7 Sat. $4

the wood. If you do, you
will seal in the dtsired—,
aroma.
Q.
In reading instructions for putting
things together, I
sometimes see the term
adhesive, sometimes cement, and sometimes
black mastic. What is
the difference or are
they all the same?
A. — Almost, but not
quite. Adhesive is the
all-inclusive word for a
product that bonds
materials. Cement
means different things
in different fields, but in
the adhesive market it
used to designate a product that bonds together
dissimilar materials —
usually, but not all the
time. Black mastic is
used to mean a rubberbased material for bonding wood to concrete or
putting down resilient
floor tiles. However,
these days the words
are used interchangeably, so you
never can be sure exactly what they mean. And
remember that cement,
when used in connection
with masonry, is the
binder in making mortar, concrete, ett
Q. — Some nails have
popped out of wallboard
installed in our house sit
about five years ago. I
figure on pushing them
a
.
back in, driving them
0
below the surface with a
nailset and then using a
wood filler. Will this
work?
A. — Sometimes. A
surer way to make the
repair is to withdraw
the old nail, put in a new
one about an inch or so
away and cover with a
joint compound. For a
perfect repair, the nail
should be driven with a
crown-head hammer,
which will leave a little
dimple in the wallboard.
The dimple is then filled
with the joint
compound.

*LIVING -DINING RM

PORCH

ONE ENTERS THE LIVING-DINING room of this house
through a screen porch which doubles as a summer living and dining area. It has a serving window to the kitchen. Plan HA134OR
has three bedrooms and'1,060 square feet. For more information
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Jan. Reiner, 1000-52nd St. North, St. Petersburg, Fla.
33710.

SHOP US FIRST

Rickman
-7014
Norsworthy 4
- 00
LUMBER COMPAMY,IMC.
500 S. 4th Murray
Store Hours:
7-5 Mon.-Fr1,8-12 Sat.

Prepare Your
Driveway for the
Winter Season

Driveway Sealer
5 Gallon Bucket
Only
$599
While Supplies Last

Storm Doors

753-6450

Aluminum
and
Vinyl
Jamb-up Weather
Strip
Now Only

$39
so

Reg.'5"

Storm
Windows

Economy
2-Track
Mill Finish
Mill Finish
32" and 36" limp
; Half screen
self storing PS"
ffe-,

Q. — I have to remove
the varnish from a considerable amount of furniture which I intend to
refinish I plan on using
a commercial remover.
Are there any precautions I should know
about?
A. — All paint and
varnish removers have
solvents which
evaporate during use.
For this reason, you
Radiant Clean RSA-8
should work outdoors if
!INN(
EV
possible. If not, an open
IA
garage, shaded area or D
rgir
building that can be
well-ventilated are good
places to handle the job.
If you have no choice
bUt to do the, varnish
White Clean
Dedication produces #
removing inside the
KSA85
superior products.
house,. be sure there is
MANUFACTURER
NUMBER
The
1
plenty Of ventilation.
of KEROSENE HEATERS
Also, if you work inIN THE WORLD
doors. Use a nonflammable remover if possible. When working with
a remover, wear cotton CASH & CARRY
SALE ENDS 12/2/83
lined neoprene gloves
and follow the directions
SHOP US FIRST
on the container,

$3995c.,

Iitair $1 Vlach

Kerosene Heaters

$7999 W:

Tray; Dott
et%

be sure there is some
circulation of air, even
if the doors must be
opened frequently or
kept open. If the clothes
are hung loosely, air can
circulate around them.
If all your efforts fail,

Use of cedar outlined

TOW

.

work quickly to avoid
spotting the surfaces.
There are several products on the market for
removing mildew. They
are good, but read the
label first to be sure
they can be used on the
items you are cleaning.
Outside the house,
control the moisture
that comes up from the
ground in crawl spaces.
Spread layers of heavy
roofing paper or
polyethylene on the soil,
overlapping the edges
and keeping them in
place with sand. When
mildew occurs on the
siding of a house, it is
usually in a place which
is constantly damp and
which the sun does not
hit. Generally, assuming there are no actual
leaks, it is because
shrubbery is too high or
thick at the troubled
points. When the sun is
permitted to shine on a
certain area, it is not
likely to foster mildew.
In clothes closets,
keep the clothing clean,
as previously said, but

tww1
vri:41

$9995

At,

4011•11111.110"•--
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Kentucky News In Brief

Waters supports inspector general and nuclear consultant
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — An inspector to
oirersee Tennessee
Valley Authority operations and a separate
nuclear consultant
should help the federal
agency improve efficiency and public confidence, TVA Director
John B. Waters said.
The TVA board last
month approved appointing an inspector
general to evaluate and
,audit the agency. The

inspectoi would be inWaters said he also
dependent from all supports a move to hire
other TVA offices and a nuclear consultant
answer only the the. from outside the agency
board.
"to provide independent
evaluations of our proSuch a position "can blems and our progress
help promote the effi- toward reaching
ciency and increase the solutions."
Both proposals
effectiveness of all of
our activities," Waters ''represent steps we
said Monday at an an- need to take to help
nual meeting of the Ten- restore public connessee Electric fidence and reaffirm
Cooperative Association our commitment to
building and operating
here.

Bilsim•St Dedtt(tions
'6 is year moy be thy
lost year to get
investment to. trydit
Buy now in 1985

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
17o, 51 r•dk“,,,sv 753 2617

Christmas Hobby & Toy
OPEN HOUSE

1. Tyco Z-28 Racing Set
2. Bachmann Train Set
3. Plastic Model ($10 Value)

FREE
Popcorn
and Cokes

Bachmann Train Set
HO Scale
Reg. $34

$ 1 988
--$38 -0-6- \LARGE SCALE
SAIUNG
Se"SHIPS
32888 I

—

•

•

r

20%
16.1 -4-41
Off
All
John
Deere
Toys

s

_
• U S.S. CONSTITUTION
• CUTTY SARK

--

411: THE HON I II

12.98

Whele
.0006.4
5
lsW

Home Improvement Encyclopedia overt% '20 'opts
trat*,k1

Uthr .11U5
LK'S
*a.
Ouantetwot Urntted •

MURRAY II0M1
& AUTO
Chestnut St.
753-2571

750

POWER
MICRO.

im.E

SCOPE

11249
.'
9
taaSCC0
WITH UGHT
AND
ACCESSORIES

MraIIHNEELVAREIRILA

Sale

PLASTIC MODEL KITS IN 196 SCALE

•

FEATURES:
• FINDERSCOPE
• METAL TRIPOD
• DIACONAL PRISM

555 00
518w
sALE
812?8

le•

tasccsiv\

CHEVY SWAMP
MONSTER

SALE.

DELUXE
AIR BRUSH
SET

$44 9
?

WITH PROPEL

LARGE 116 SCALE
PLASTIC MODEL KIT

r

2IC

BADGER

LARGE SCALE
ENGINES

s29
sPlE

rurruRAL
SCIENCE

'25"

awl
.1 4 VISIBLE
.1 3 VISIBLE

)(ACT()
ALE
MODEL
$101111
BUILDER'S
'`"
SET

824.
99
ELECTRIC
ROCK
'TUMBLER

V8 OR
TURBO

AVO110

1, $58

150 POWER
TELESCOPE

31V

$79s;
SALc
oo

VIAILSOIHD dOi AVMVAV

II IRDWAIII:

ia.Li.wm•ranky

Register For Free Prizes

• I

Fri., Nov. 29, Sat., Nov. 30 & Sun., Dec. 1
8 a.m.-5 p.m. 8 a.m.-4 p.m. 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

-UL LISTED
'HEAVY DUTY MOTOR
SE 7.502E

\

ELECTRIC
RACING SET

82788

3 BONUS FEATURES
10 Of RACING ION*
IN 2-12 i3-I2

HOLIDAY SALE

All Season's
Lawn &
Leisure, Inc.
205 N. 4th
753-4110
Murray

.........pooaohnopeostow'

ELECTRIC
RACING SET

MAKES 10 DIFFERENT LAYOUTS
15 Of RACING ACTION IN 3 u-12

LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY SALE

•
7185i

TVA's two operating
nuclear plants. Sequoyah near Chattanooga and Browns
Ferry near Athens,
Ala., have been shut
down because of safety
concerns. Licensing of a
third plant, Watts Bar
near Spring City, also
was delayed for safety
reasons.

HOLIDAY SALE - LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY SALE — LAYAW
AY FOR CHRISTMAS

1YAWAY FOR CHRI TMA

at banks.
Adams answered that
the two were
distinguished in the
state code. "Only banks
can accept deposits,"
Adams said.
"I don't understand
your answer," Meyers
told Adams at one point.
"We seem to be going
around in circles."
The defense team also
put DuVoisin on the
witness stand and questioned him for almost an
hour about SIBC's bank
characteristics, including drive-in tellers
and checking services.
Defense attorney
Stephen C. Parsons also
asked DuVoisin about a
$16 million transaction
involving SIBC in 1982
supposedly restricted to
banks. DuVoisin
acknowledged the transaction was highly
unusual, but said that it
did not make SIBC a
bank

the safest and most efficient power system in
America," he said.

AL

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. "description of the pro(AP) — The Tennessee blems associated with
Valley Authority should hazardous waste
and
not get into the business described how it conof treating hazardous taminates ground and
waste but instead should surface water," Hyfanshow industries how to tis said.
keep waste at a
He said industries in
minimum, a former the Tennessee
Valley
TVA official said today. generate 18 billion
George Hyfantis, pounds of hazard
ous
former manager of chemical waste
each
TVA's waste manage- year, but most of
it is
ment programs, processed throu
gh
presented that recom- waste water treatm
ent
mendation today to plants.
TVA's three-member
board. The recommenOver 95 percent of
dation is based on his waste generated in this
findings from several region is treated or
workshops across the disposed of on site," he
region, he said.
said.
"I'm recommending
Hyfantis said private
that there's not a great companies should conrole for TVA in waste tinue to serve inmanagement," said dustries, while TVA
Hyfantis, who currently steps up its special prois a partner in Advance grams to show
Waste Management manufacturers how to
Systems, with offices in keep from generating so
Sevierville and much waste to begin
Chattanooga.
with.
For the past year.
"We presented the
TVA has conducted people with these ideas,
workshops across Ten- and we feel the best
nessee and in Alabama thing to do with hazarand Missisippi to gather dous waste is not to propublic comment before duce it in the first
deciding what rolet if place," Hyfantis said.
any. it should have in
"We ran recycle some
waste managen4nt in of the waste — solvents,
the Tennessee Valley.
for example. Why throw
Hyfantis, a TVA them away? Why not
massitorAt the time, clean (the solvents) up
headed the workshops. and put them back into
"We started each the manufacturing proworkshop with a cess?," he asked.

Photo by Jame. D Lancaster. Jr
Brannon. Sto

Hearing held on fate
of Butcher's millions
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — The fate of
millions of dollars
withdrawn from the failed Southern Industrial
Banking Corp. may ride
on a federal judge's interpretation of whether
SIBC acted as a bank.
Attorneys for 1,000 investors who pulled their
$27 million out of the industrial loan and thrift
within 90 days of its
bankruptcy contend
SIBC functioned exactly
as a bank.
If U.S. District Judge
Al Edgar upholds their
argument, a lawsuit by
SIBC liquidating trustee
Thomas A. DuVyisin
could be lost and the investors may be able to
keep their investments.
DuVoisin has sued 900
investors to force them
to return their
wkthdrawals so the
money can be redistributed' to all SIBC
creditors, including
those in the lawsuit, according to a courtapproved plan.
Monday's hearing included testimony by
W.C. Adams, state commissioner of The Department of Financial Institutions, that SIBC
was not a bank.
SIBC was chartered
as an industrial loan and
thrift and run by C.H.
Butcher Jr. prior to its
March 1983 bankruptcy
Accounts at the institution were uninsured.
Defense attorney
William C. Meyers questioned Adams about
what distinguished
SIBC from state chartered banks, and
how SIBC's certificates
differed from deposits

LONDON (AP) —
"Dallas" star Patrick
Duffy said he blew his
chance of talking to
Queen Elizabeth II after
the monarch and her
husband, Prince Philip,
met the cast of a
musical variety show in
which he performed.
"The usual thing happened," Duffy said.
"When I am nervous all
my systems close down
and I just shut up. I said
to the queen how nice it
was to meet her andAthat
was all. I missed my
chance."
"Dynasty" star Joan
Collins, who with
Lauren Bacall also appeared in the musical,
said, "The queen said
that she loved the show
and that it was very
entertaining."

Former Murray= Marshall Gordon, Preside
nt of Southwest Missouri State
University,Is shown with singer Lee Greenwood
before Greenwood's recent
concert at SMSU in Springfield, MO benefif
ting the Missouri Veterans
Memorial Fund.
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Former TVA official
speaks out on policy

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Housing in Jefferson- County became less segregated in the 19708,
and that trend was linked to school desegregation, the Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights said in a report.
Jefferson County housing became more
desegregated between 1970 and 1980 than at any
time since 1940, according to the report released
Monday. Each decade between 1940 and 1970,
housing patterns became more segregated in
Jefferson County, but the desegregation that occurred between 1970 and 1980 erased all the additional segregation that had occurred between
1940 and 1970, the report said.
Housing desegregation has continued to increase between 1980 and 1984.
"There is little question that school desegregation led to this increase," said Galen Martin, executive director of the commission.
The level of segregation for Jefferuon County
fell to 82.4 on a scale of 100, the lowest since 1944)
when segregation measured 81.7. Between 1940
and 1950, segregation increased to 86.0; by 1960 it
rose to 89.2; and by 1970 segregation grew to 90.9
in Jefferson County, according to the commission study.
The number of blacks living in the suburban
area of Jefferson County almost tripled between
1970 and 1980 to 29,122.
Segregation within the city of Louisville also
declined between 1970 and 1960. The level
decreased to 80.9 in-1980, down from 83.6 in 1970,
the first drop in 40 years, the report said. Housing desegregation in Louisville was close to the
national average of 81, based on a study of 28
cities with the largest black populations.
——— —
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan has
appointed representatives from Kentucky and Illinois to a federal panel that will consider
whether to permit establishment of a barge
fleeting area on the Ohio River that may jeopardize an endangered species of mollusk.
The Consolidated Grain and Barge Co. of St.
Louis, Mo., is seeking an exemption from provisions of the federal Endangered Species Act to
establish a barge area near Mound City, Ill. Environmentalists say it would threaten a species
known as the orange, pearly-footed mussel.
Reagan on Monday appointed James R. Reilly,
chief of staff to Illinois Gov. James Thompson,
and Bruce Williams, administrative assistant to
Kentucky Gov. Martha Layne Collins, to the
nine-member Endangered Species Committee
that will consider the company's request. The
panel also includes federal officials.

-

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Voter registration
lists will continue to be the source of names
for
potential jurors in Fayette County but a
computer, rather than humans, will do the selecti
ng.
The jury pool previously was selected by
three
commissioners who went through the county'
s
voter registration list and picked 4,000 to
5,000
names once a year. Between 200 and 300 of
those
names were selected from a large drum
each
month for potential service in district and
circuit
court trials.

Under the new setup, the same numbers of
names will be picked by computers at the state
Board of Elections office in Frankfort and the office of the Fayette Circuit Court administrator.
The new system is better because it saves time
and money and because the pool will offer a truer
representation of the community, officials said.
Chief Circuit Judge L.T. Grant called the process "the best method for getting a cross-section
of the community. I don't think anybody in the
world can attack it as not being randomly
selected."
To give Fayette County its 5,000 candidates for
1986, the Board of Elections programmed its
compute; to print out about every 20th name on
the county's list of 99,908 registered voters.

A

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A defendant in the
criminal case involving state Treasurer Frances
Jones Mills has been granted a postponement of
her trial for an indefinite period.
The attorney for Mary Adams of Frankfort
presented evidence that she has a severe
medical disability, Franklin Circuit Judge
William Graham said Monday.
The trial of Mills and thvother six defendants,
who are current or former employees of Mills,
remains scheduled for Monday.
All eight are charged with misuse of state
workers and facilities during Mills' 1983 campaign for treasurer while she was secretary of
state.
Graham last month denied a request for
postponement from Mills, who underwent
surgery for cancer last April.
———
CORBIN, Ky.(AP) — Whitley County Circuit
Court Clerk Dennis Patrick and a business
associate have pleaded innocent to charges of
wanton endangerment.
Patrick and Raymond Speicher are accused of
pointing guns at each other in a dispute over an
oil-drilling operation.
Whitley District Judge R.W. Dyche III of
Laurel County, who was specially appointed to
hear the case, set preliminary hearings for both
on Dec. 5 in Knox District Court.
Patrick and Speicher, who once lived in
Williamsburg, are principals in Whitley County
Oil Co. of Williamsburg.
The incident allegedly took place while they
were driving on Interstate 75 on Nov. 15.

Duffy unable to chat
with British royalty
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NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) — Allen Baker, the
former manager of the Newport Police and
Fireman's Credit Union, has been sentenced to
four years in prison for stealing more than
$24,000 from the agency.
Baker, 38, said nothing while he listened Monday to the sentence handed down by Campbell
Circuit Judge George Muehlenkamp.
Baker has been in the Campbell County jail
since Oct. 28, when a jury convicted him of theft
and recommended the four-year sentence.
Baker admitted taking all but $500 of the
$24,154.24 he was accused of stealing, but contended he took it in the form of loans he intended
to repay.
The remaining $500 was the result of overpayment of Baker's salary as credit union manager,
a witness testified. Baker Bellied receiving the
$500.
————
SHEPHERDSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A man
already serving time in prison for two other
crimes has been sentenced to life for the murder
of a Bullitt County businessman.
Earl Dewayne Goodlett, 37, of Taylorville, was
sentenced Mnnday in the death of Harold Hume,
a Mount Washington grocery store owner.
Hume, 62, died in May 1984 after Goodlett
struck him with a car outside his store.,
Bullitt Circuit Judge Athol Lee Taylor also
sentenced Goodlett to five years in prison for
wanton endangerment of Hume's son, Harold,
who also was struck by the car.
Goodlett was convicted of the crimes Oct. 25.
He also was found guilty of attempted murder
In August and sentenced to 10 years in the attempted murder of his girlfriend.
ecember, Goodlett was convicted of atten
murder in a plot to kill state police
Detective Claude Owen of Spencer County in
November 1982 and was sentenced to 11 years.
All the sentences are being served
consecutively.
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SPORTS

Mirrray Ledger & Times
MSU 92, Butler 70

Lady Racers play tonight for title
of own Hawaiian Tropic Classic

College Basketball Top 20
By Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams -in the Associated
Press' college basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, total points based on
20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12- 11-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1,
record through Nov. 24 and last week's
ranking:
Record Pts Pvs
1.North Carolina (221
1-0
1158 2
2.Georgia Tech (24)
0-0
1148
1
3.Michigan (9)
2-0
1030 3
4.Syracuse
1-0
947 4
5.Kansas(2)
2-0
933 5
6.Duke (1)
2-0
917 6
7.Illinois(1)
0-0
809 7
8.Georgetown (1)
1-0
791
8
9.Louisville
2-0
786 9
10.Kentucky
1-0
526 11
11.Notre Dame 111
1-0
518 12
12.Louisiana State
1-0
471 14
13.0klahoma
1-0
412 13
14.Memphis State
0-0
378 15
15.N. Carolina State
0-0
283 17
16.Nev.-Las Vegas
1-0
243 18
17.Maryland
1-0
214 19
IS.St. John's
2-0
192
19. Auburn
0-1
164 10
20.Ala.-Birmingham
1-1
156 16
Others receiving votes: Iowa 96, Indiana 92,
DePaul 85, Washington 73, Arkansas 62, Pittsburgh 62, Villanova 42: Georgia 36, Tennessee
32, Virginia 24, Navy 19, Virginia Tech 19,
Alabama 12, Houston 12, West Virginia 11, Ohio
State 10, Bradley 9, UCLA 8, Arizona State 7, St.
Joseph's 7, Pepperdine 4, Arizona 3, Boston College 3, Tulsa 2, Fresno State 1, Lamar 1, Northeastern 1. Old Dominion 1.

By winning its first then ran off 14 seesawed
the final five from Michelle Price,
game of the season, the unanswered points to go minute
s before Brown and 10 from Tania
Murray State Lady ahead 71-49 with 7:34 scored the
game winner Dement.
Racer basketball squad remaining.
on a fast break basket
Eloth TSU and Arkanhas a chance tonight to
Poe scored two more with 1:02 to make it sas State
are now 1-1.
win its first tournament baskets and had another 81-79.
championship.
assist during the second
Brown ended up with
The Lady Racers stretch and fellow Lady 35 points
ARKANSAS STATE 1801 — Penn
for TSU. She
10-16 10-12 30;
blasted Butler Universi- Racer Leslie Laile add- hit 13 of 22
5-11 2-4 12; Cotfrom the field ton 2-6 2-4 6,Price
Dement 4-7 2-2 10;
ty, 92-70, in first-round ed two more buckets and nine
of 11 at the line. Fields 7-13 4-8 18, Helms 2-5 0.1 4.
action Monday night to and an assist to help
Hawkins 0-4 0 0 0. Totals — 30-62
Two TSU players 20-31
80.
'
advance to the title bury the visitors.
scored 17 points apiece
TENNESSEE STATE I 821 —
game of their own
Laile came within one as Crystal Davis and Brown 13-22 9-11 35; Grace 1.5 0-0 2,
Davis 8-23 1.2 17; Pearson 8-16
Hawaiian Tropic assist of tying the MSU Katrin
17;
a Pearson round- Radcliff 1-2 2.2 4, Lawton 2-31.4
3-3 7.
Classic at Racer Arena. record by dishing out 10 ed out
Totals
—
33-75
16-22 82.
the double-digit
• • •
Tonight's games feature contributions in the lop- scoring
for the
BUTLER (701 — Schieflbeln 4-12
Butler against Arkansas sided victory.
Nashville-based school. 4-6 12; Kilgore 4-11 6-6 14; Anderson
State in the consolation
Sheila Smith led MSU Pearson led both teams 2-4 0-0 4; Droast 4-10 2-2 10;
Muensterman 2-2 0-0 4; Marshall 4-9
game at 6 p.m. and host in points (21) and she with 14
rebounds and 0-28; Hawkins 3-4 0-0 6; Webb 1-70-I
MSU will play Ten- tied for top rebounding Brown had
2; Kondalski 5-10 0-4 10. Totals —
13 to help 29-89 12.21 70.
nessee State at 8 p.m. honors with nine. TSU
MURRAY STATE (92) — Johnson
dominate the
for the championship.
0-0 1-2 1; Lalle 5-8 4-4 14; Kortendic
Shawna Smith scored 16 , boards.
k
0-0
2-2 2; Poe 6-11 2-2 14; Sheila Smith
Tennessee State made points, while Poe, Laile
Arkansas State 8-17 6-721; Powers 0-1 1-21, Feth
6-10
a dramatic comeback to and Geralyn Feth each receiv
14; Shawna Smith 8.15 0-1 18;
ed 18 points from 2-3
Jones 4.13 1-29 Totals — 37-76 18.25
out-score pre-tourney added 14. Feth also had Charlo
tte Fields, 12 92.
favorite Arkansas State, nine rebounds.
82-80, in Monday's other
Butler, losing for the
first-round game at second time in as many
Racer Arena.
games, got 14 rebounds
In the MSU-Butler from Martha Kondalski
contest, freshman who also had 10 points.
guard Rona Poe led two Melissa Kilgore, Pam
INDIANAPOLIS
Utah's Karl "The
second-half scoring Scheiflbein, and Bridget (AP)
— The last-second Mailman"
Malone
thrusts for the Lady Droast paced the Butler Utah
Jazz finale may crashed in
after teamRacers to crush Butler scoring with 14, 12 and not
have been in the mate John
Stockton's
in a landslide.
10 points, respectively.
playbook, but Coach driving
layup bounced
Ahead 37-36 at
In the other Monday Frank Leyden was in no
off the rim, and
halftime, Poe and the game, Beth Penn's mood
to complain after Malone's
tip-in sank to
Lady Racers wile out 30-point effort for the Jazz
came from the sound of
the final
after intermission and Arkansas State was behind
for a one-point buzzer Monda
y night.
reeled off a 12-3 scoring nullified by a late surge victory
over the Indiana
spree during the next by the entire TSU squad Pacers.
three minutes. Poe had and an outstanding in"We had four options
Indiana was led by
the first two baskets of dividual effort by but didn't
use any of Clark Kellogg with 20
the 12-point run and she Darlene Brown.
them," said Leyden points as the Pacers
added an assist to keep
TSU made a strong after the 102-101 victory. slumpe
d to 3-11.
It going.
comeback after being "But we did crash
the
Dantley topped Utah
Murray held a down by seven, 45-38, at boards like
we were sup- with 25. The Jazz moved
10-point lead until 11:08 halftime. The game posed
to."
to 9-7.

Jazz buzzer bucket sinks
Indiana by one, 102-101

•

Tar Heels slip past
Georgia Tech to take
No.1 spot in Top 20

POGO POE — Freshman guard Rona Poe (20)
The Associated Press
preseason poll, improvscored 14 points and fueled two scoring bursts to
With Georgia Tech idle ed one spot with 526
over the weekend, North points, while Notre
lead her Murray State teammates past Butler
Carolina basketball Dame, 12th last week,
University, 92-70, in a first-round game of the
coach Dean Smith says leads the Second Ten
Hawaiian Tropic Classic at Racer Arena.
it was easy for his team this week with the rePhoto by Dick Hoffman
to slip past the Yellow maining first-place
Jackets into the No. 1 vote.
spot in The Associated
Following Notre
Press college basketball Dame are Louisiana
poll.
State, Oklahoma. Mem-That's nice to hear phis State, North
after watching our team Carolina State, Nevadalook, like the 270th best Las Vegas, Maryland,
in the country in prac- St. John's. Auburn and
tice today," Smith said Alabama-Birmingham.
Monday night.
But
Last week's Second
An expanded field and be four eight-minute
since Georgia Tech did Ten was- Kentucky,
not play. I guess we did Notre Dame. a brand new gym will quarter exhibitions.
perform better than Oklahoma, Louisiana highlight the 1985-86 verThe second game,
they did over the State. Memphis State, sion of the Calloway beginning at approxweekend.'
Alabama-Birmingham. County Basketball Jam- imately 5:45 p.m. will
The Tar Heels, who North Carolina State, boree on Saturday.
feature the Trigg CounFour varsity boys ty boys against Bowlin
handed UCLA their Nevada-Las Vegas and,
g
worst beating ever with tied for 19th, Maryland teams and four varsity Green.
girls teams will coma 107-70 drubbing Sun- and Navy.
The third game will
pete in the annual start about 7 p.m. with
day night, received 22
Two ranked teams
first-place votes — two played their first games
preseason scrimmages the host Calloway Counat Calloway's Jeffrey ty girls taking on Bowlless than Georgia Tech Monday night. Georgia
Gym.
— and 1,158 points in the Tech blasted South
ing Green.
nationwide balloting of Carolina-Aiken 119-60
The evening's finale
61 writers and broad- and North Carolina
The games will in- will have Calloway
casters. Georgia Tech State beat Western
itiate the rennovated County's boys taking on
finished 10 points behind Carolina 80-57.
Calloway facility and Todd County at approxin second.
will also provide sneak imately 8:45.
-This reminds me of
previews of the teams
Because of Kentucky
December 1977 when
which will begin their High School Athletic
our greatly overrated
regular seasons next Association rules, no adteam was No. 1 in the
week.
mission can be charged
preseason and opened
The first game will for
jamboree, but
Monday's Scores
the year by beating
begin at 4 p.m. Saturday donations for the
EAST
Calloway County High School will unveil its renova
Appalachi
an St 79 Bluefield
Oregon State twice by 31
ted Jeffrey Gym on Saturday when CCHS hosts the
with the Murray High Calloway athletic proColl 51
Calloway Basketball Jamboree. Games will liegin at 4
and 26 points," Smith
girls playing Trigg grams will be accepted
p.m., 5:45 p.m.,7 p.m and..8:45 p.m. at the CCHS
Columbia 77. RPI 40
facility. No admission will be charged, but donati
Fairfield 59. Utica 48
ons will be accepted at the door.
said. -We dropped to seCounty. All games will at the door.
Lehigh 83. Kenyon 53
cond behind Kentucky
Rutgers 78. FaIrleigh Dickinson
Staff photo by David Tuck
70
in the first regular
SOUTH
season poll after those
Alabama 82 NW Louisiana 77
Armstrong St 69, Georgia St 59
two games.
Clemson 83. Md E Shore 57
The polls are fun, but
Coll of Charleston 63 The Citadel
at this point of the
57
E Carolina 69 Campbell 62
season they really don't
Furman 72. N C -Asheville 71
mean a lot."
Georgia Tech 119. S C -Aiken 60
McNees. St 76. Mississippi St 67
The third through
N Carolina St 80, W Carolina 57
ARLINGTON, Texas Southland Conference
ninth spots in the poll reNE Louisiana 78. Centenary 60
the death of our football choice but to imhave a choice of staying ed around here," he
(AP — Coach Chuck football race and posted
SW Missouri 87 E Texas St 49
mained unchanged from
program."
mediately discontinue at the school to comStephen F Austin 67 Louisiana
Curtis
of the University a 4-6-1 record, but with
said. "We had redthe preseason Top
Tech 59
UTA, which started our most costly sport,
plete their education or, shirted all but four
of Texas at Arlington
MIDWEST
Twenty.
most of his freshmen playing intercollegiat
of
e football, and thus go elsewhere without
Firadley SO. Chicago St 53
had no hint of what was redshirted there
our freshman to get
Michigan, which won
was football in 1919 on the reduce our
Huller $7 DePauw 72
athletic any loss of elgibility.
about to happen when great hope for 1986.
ready for the future
two games during the
Cleveland St 106 Clarion 65
junior -college level, budget by over
$1
Detroit 67 Cent Michigan 64. CYT
The Mavericks You talk about a shock
Athletic Director Bill
opening week of the
"Bill
didn't
look
very
dropped the sport on million a year."
F. Illinois 78. William Penn 62
became a sehior college Nobody saw this
Reeves invited him to good and I was wonder
season, had nine firstF. Michigan 87. Youngstown St
thing
- Monday because of an
Nedderman said UTA in 1959 and joined the coming
77
lunch.
place votes and 1.030
ing if the was a death athletic budget
. This is very
deficit
of
Missouri 61. California 46
would
contin
ue
to have Southland Conference in rough."
The UTA Mavericks in the family," Curtis
points, followed by
Northwestern 79. III Wesleyan 92
$950,000.
basketball, golf, 1964. UTA dropped from
had faltered late in the said. "It turned out to
SOUTHWEST
Syracuse, 947 points;
be
"A level of aeficit baseball and track.
Arkansas St 81 Belmont 63
NCAA Division I-A to IDuring the 1985
Kansas. two first-place
Houston Baptist 74. Montana St
financing has been
Curtis' contract, AA three years ago. season,
72
UTA averaged
votes and 933 Duke, one
reached which cannot which runs throug
Lubbock Christian RC Santa Fe 64
h Curtis was in his second 5,600 spectators per
first-place and 917: Ilbe continued," Presi- December 1986, will be
Oklahoma City 77 Cameron 72
season.
game, with the biggest
linois, one first-place
Rice 93 Tarleton St 49
dent W.H. Nedderman honored and the
"I felt like we were crowd — 7,205 — on
TPX111A 94. Baptist. S C 69
and 809; Georgetown.
said. "Thus, we have no scholarship player
Texas Tech 65, Montana 59
s just getting things turn- opening night.
one first-place and 791:
MR WEST
Becaus
e
of
the
inabilinotifie
d
this week that
Idaho 711, Seattle 51
and Louisville, 786
ty to locate a gym, the the league would have
Idaho St 69. Tennessee St 56
to
points.
Nev -Las Vegas 73. 9 Carolina 56
Murray Men's In- cancel its plans for
the
Virginia Tech 110 Southern Cal Si
Kentucky, which led
tramural Basketball
W Virginia St 69. Mdle Tenn
the Second Ten in the
62
League will not play this season because all local
The Associated Press
Monday after learning Orange Bowl, have been
winter.
gyms were occupied, or
ners over Minnesota in
Penn State is No. 1 in that Oklahoma had No.
Ten teams and their unavailable for
1 for three weeks in the finale of a 10-1
the weekly Associated
moved up two spots in a row.
representatives were scheduling.
For all your T-ovel Iteervotions Coil
season, play next
Press college football the latest poll.
against UCLA in the
poll, but Coach Barry
Penn State completed
The Orange Bowl had Rose Bowl on Jan. 1.
Switzer of No. 3 an 11-0 regular season
hoped for a 1-2 shootout
Oklahoma thinks the
by defeating Pitt 31-0 betweeh Penn State and
Oklahoma, meanmatter of the national and received 49 of 60
Nebraska, but that hope while,. tangles with
ar-.
championship could be first-place votes and
ended when Oklahoma chrival Oklahoma State
settled on the field on
1,186 of a possible 1,200 crushed the Coron
'
Saturday and closes
Jan. 1.
,represent.ng
points from a nation- nhuskers 27-7. That turn
Its' regular campaign
we
win
"If
our
next
wide
panel_ of awls , of events allowed = Big
American and Internationel Traveitnee
Dec. 7 against-Southern
two gatneEN T thinkthe writers and sOort•
Ten champion Iowa to Methodist. Oklah
oma
Orange Bowl will pro- scasters. The Nittany
move into second and State is ranked 17th
duce the national cham- Lions, who will meet
Oklahoma into third. after a 15-10 upset loss to
pion," Switzer said Oklahoma, 8-1, in the
The Hawkeyes,81-9 win- Iowa State.

Expanded field, new
CCHS facilities set
stage for jamboree

College
Basketball

the

Gym Debut

Texas-Arlington drops football program after 8950,000 deficit

Men's league cancelled

Penn State remains No.1 in college football

Marjorie and Bill Major ,
-753-0880

Murray Store & Lock
641 North
Anything That Needs Storing
753-1492
Mattaged By Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
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Clark catch clinches 49ers victory, 19-16
SAN FRANCISCO not allow a touchdown. yards
and a touchdown
(AP) - Joe Montana Seattle scored with 1:55 on the
next play.
believes that the San, remaining when Sam
Dwight Clark made a
Francisco 49ers are, in a Merriman blocked a
victory -clinching,
way, halfway to another punt and recovered the 22
-yard TD catch of a
National Football ball inthe end zone for a
Montana pass in the
League championship TD. Defensive lineman final
period and it made
game.
John Harty accounted him the 49ers'
new all"The defense is play- for two '61 the 49ers' time
reception leader,
ing excellent, good points by tackling Curt with
408.
enough to get us into the Warner in the end zone
"He's a true leader on
Super Bowl," the for a safety during a .
the team, and he broke
quarterback said after 12-point second quarter. the
record the right
Monday night's 19-6 vicSeattle's defense way," Craig said.
tory over the Seattle yielded only 24 yards in
"He's been making
Seahawks in a battle of the first quarter. But the
spectacular plays since
teams needing strong 49ers scored quickly in he
joined the team,"
finishes to even qualify the second period, with Coach
Bill Walsh said.
for the playoffs.
Montana passing to
The 49ers, defending
For the second Roger Craig for a Super
Bowl champions,
straight game, the San 33-yard gain and hitting are
second in the NaFrancisco defense did Fred Solomon for 27
tional Football Con-

ference West now with a
7 - 5 record. The
Seahawks, 6-6, probably
will have to sweep their
remaining four games
to have a realistic
chance of making the
AFC playoffs.
"We're still in it. A lot
of things can happen,"
Seattle Coach Chuck
Knox said.
"We are going to do
whatever it takes to
make it to the playoffs.
This team is not a bunch
of losers," said quarterback Dave Krieg, whose
rough night against the
49ers ended in the fourth
quarter when he was
forced out of the game

with a bruised shoulder.
The 49ers will face
another NFC playoff
contender, the 7-5
Washington Redskins,
next Sunday.
Krieg was 1 -for-9
passing In the first
period. His best play
was a tackle, stopping
Carlton Williamson at
the Seattle 6-yard line
after the 49ers' safety
had gone 82 yards on an
Interception return.
"Dave didn't play
well, but neither did the
other ten guys on offense," receiver Steve
Largent said.
Krieg had an 11-for-30,
139-yard passing game.

to
hae
Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
National Football League
National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE

trying to duplicate what 1967 to try and fail at
he did at Houston by br- New Orleans, and he
inging New Orleans a lasted longer than any
winning season. The of his predecessors:
Saints are 4-8 in what Tom Fears, J.D.
PilIips guaranteed Roberts, John North,
would be either a winn- Hank Stram and Dick
ing year or his last as Nolan. The 8-8 records
coach.
under Nolan in 1979 and
In resigning, he Phillips in 1983 are the
canceled the final three best .ever in New
years of his contract, Orleans.
giving up $1.3 million in
Wade Phillips, 38, is
the conviction that he the third interim head
isn't entitled to wages if coach, and owner Tom
he isn't earning them.
Benson Jr. said he will
He was the sixth full- be given the sable contime head coach since sideration for the full-
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MS1.15s Farmer
eliminated
in Region III
ATHENS, Ga. - Alan
Farmer won the only
singles match for the
Murray State tennis
team last week in the
Region III NCAA Indoor
%Tennis Championships
qualifying tournament,
but Saturday he was
eliminated in the second
round.
Farmer lost to host
University of Georgia's
Stephan Enochs,6-4, 6-2.
The MSU doubles
team of John BrunnerBord Gunderson lost in
the semifinals to
Georgia's Stephans-T..1
Middleton. 6-4, 6-3
Business Deductions
This yr,ar may be the
lost year to get
insiestini•nt
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Buy now in 1985
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time job as any other
applicant.
"We're going to win
the next four," Benson
said. "That's Wade's
assignment, the next
four."
Also on Monday, Benson fired team president
Eddie Jones, director of
football operations Pat
Peppier and public relations director Greg Suit.
"We're not going to
have anyone here who
was ever associated
with the old club," Benson said.

Bum Phillips was also
general manager, and
Benson said he would
handle those duties on
an interim basis.

.4

National Basketball Association
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younger Phillips act
cepted the resignation
of offensive coordinator
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Pittsburgh
Panthers
fire FaZio
PITTSBURGH (API
- The University of Pittsburgh fired Foge
Fazio as head football
coach Monday and
began a search for a
replacement.
University Athletic
Director Edward Bozik,
In a news conference at
Pitt Stadium, said Fazio
was fired "in the longterm interest of the football program."
Serafino Dante Fazio
compiled a 25-18-3
record in four seasons at
the University of Pittsburgh. He replaced
Jackie Sherrill as head
football coach in 1982
when Sherrill became
head coach at Texas
A&M University.
Fazio's 1982 team was
ranked the nation's best
in preseason polls. But it
ended with a 9-3 record,
including a 7-0 loss to
Southern Methodist
University in the Cotton
Bowl.
The Panthers struggled offensively the entire
1982 season despite star
quarterback Dan
Marino, who later was
drafted by the Miami
Dolphins of the National
Football League.
Pitt followed with
records of 8-3-1 in 1983,
3-7-1 in 1984 and 5-5-1
this season. It lost to
Penn State 31-0 in Pitt's
season finale Saturday
night at Pitt Stadium.
Fazio's last two teams
failed to win postseason
bowl bids. Pitt had
played in nine straight
bowl games from 1975
through 1983.

East

,W
New England

Bum bows out at New Orleans; replaced by 'son
NEW ORLEANS
(AP) - Wade Phillips
was in a strange situation as stop-gap successor to his father,
Bum Phillips, as head
coach of the New
Orleans Saints.
"I guess the best thing
to say is, 'Congratulations and condolences,'
"he said.
The elder Phillips - a
62-year-old, crew-cut,
to
throwback to a bygone
era - resigned on Monday in his fifth season of

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
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Utah 102. Indiana tut

m. A
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We're No. 1 in Service
Rudolph's Promise

•We do only the work you authorize
•We return worn-out parts
•We give written warranty with all
work performed
,,GMT
//1:5'(

//SAVE 25%

Save On Steel Belted Radials!
Whitewall
9114

SALE PRICE
Ns trails

P185/80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75R14
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

$42.70
$45.50
$49.50
$53.80
$54.70
$57.55
$59.40
$63.10

$2995

Tiempo Radial
• Flexible sidewalls
deliver a smooth,
comfortable ride
• Steel belted
rachakonstruction
delivers strength,

AAII

uneu

Everyday Low Prices On These Goodyear Tires!

17
MONTHS
NO FINANCE
CHARGE

Goodyear
Bias Ply

Minimum 100"

Performance
Radials

tread wear, and
fuel efficiency

SAVE 25%

• Tread designed
to dissipate heat
for tile durability

Auto
Winterizing

SALE
ENDS DEC.7

Pickup,Van.
& RV Tires

coupon

•

SAVE 25%

$3160

'3990

7130

&fri kAi 1're

155SR12 Blackseall
With oldKre

P185/ 70R13 Raised white
Letter With old tire

Power
Streak II

G-Metric
Radial

Eagle ST
Radial

78 13 AP lewd

SALE
PRICE
DIVIDED
By 12
Monthly
Payments

Small Car
Radials

P155,80R13
Whitewall
No trade needed

elliitivrail
Sire
did 13

Cifi 1-1
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118 14
f i3 1-1
618 14
H71) 14

[78th
1;8 lb
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H78.15
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Mad".
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togii%
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535 20
536.40
S3720
539 60

54.3.05
s4580
S3815
541 10
S44 20

155,5813
165/%13

Rated Wilde
Letter Size

I
stga
WS,aid Ike

$44.50,
$47.75
175/Sh13
$49.55
185S814
S54.50
165/5815
450.95
175 • TOSR13 _ $60.30
185 705813
$52.75
185'70.5914
$57.25

$46.50

548 85

5 71.95
S 78.70
5 84.06
S 86.25

P22570814
P225 70815

5 86.75
S 91.55

P235,70815
P205/601113
P235/60814

S 94.50
S 71.00
S 91.55
5 93.60
S 97.90
S101.05
$106.15

P245,60815
P255-60815
P275460815
I P,C) Co),..,

Rib Hi-Miler
allielmall
Sas
we riss
670-15n

700-1571
650-1611
750-161T
750-167
700-1411.
700-1511
750-1611

Lied

SALE PRICE
pie wee

41.4.

"..."'

C
C
C
C
0
C
C
,

$43 15
$4690
$4690
$52.55
$5995
$44 10
$51 60
$72 75

$ 10
"

FIT Sal

Wart old tar

PI95 70813
P195 7061.4
P205 70814
P215;70814

P245-60814

Lube, Oil
Change and
Filter

SAVE 25%
Tune-Up
$3300

Traction
Sure Grip
Eleclie•A
ScE•
And Typo
700-1511

750-1611
750-1611

M."'

SALE PAIGE
Pe WOMB
Meld

C
C
0

$5160
$51115
565 65

Ladd

Pew Cyfirwiet Cie, Equipped m1'1111414
tropic iprii*Icin

438.00
▪ cyii..., C.es $42.00

• Cylinder Cacr•

•

A

klidolph Goociyear

U.S. 641 S.

Murray, Ky.

"Business Is Good" •

Minicoy 753 2617

.11.10..•10%--

(502) 753-0595

"We Have A Winnin• Team - Quolit , Quantit & Pric •"
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WAL:MART
You
Wal-Mart Gives Prices
ble
Lowest Possi Greater
The
Even
Everyday,Plus
Our Big
Savings During
Jewelry Sale.
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viewer/

Sale
4
•

Save 5 91
14K Gold Earrings
•Assorled styles *Reg 19

I3.81

33.81 19.96

Save 4 61
Action Sport Watch
•:, i

Save 2 96
14K Gold Earrings

• .

'Assorted styles •Reg•

DEAR READERS: By popular go. There are no walls or fencdemand, here is my traditional es—nothing to keep you here.
As a final thought, I'll repeat
Thanksgiving column:
Tomorrow is Thanksgiving my Thanksgiving prayer; perDay, so take a few minutes to haps you will want to use it at
think about what you have to be your table tomorrow:
thankful for.
How's your health? Not so 0, heavenly Father: We thank
good? Well, thank God you've thee for food and remember the
lived this long. A lot of people hungry.
haven't. You're hurting? Thou- We thank thee for health and
sands—maybe millions—are remember the sick.
We thank thee for friends and
hurting more. (Have you ever
visited a veterans hospital? Or a remember the friendless.
We thank thee for freedom
rehabilitation clinic for crippled
and remember the enslaved.
children?)
If you awakened this morning May these remembrances stir
and were able to hear the birds us to service,
sing, use your vocal cords to That thy gifts to us may be
utter human sounds, walk to the used for others. Amen.
breakfast table on two good legs Have a wonderful Thanksgivand read the newspaper with ing, and may God bless you and
two good eyes, praise the Lord! yours.
A lot of people couldn't.
Love, ABBY
How's your pocketbook? Thin? P.S. Want an instant high?
Well, most of the world is a Igt The surest cure for the postpoorer. No pensions. No %rel.-holiday blues is to do something
fare. No food stamps. No Social nice for someone. Why not call
Security. In fact, one-third of someone who lives alone and
.the people in the world will go invite him (or her) over for dinner or leftovers?
to bed hungry tonight.
Are you lonely? The way to Better yet, call and say, "I'm
have a friend is to be one. If coming to get you, and I'll see
nobody calls you, call someone. that you get home."(Many older
Go out of your way to do some- people don't drive, and those
thing nice for somebody. It's a who do don't like to go out alone
after dark.)
sure cure for the blues.
Are you concerned about your Try it. And let me know the
country's future? Hooray! Our results.
system has been saved by such
concern. Concern for fair play _DEAR ABBY: I have a sister-inunder the law. Your country law I'll call Daisy. Her father died
mat' not be a rose garden, but it eight years ago, at which tiine she
also is not a patch of weeds.
set up a memorial fund foundation
Freedom rings! Look and lis- in his name to benefit her favorite
ten. You can still worship at the charity. Now eight years later,
church of your choice, cast a whenever my husband and I have a
secret ballot and even criticize birthday, anniversary and even at
your government without fear- Christmastime, we receive a card
ing a knock on the head or a from Daisy stating that a gift to her
knock on the door at midnight. father's memorial has been made in
And if you want to live under a our "honor."
different system, you are free to
We never were very close to

Daisy's father, and while we appreciate the fact that she wanted to set
up this foundation in memory of her
father, we cannot understand why,
instead of giving us a gift, she
makes a contribution to her favorite
charity. We are also irked because
we suspect that Daisy is probably
deriving tax benefits by these contributions.
How do you see this? Or should we
ask Daisy?
NOT HONORED IN NEW YORK
DEAR NOT HONORED: If
Daisy really wanted to give you
a gift, it would be more appropriate for her to make a contribution to your favorite charity—
not hers. But don't ask whether
she's deriving tax benefits. Daisies don't tell.

DEAR ABBY: My mother-in-law
and I disagree on something that
will probably seem petty to you, but
I really need to know who is right.
Into which shaker should the salt
and pepper go? Doesn't the salt
belong in the shaker with the greater
number(bdt smaller in size) holes in
it? My mother-in-law says the pepper
should go into that one. I think she's
wrong.
She's coming here for Thanksgiving dinner, and I just know she's
going to.ifring it up again. So how
should I handle her when she tells
me I'm wrong?
ALL SHOOK UP
IN PHILLY
DEAR SHOOK: In our house,
the shaker with the larger (and
fewer)holes contains the pepper
because the pepper we use is
coarser than the salt and requires larger holes.
If your mother-in-law brings
it up again, don't put her down.
Just ask her to pass the cranberry sauce.

Engraving Included With Purchase

Nuclear po%ser
hits peak of
output in Pa.
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Save 2 38
Round Black
"
Pendant
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Mens Wallets

Save 4 96
Quartz Pocket Watch
I•Reg 31

Armitron*
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Alarm Clock
Luminous, single key winds time and
alarm, metal case & key.

"Shop Our Customer Order Catalog
• For Prestige Fine Jewelry Gifts
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MIDDLETOWN, Pa.
(AP) — More than
360,000 households were
receiving electricity
from Three Mile
Island's Unit 1 nuclear
reactor, at its highest
level of power output in
more than 642 years, a
plant spokeswoman
said.
"Everything went
smoothly," Lisa Robinson, a spokeswoman for
GPU Nuclear Corp, the
plant's operator, said
Monday after the plant
had been brought to a 75
percent "plateau" over
AWARDS GIVEN — Service awards and officer pins were presented by the weekend.
R.B. Barton, president, to several Civitans on Thursday, Nov. 21, at a MurThe plant was supplyray Civitan Club meeting at Homeplace Family Restaurant. They are,from ing power to 362,000
left, L.A. Jones, past treasurer award and 11 years perfect attendance; Lilly
homes, TMI said.
Williams, treasurer pin; Prentice Dunn, chaplain pin; Ann Hays, sergeant
Unit 1 was restarted
at arms pin; Coffield Vance, 18 years perfect attendance. Bobbye Herrn]
Oct. 3 for the first time
presented a slide program about the local W.A.T.C.H.(work activities trainsince March 1979, when
ing center for the handicapped) Center. Sgt. David Martin presented his apnuclear fuel melted at
plication for membership in the Murray club.
Unit 2 in the nation's
worst commercial
nuclear accident. Unit 2
remains closed.
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SALE GOOD 11/29 AND 11/30 ONLY
HWY 641 NORTH
, MON-SAT 9-10, SUN. 12-6

5 Amid
6 Exist
7 Period of
time
8 Trial
9 Dormant
10 Eve's mate

DOWN

38 Concerning
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1
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41 False
statement
42 Plague
44 Printer's
measure
46 Was present
48 Remains
51 Classifx
52 Equality
53 Father
55 Stage
whispers
59 Be ill
60 Hebrew
prophet
62 Farm building
63 Crafty
64 Sour
65 Narrate
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By Abigail
Van Buren

You Think

,n

e. 6 13
Action Sport Watch

Count Your
Blessings; You
Have More Than

e s

11 Cupola
16 Cheaply
gaudy
20 Public roads
22 That man
23 Hurried
24 Rip
25 Sun god
26 That woman
30 Hinders
32 Gaelic
33 Act
36 By way of
37 Tooth doctor
40 Annually
43 Paid notice
45 Belonging to
me
47 A proposal to
drink
48 Health
resorts
49 Shadow
50 Quarrel
54 Wine Cup
56 Expire
57 Cloth
measure
58 The sun
61 Either

Kandinsky is
reported stolen
COLOGNE, West Germany (AP) — A painting by Russian abstract
artist Wassily Kandinsky was stolen from the
storage room of a Cologne moving company,
police said.
Police spokesman
Alfons Selt said the 1930
painting, "High-Low,"
Is valued at the
equivalent of $258,000.
He said the painting
disappeared between
Sept. 13-15, but police
announced the theft only
Monday. Selt refused to
give the reason for the
delay.
He said police had no
clues in the case.
The 20-by -28-inch
painting had been
stored in Cologne over
the weekend by a truck
driver who was
transporting it from
Hamburg to Munich.
Selt said.
Kandinsky, who lived
1866 to 1944, is usually
regarded as the
originator of abstract
art
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Digging violations reported
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — People who dig,
either out of curosity or
for profit could destroy
historical artifacts
preserved in the soil of
the Daniel Boone National Forest, officials
say.
"We have unauthorized digging going on all
the time in the forest,"
said Gary Knudsen, the
forest's archaeologist.
"But we can't catch
anybody doing it."
A federal law prohibits unauthorized digging on governmentowned land. A first-time
violator of the federal
Archa.eological
Resources Protection
Act of 1979 can be
sentenced to a year in
prison and fined $10,000.
Knudsen says enforcement is aimed at
people who dig with the
intention of selling
historic remains for
profit.
But there are people,
such as Mike Carter,
who sometimes stumble
across an ancient find.
Carter thought it was
historically significant
when he discovered remains believed to be
those of an Indian
woman who lived 3,000
years ago.

Pollack said. "It's a
The skeleton was
constant battle for them complete except for the
to keep people off their pelvis, part of the skull
land," he said.
and parts of the back
The Carters "were and was found buried in
breaking the law, a sitting position,
technically, but he Knudsen says.
made the necessary
A short height and
contacts with lack of muscle developauthorities after the ment indicated the
discovery," Knudsen bones were those of a
said.
woman who died when
The remains even- she was from 35 to 40,
tually will be returned although the absence of
to Carter, who said he a pelvis made it more
"I kind of feel like I've would like to bury some difficult to determine
desecrated a grave," he of the bones after the sex, Knudsen says.
An estimate of the age
said. "To tell you the Knudsen and Eastern
truth, I'm kind of em- Kentucky University ar- of the bones was made
barrassed this all chaeologist Steve from the style of an arSavage, complete their rowhead found with
happened."
them, he says.
David Pollack, ar- study of them.
chaeological coordinator for the Kentucky Heritage Council,
said people should avoid
digging in a rock shelter
without professional
unlawfully
ACROSS
42 Soft food
training.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

1 Cushion
4 Shovel
9 Dance step
12 Swiss canton
13 Small drum
14 Rubber tree
15 Court game
17 Snicker
19 Pertaining to
Norway
21 Pose for
portrait
22 Barracuda
24 Antlered
animal
26 Saucy
29 Wearies
31 Permit
33 Cheer
34 Spanish
article
35 Canine
37 Sweet potato
39 River in Italy
40 Take

"There are large
numbers of sites that
are being destroyed ...
by people who find
something and get a little overzealous," he
said.
An increased interest
in historical remains
makes it tough for
private landowners to
keep people from digging on their property,

SANTA BARBARA,
Calif. (AP — A widow
testified in her landmark wrongful-death
lawsuit against R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co.
that she found out on the
day of her daughter's
wedding that her husband had lung cancer.
Elayne Galbraith
testified Monday that
her husband, John Mark
Galbraith, smoked
when she met him in
1944 and continued
throughout their married life. She recalled
his spells of dizziness
and blackouts beginning
in 1976.
"I suggested smoking
was perhaps the problem," she said. ',"His
response was to the effect he was sure smoking was not at fault, that
for
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"Well, guess who's home a little early from todoy's
castle siege?"

Carter and his family
found the Indian burial
site two months ago
while hiking through the
Daniel Boone National
Forest.
There was evidence of
previous digging in the
area. With some scraping around, Carter
found a bone sticking
out of the ground. He
dug another half-foot
deeper and found a skull
and other remains.

Testimony heard in suit

WOI MOO Sell%

"The big felloh's gonna be A-OK, Mrs. Dickerson.
,Now, a square knot would've been bad news, butz
this just appears to be a 'granny.—

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1985

everything he had read
told him it wasn't."
The $1 million
damage suit filed by his
widow and children is
seen as a potential
threat to the nation's
lucrative tobacco industry. If jurors decide
cigarettes cause cancer
and Reynolds is liable,
experts have said it
would bring on a flood of
lawsuits from others.
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Pork Ribs

Mart S011f

Lb. $ 1

49

We Ship Country Ham Anywhere!
Order Gibson's Delicious Country
Baked Ham for Thanksgiving Now!!

WE PROCESS DEER!!

DOWN

3

19

Small Meaty

Aged Country

13UUU

"At the end of the day,
he told me he'd beeen
coughing blood for three
days but didn't want to
interfere with the wedding," she said.
Mort

44 European
capital
46 Short jacket
48 Fish eggs
50 Unclothed
51 Cover
53 Sewer
55 Baby's
plaything
58 Roadway
61 Time gone by
62 Egg-shaped
64 Greek letter
65 Precious
stone
66 Choir voice
67 Soak, as flax

12

Mrs. Galbraith said
she learned that her
husband had lung
cancer in June 1979, the
day of their daughter's
wedding.

less • Wol
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11 Weight of
India
16 Famed
14 Gratuity
20 Cloth
measure
22 Cubic meter
23 Helmsman
25 Lock opener
27 Swift
28 The ones
there
30 Soak up
32 Spigot
36 Long, slender
fish
38 Craze
41 Lowest point
43 Seed
container
45 Kind of
carpet
47 To no degree
49 Muse of
poetry
52 Conspiracy
54 Declare
55 Tattered
cloth
56 Mature
57 Day before
holiday
59 Southwestern•
Indian
6'0 Dine
63 Article

/
1 2 Whole or
Center Slices

Ham

-, •

225 Lb. or 300 Lb. Sides of

Choice Beef

Lb. $ 1 25
No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping & Freezing.

We Do Custom

Curing.

Bacon, Shoulders, Ham

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1 601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray-
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Save 1 30
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Infants Wuzzles Athletics
•sort whIte uppers

Childrens Wuzzles Athletics
..

•Arvmated character Pesign
•COlOrtul side design with

coordinating eyelets
•Reinforced toe guard
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TODAY .11ARCiE I'M GONNA
TEACH YOU I-10W TO
3LOCK A PUNT
-7

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 28. 1985

OKAY YOU PUNT
ANC,I'LL COME RONNIN6
IN TO BLOCK fT'
(
r

I- 27

SOMEHOW, SIR
LEARNIN6 THAT
DOE5N'T REALLY
INTEREST ME..

1 :Legal
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TALKING SCALE,
(I OKAY,
I-10W MUCH DO I WEIGH?

DO YOU MIND IF t ASK A
PERSONAL QUESTION FIRST? -

HOW MANY

OF you ARE THERE?.
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,
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0
41.
4
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I'LL LEND
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC
HEARING
REGARDING
PROPOSED
INDUSTRIAL
REVENUE BOND
FINANCINGS BY
KENTUCKY
DEVELOPMENT
FINANCE
AUTHORITY
Notice is hereby
given that a public
hearing will be held
by the Kentucky
Development Finance
Authority
(the
"Authority") in the
Mansion at Griffin
Gate
(Marriott
1800
Resort),
Newtown Pike, Lexington,
Kentucky
40511, at the hour of
5:00 p.m. EST on Friday, December 13,
1985, concerning the
proposed issuance by
the Authority of its
Composite Industrial
Development
Revenue
Bonds
(COINS), Series 1985
— A through L pursuant to a proposed
Resolution of the
Authority. The projects to be financed by
the issuance of the
proposed separate
series of bonds are
described as follows
(maximum
dollar
amounts, of each
series are shown ):
Series
1985-A
($458,000) will finance
the acquisition and installation by Advertiser Printers, Inc., of
a 2-color offset printing press and related
facilities
to
be
situated at 320 Clay
Street in Dayton,
Kentucky.
Series
1985-B
($325,000) will finance
the acquisition and
construction by Gene
P. Bohn of a 15,000
square-foot industrial
building, together
with the site thereof,
appurtenances and
necessary equipment,
in the Riverport Industrial Complex on
the south side of
Distribution Drive in
southwestern Jefferson County, Kentucky, to be leased to
Bohn Fiberglass Industries, Inc., for use
as
a
fiberglass
manufacturing plant.
Series
1985-C
($500,000) will finance
the acquisition and installation by William
J., Mary R. and
James C. Higdon of
new equipment, fixtures and related
facilities and the
renovation and installation of existing
equipment for a
grocery and appliance
store in downtown
Lebanon, Kentucky,
on West Main Street.
1985-D
Series
($250,000) will finance
for Murray-Calloway
County
Economic
Development Corp.,
Inc., the construction
and acquisition of a
new 45,000 square-foot
industrial building
and appurtenances in
Murray, Kentucky,
located on Highway
641, North to be leased
and
used
by
Southeastern Book
Company, Inc., in the
and
processing
warehousing
of
textbooks.
Series
1985-E
($813,000) will finance
for Welding Alloys
( USA ) Inc., a new
wire production facility in Boone County.
Kentucky,including a
6,500
square-foot
building, the site
thereof,
appurtenances and maequipment,
jor
located at 8505 Dixie
Highway.
Series
1985-F
will
($300,000)
finance, for David K.
and Deborah G. Embry, a new industrial
building, together
with the site thereof,
appurtenances and
NICE 60I,MARCIE
WE BOTH FALL ASLEEP IN
CLASS..AND NOW WE
HAVE TO REPORT TO TNE
PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE

71

1 .Legal
necessary equipment
(to be leased and used
by Rite-Way Grinding
Saw & Tool Company,
Inc.), located in the
Riverport Industrial
Complex on the south
side of Distribution
Drive in southwestern
Jefferson County,
Kentucky, to be used
as a facility for the
processing, repair
and manufacturing of
industrial
cutting
tools.
Series
1985-G
will
($175,000)
finance, for King
Bearings, Inc., the acquisition and construction of a new industrial
building
facility and the site
thereof for the processing and distribution of bearings,
power transmission
and related products,
including necessary
.equipment and appurtenances, to be
located on a site at
4104 Eastmoor Drive
in Jefferson County,
Kentucky.
Series
1985-H
will
($800,000)
finance, for Braxton
H. and Lilly Case, the
acquisition and construction of a new industrial
building
facility (40,000 square
feet) and the site
thereof in the Riverport Industrial Complex on the north side
of Distribution Drive
in southwestern Jefferson County, Kentucky,
including
necessary equipment
and appurtenances, to
be leased and used by
BLC Industries, Inc.,
in the production of
sheet metal products.
Series
1985-1
($225,000) will be
issued to finance, for
301 West Main Partners (G. M. Perros
and T.B. Lettonlls a
partnership, a portion
of the cost of acquisition and rehabilitation
of a historic building
in downtown Danville,
Kentucky, located at
301 West Main Street
and to be leased to
commercial or professional tenants.
Series
1985-J
($690,000) will be
Issued to finance, for
Midsouth Mattress
Company, the acquisition and rehabilitation
industrial
of an
building facility, including equipment
(for the manufacturing of mattress and
box springs), located
at 1054 West Main
Street Road in Bowling Green, Kentucky.
Series
1985-K
($350,000) will be
issued to finance, for
Wendling Printing
Company, a building
addition and additional printing equipment at 111 Beech
Street in Newperrt,
Kentucky.
Series
1985-L
($650,000) will be
issued to finance, for
Ronald L. Bugg, the
acquisition and construction of a new
15,000 square-foot
manufacturing facility,consisting of a new
building
and
machinery
for
molding and mold
manufacturing.
located at 700 Pennel
in
Henderson,
Kentucky.
Series
1985-M
($800,000) will be
issued to finance, for
Shiva Corporation,
the construction of a
new 51-room motel
and
ancillary
facilities to be located
at a 4-acre site on the
south side of West
Main
Street
in
downtown Lebanon,
Kentucky.
Series
1985-N
($4,500,009) will be
Issued to finance, for
Mt. Vernon Plastics
Corporation, the acquisition and installs-

1

Legal

tion of new manufacturing equipment and
machinery and industrial building expansion and improvement at the complastics
pany's
manufacturing plant
located at Rockcastle
Park,
Industrial
Highway
in
150
Rockcastle County,
Kentucky.
Interested persons
who wish to express
their opinions on the
proposed financings,
either verbally or in
writing, will be given
an opportunity to do
so at the stated time
and place. Copies of
the respective applications of the
above-named
individuals,. partnerships and corporations, the proposed
Resolution of the
Authority authorizing
the issuance of the
described bonds and
related documents
will be on file for
public inspection on
and after December 2,
1985, in the office of
the Authority on the
24th Floor of the
Capital Plaza Tower
on Fountain Place in
Frankfort, Kentucky.
The phone number of
Authority
the
is
502/564-4554.
ames H. Jones
Jj
Executive Director
Kentucky
Development Finance
Authority
Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
Is over 5 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such
as
chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

TLC Cleaning
Service
"When we clean
your carpet we
won't soak you."
References. Call
our answering
service 753-3316
WE TAKE
THE CAKE
509 N. 7th
753-9280
Dr Rainbow can make your
neat birthday party hassle
tree The clown will bring
cake, balloons & entertain
the kids All you have to do
is relax, take pictures and
emoy the fun
6. Help Wanted
FEDERAL, State, &
Civil Jobs now available
in your area. Call
1-619-565-1657 for info.
24hrs.
NEED a job? 2 openings
now. You may qualify
if: I Ilyou do not have
GED or your high
School diploma, )2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more. 3
you are between ages 16
& 21. call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9378 between 830-12:00 5 days
a week.
NEED extra Christmas
money? ()Ian Mills
Studios needs several
phone operators. No
experience needed.
Work hours 9-1 or 5-9.
Apply to Holiday Inn,
M-F, room 111, 9-12 or
5-7, Ms. Saypack. No
phone calls excepted.
EOE.
UPHOLSTERER. High
School graduate or
equivalent with 3 years
experience in general
upholstery work including commercial,
residential & automotive upholstery. Must
have a working
I know-ledge of upholstery equipment including heavy duty upholstery sewing
machines & related
hand tools. Some
abilities in minor form.
ture structure repairs
also required. Must
have a valid drivers
license. Salary $5.61 per
hour. Apply at Personnel Services.
Murray State
University. EOEMF
9. Situation Wanted

local claim .terslt,"

We Rent
Heaters

753-8201
Murray Rental
& Sales
200 E. Main

Survival
Game
Nov. 30,
1985
753-0153
492-8738
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. Perms individually formulated.
753-0658 or 753-0611
10a.m.-5p.m., closed
Sat.
INTRODUCING PAMS
CAKE HUT specializing
in decorated cakes for
all occasions. We put
that little extra effort
into our cakes which
makes them something
to remember, So. the
next time you need a
cake that you would like
to be remembered for
just call us at 759-4492.
Open Mon.•Fri.
8a.m.-3p.m. Located at
410 Main St, After 3p.m.
and weekends call 4374455. We promise you'll
be glad you called.

MONEY TO LEND
825-300
No credit check. Call
Paris, ask for Shirley.
901-644-9999
12 Months
Interest Free
Financing
Goodyear
Passenger Tires;
Magnavox T.V.'s,
Whirlpool
Appliances.
Only At
RUDOLPH
GOODYEAR
753-05n

Job Watch:
msu is participating
in a new program entitled the MSU Dislocated
Workers Project. This
project is jointly sponsored by MSU and the
Kentucky Cabinet for
Human
Resources.
Designed to assist
citizens of west Kentucky who, through no
fault of their own are out
of work. This is a Title Ill
JTPA Federally funded
program.
The University has an
opportunity to work with
participants, screen participants, assess participants, and make
knowledgeable decisions about who, from
the program, would be
the better referrals for
jobs in the area.
Advantages of the
program from an
employers view: OnThe-Job Training-The
program will pay 50% of
employees wages while
in training, some participants qualify for Tax
Credit.
•••
Female has experience
in food services and
good clerical skills. Experienced in sales
management. Business
school graduate.
A-24
•••
Female needs job in
cleaning services or production work. Good attitued and good worker
A-25
•••
Female
desires
cafeteria work or factory
assembly. Has limited
experience but willing
to learn.
A-26
•••
Male desiring position
with clean up shop. Has
10 years experience.
Needs full-time position.
A-27
Phono 762-6471
between
II a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Mon. through Fri.
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CLASSIFIEDS
20.

6. Help Wanted

Sports Equipment
27' ki°bil• "Cinin 1CW Sale
FOR sale or trade. 3 BR trailer. 24 acres
Savage 333 Over 8 of land, 810,000. Call
Under Sliotgun Single after 6p.m. 759-1517.
selective trigger,
automatic selective 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
ejectors, vent rib, 12 10x40 FURNISH
ED,
gauge Imp 8. Mod. After natural gas. near Un6p.m. 753.7161.
iversity. Call 753-3895
after 5p.m.
24, Miscellaneous
10x40. LARGE lot, 1 or 2
25" COLOR Zenith conpeople, $85 a month
sole, good condition, Call 489-2595.
$100. Zenith console 2 OR 3 BR, furnished.
stereo, AMFM stereo.
AC/natural gas. Shady
turntable, tape hookup. Oaks 753-5209.
solid wood, excellent
NICE 2 BR trailer near
condition, $100. Call
Murray. No pets. Call
759-9510.
489.2611.
50'; ()FP!!! Flashing
arrow sign $279. 32. Apts for Rent
Lighted, con -arrow
$259. Unlighted $209. 1 & 2 BR apt. near
(Free Letters 1. See downtown Murray.
Adults only. Call 753locally. Also Giant
Blimp, LED moving 4109, 762-6650, or 436message sale! Call 2844.
502-842-3332, 502-842-4546 1 BR furnished apt., air
conditioned. Boys
collect.
ANTIQUE showcase, preferred. No pets. 121
North, next to fair
$250. Boys 16" Rawleigh
bicycle, $45. Woodburn- grounds. 753-3139.
EXTRA nice, large 2
ing fireplace insert, $75.
BR apt. Residential
Call 759-1509.
CHIMNEYS, all fuel, 6" area, near shopping
center, couple or
triple wall installation
graduate student
kit $34.99. Pipe 6"x36"
preferred. Private. Call
$29.99. Wallin Hardbetween 8a.m.-5p.m.
ware. Paris, TN.
CONCRETE BLOCKS: 753-3415, after 5p.m.
753-8756 or 753-7123.
approximately 1000 four
FURNISHED 1 BR apt.
inch blocks, $150 buys
See at 100 S. 13th St.
all. 753-1655.
ONE bedroom apart•
COUNTRY hams, $3.00
ment, near downtown
per pound. Call 435-4351.
shopping area. Call 753ZTSTOM license plates
9251 or 753-0682.
& bicycle. Faye's 753TAKING applications
7743.
for Section 8. Rent
EXERCISER, indoor or
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
outdoor for jogging.
BR. Apply Hilldale
Brass milk bucket. Early
Apts.. Hardin. Ky.
American Fostoria punch
Equal Housing
bowl & cups. Mink dyed
Opportunity.
fur cape. Call 753-1602.

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send self.
addressed stamped envelope:. Elan Vital- 332.
3418 Enterprise Rd.. Ft.
Pierce. Fl. 33482.
RN, part time relief position available in Surgery
and Recovery at Marshal
County Hospital. 7-3 shift.
will train. Call required
Contact Shirty Cophran at
527-1336.
TYPIST- $500 weekly at
home! Information William Norman. 116
Indian Oak, Dept. D.
Padusah, Ky. 42001.
9. Situation

Wanted
GENERAL house
cleaning. Dependable.
experienced. References. Call 759-4604.
MR. Employer-- I am a
disabled American
veteran- also having my
next "two" brothers
killed in Vietnam. In a
24 year period I have
not
received any job
referrals from The
Dept. of Human Re.
sources Manpower
Service in Murray.
although I have asked
for their help. To me
this seems to be an
ineffective
method of
running a dept. that we
pay taxes for! I have an
extensive background
in purchasing & manufacturing. I am bondable, dependable &
knowledgeable-- I will
consider anything related or un-related-Resume furnished upon
request- 345-2036
14. Want to Buy
WANTE - Paying $100
each for old Kentucky
porcelain license plates
series L. M. G. or B with
no date. Also 1914's Call
collect 1-606-525-0713.
WANT to buy raw furs.
McClellan Furs.
Stanley Owen McClellan, Pulaski, Ill
618-342-6316.
15. Articles for Sale
WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu. ft.
refrigerator with textured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595.
16. Home Furnishings
LARGE home chest type
freezer. $125. 753-1566
after 4 pm.
LIKE new twin bed. $185.
Call 753-9644.
RUST love seat. $45.
Baby furniture and many
other baby items. $15 or
less. Call 753-9574 till
HIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595.
19. Farm

Equipment

FIREWOOD. $25 a rick
delivered. Call 753-0211.
PIREWOOD. oak &
hickory, $25 a rick or 5
ricks for $100. Call
753-8568
FIREWOOD. $20 a .rick
undelivered. $25 a rick
delivered. Call 436-5862.
FRIGIDAIRE clothes
dryer, avocado green,
$75. G.E. refrigerator,
15 cu. ft., avocado
green, $100. Both in
good condition. 753-8744.
NEW Fisher UHS-VCR
all features. Save $100.
Call 753-3932
OAK & Hickory
firewood, you haul- $20
rick. Call 437-4829.
OAK & hickory for sale.
$25 delivered, $30 delivered & stocked.
Phone 436-2904 or 4362548.
OAK & hickory split
firewood, $25 delivered.
Call 492-8936.
Z5AK & hickory split
firewood, $25 a rick
delivered. Call 753-6709.
RAILROAD ties, 3
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
753-2905 or 435-4343.
SEASONED fircwoodoak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30 /rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
TANKS: two 500 gallon
steel tanks for sale.
Ideal for hauling or
storage. $150 ea, 7531655.
THROWING STARS.
Faye's 753-7743.
WANTED: customers
interested in seasoned
oak firewood, $25 per
rick delivered. Call
492-8541 or 436.2436. '
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power. only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear. 7530595.
WHIRLPOOL, white
stack washerdryer. Call
753-9674 or 753-8311.

bANDI Buildings, Inc.
Commercial,
agricultural. residential. Engineered
structural 50 year
warranty. Dandi offers
integrity, professionalism, and service. Call
collect (8121 951-3353.
MAJOR Steel Building
Company has some
areas available for
construction or sales
oriented dealer. Complete training provided.
no experience necesary.
All cash business with
excellent income
potential. Refundable
deposit required. Con27. Mobile Homes for Sale
tact Vic Byan at 1-80012x50 TRAILER, 1 BR
228-4154.
POLE buildings- 24 x with 18x20 add-on BR,
40' completely erected. deck, tie downs, under.
12' x 8' end slider and pinning. Call 753-4178.
entrance door included. 14x70 TRAILER. 3 bay
$3,650. Other sizes shop with storage
available. Blitz building on 1 acre. Call
Builders, Inc. 1-800-428- 753-0318.
4009 KY. 1-800.792-3498 1982 FLEETWOOD
IN.
14x70, 3 BR!' 2 baths,
POLE buildings- 32' x central heatair, washer,
63' completely erected, dryer. on large lot in
16' x 9' end slider and Almo with new septic
tank and lines, good
entrance door included
$6.999. Other sizes storage building, land
available. Blitz scaped. Will sell with or
Builders, Inc 1-800-428- without lot. Phone 7534009 KY. 1-800-792-3498 6598 or 753-0895.
IN.
24x40 MOBILE home.
1979 Atlantic Three
20. Sports Equipment
bedroom. $7.000. Will
DUCK 8 geese decoy. need to be moved.
753-5927
Call 753 3322
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DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 331.00
0Poled
Today
332.80
1.80

E

...2%

cscs -

EfiTaTtl.
Privi•irevii•Jcv

dile.

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Posed
Yesterday
6.29
°Prod
8.29
Today
Unchanged

Compliments of
viRNON S WESTERN WEAR 6 SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
753 7113
We boy Gold Silver 6 Deomorid•
Hiroo •• tO 6 Deily. Closed Sunday

32.

37.
RE

Apts for Rent

Rooms for Rent

NEWLY remodeled. $80
month + dep. Kitchen &
bath. 102 S. 16th. New
management.

34.

Houses for Rent

FULLY furnished,
quality built, 2 BR. 2
bath. year round lake
front home. 2 car garage, boat dock, in
Panorama Shores. $385
month. Available with 6
month lease. Contact
Bill Kopperud 753-1222.
OLDER three bedroom
frame house. S 12th
street. $125 month, $100
deposit. 753-1566 after 4
pm.

Livestock-Su 'plies

43. Real Estate

amp•
shire boars, excellent
quality Si bloodlines
For more info. contact
Mike Youngblood 901364-2603.

38.

Pets-Supplies

AKC registered male
Doberman. Call 753-1462
business phone, ask for
Sherry.
DOG' obedience training. Semi-private. 8
weeks-up. All breeds.
Humane non compulsive training.
Call 436-2858.
FOR the parson who has
everything- something
to protect it. ARC
German Shepherds.
puppy to adult, started
to fully attack trained
German import & Amcerican Champion lines.
436-2858.
FREE. 5 puppies,
mother is Irish Setter.
Need to find home or
will go to Shelter.
753-0651.
RIDDEN •Vally Kennels
has boarding for dogs and
cats also Pomerian Stud
Service. Call 489-2377.
POINTER pups- Mississippi Rifle, Miller's
Chief and Pork Roll
Breeding. All agesPhone 492-8607 days,
after 5p.m. 753-2789.

WATERFRONT home
on Jonathan Creek.
Cable hookup, no pets. 41. Public Sales
1 year lease and deMOVING sale- nice
posit. Call 492-8360 after
sofa, two chairs, Tap4p.m..
pen built-in oven. 2
bucket seats for '66
36. For Rent or Lease
Mustang. 2 old dinner
25x60 BUILDING in bells, old victrola, old
Murray. Call 489-2761 tools, misc. Call
after 6p.m.
753-6648.

olLfr
ize
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1 BR furnished. 2 BR
unfurnished. Lease &
deposit. Adults only. No
pets. Call 753.9208 after
4p.m.
1 BR furnished apt.
Couples preferred. Call
492.8862.
2 BR duplex in Northwood subdivision,
appliances furnished,
central heat & air, wall
to wall carpeting. Call
759-4406.
2 OR 3 BR house. 1612
Calloway. Murray. 2
baths, gas heat. Call
492-8225.

33.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1985

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651

MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
1. NEW LISTING! The ideal home for growing family, fraternity, live-with business. Five bedrooms, two baths, new central
gas heat, T.V.A. standard insulation. Near M.S.U. $45,000.o0
2. A farm you can't resist! Reduced to $90,000.00. Nice home;
good out-buildings; totally fenced and cross fenced; 3 springs;
acre lake with fish; approximately 109 acres. Trades considered. Excellent cattle farm.
3. JUST LISTED! Two apartment house near down town. Majority of furniture included in sale. Now renting for $365.00 a
month. $23,000.00.
4. Reduced to $13,500.00! 2 or 3 bedroom mobile home with nice
add-on. Range, refrigerator, carpet, drapes,2 storage buildings.
Near Kentucky Lake in nice area.
5. Three bedroom brick with T.V.A. standard insulation. Carpet,
drapes, range,refrigerator, new water heater, approximately 1
acre. $29,900.00.
6. Owner has reduced to $38,000.00 and wants offer! 18 acres with
nice home in good location. Range, refrigerator, dishwasher,
washer, dryer. Outbuildings and fencing.
7. One of Murray's finest! Five bedroom, two bath brick.
Heatolator in fireplace; Heat pump; range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal; more than average storage. Tastefully
decorated and landscaped. $77,500.00.
8. Three bedroom brick approximately three miles from Murray. Range, refrigerator, carpet, drapes, 3 storage buildings,
100'x495' lot. $39,5119.00.
9. REDUCED!! $39,500.00 is now the price of this three bedroom
brick near M.S.U. New inlaid in kitchen; wood stove at fireplace;
drapes; dishwasher; garage. Large lot with nice shade trees.
10. NEW LISTING! Three bedroom brick built to F.H.A.
specifications; approximately seven miles from town; drapes;
storm doors and windows; carport. NEAT!
11. A beautiful family home with good view of Kentucky Lake.
Large living area; range; refrigerator; dishwasher; ceiling fan;
two baths; basement; 2 car garage. $43,000.00.
12. Take your choice of purchasing! Three bedroom brick and
29 acres near town for only $82,000.00 or home and 1% acres for
$49,500.00. New pump in well; 2 year old roof; outbuildings.
13. An Irresistible home and setting is this three bedroom, two
bath cedar on five acres of land overlooking Kentucky Lake. Heat
pump; complete kitchen appliances; fireplace with stove; two
car garage in basement. A dream home for $135,000.00.
14. NEW LISTING! South of Murray will put you at the nice older
home with two car garage on 65 acres of land! Outbuildings; fencing; 40 acres tendable; good, productive land. $44,900.00.
15. Year around living or summer retreat is this four bedroom
home at mouth of Blood River and Kentucky Lake. Fireplace;
carpet; stove; refrigerator; basement; approximately 1,4 acre
of land. $49,500.00. In town trades considered.
16. In Lynn Grove area is this 40 acres with beautiful building
sites. Tobacco bases; good location on good road. $30,000.00.
Sales Associates home phones:
Theresa Knight
753-7n8 Vicki Todd
753-3939
Prentice Dunn
753-5725 Max Dodd
753-3204
Don Blalock
7534218 Joe Kennon
438-5678
Bob Haley.
489-2288 An Requarth, Broker. 438-5437

Estate Auction
Farm Equipment & Personal Property
Friday, Nov. 29, 1985 at 10 a.m. at the late Mr. W.C.
Lancaster home, 1 miles west of Lynn Grove, Ky on
Highway 94.
Persogal Property: Small desk & chair- wood breakfast set.
beautifUTliving room suite - maple end table - table lamps. small
lamp tables - oak tredle sewing machine - small kidney table - portable sewing machine - recliner - odd chairs - old buffet. chrome
breakfast set - couch & chair - platform rocker - bar stools • iron
fireplace set - old quilts - pineapple poster bed - odd chest - dresser
base - odd 4 drawer chest - other bedroom suite - boxes of quilt
pieces - feather pillows - lining- spool type bed- small fold up cot
- old pictures - wagon hub lamp - clock - electric fans & heaters
- luggage - vacuum cleaner - old jewelry - unusual candy dish some pink & green depression - stoneware - some old glass & china
- pots & pans - pressure cooker.fruit jars - tacklebox - fold-up wheel
chair - walker & cane - large lot of rough lumber in the dry • large
lot of horse drawn tools - hand & garden tools
At 12 noon will sell a nice 530 Case tractor & equipment - rubber
tire wagon
Many other items not listed. Terms: Cash or good check day of
auction. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available. For more information It your auction 'needs
Phone 435-4144.Lynn Grove, Ky.

OMMERCIAL building located on Main
Street in downtown
Muray. 2000 sq. ft.
downstairs and 2000 sq.
ft. upstairs.
Upstairs
includes 3 bedroom
furnished apartment.
Offered at reduced
price of $45,000. Contct
Kopperud Realty 7531222.
COUNTRY PLACE:
The ultimate building
site, ranch type setting
of 27 acres on Hwy 94
near Kenlake State
Park. Utilities on site
include, new well. new
septic system, electricity and security lights.
Also includes a 40'x24'
utility building with
wiring and plumbing.
$29,500. 753-1655.
14UNTERS paradise.
Approx. 47 acres, lots of
virgin pine. near
Dukedom, TN., Weakly
County. Priced at $14.
000. Call 502-362-4212 or
after 5p.m. 502-527.9710.
kOPPERUD Realty
offers an excellent
selection of quality
homes- all price ranges.
For all your Real Estate
needs phone 753-1222 or
visit our office at 711
Main.
NEW listing at 1105 Elm.
Two or three bedroom
with large kitchen dining
room combination. Nice
home recently redecorated. new roof in
1985, priced to sell 030.500.
Contact Don Blalock,
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or nights 753-9218.
STgEL Building
National is now selling
off Deal Clear Spann
buildings for material
cost. We have 30-40, 50,
60 & 80 ft. wide
buildings. Some odd
sizes in stock. We must
sell all buildings immediately. Call 24 hrs.
1-800-292-0700 Ext. 800.

46. Homes for Sale

52. Boats -Motors

IMMACULATE home
near University recently listed for sale. 3
Bedrooms, central gas
heat, new roof in 1984.
full basement. Lots of
nice features. Offered in
the 30's through Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
NEW home for 1st time
home buyer. Fixed low
interest, 2 or 3 BR 2
bath, central heat & air,
brick. Energy saver.
Tripp Williams. Broker
753-0563.
NEW listing by owner!r
For sale: brick veneer.
3 BR, 1 11 bath with
basement. Close to
Carter Elementary in
city with assumable
934"; fixed rate loan. A
good first home with all
appliances included.
Call 759-1020 after 6p.m.
NICE. well insulated, 3
BR, 2 bath brick.
Family room with beam
ceiling & heatalator in
fireplace. 753-448,6,

1964 GMC, V.6. 14 ton.
crew cap. 61.000 miles.
Call 759-1987.
1988 INTERNATIONAL
pickup, short bed. 304
VS overhauled • automatic, excellent tires
and condition. 436-5806
1970 DATSUN pickup.
rebuilt motor, lots of
new parts. 1977 Honda
wagon, automatic, rebuilt engine. Call 4742325.
1975 TOYOTA pickup
truck, red, rebuilt engine & transmission.
15,000 miles, ne$.t. interior. 1977 Dodge 4-wheel
drive pickup, blue. 49,
000 miles. 3 year old
Arabian mare. 436.2582.
1977 DODGE 4x4, $1200.
Call After 6p m.
753-7161.
1980 Tofu) Van,'"second
owner, very clean. Call
753-4502.
1981 FORD pickup, 6
cylinder, automatic,
LWB. ps. pb, air. AM FM, chrome bumpers,
runs good, looks good,
S3250. Call 753-5344.

47. Motorcycles
83 YAMAHA IT 175 &
'81 Yamaha YZ 100 Call
753-3108.
140NDA SL 125 motorcycle for parts. $50 or
best offer. Call 753-7526.
YAMAHA 100, $125. Calf
435-4351.
YAMAHA 125 3 wheeler, $300. Call 4362834.

4 9 . Used Cars

1966 CHEVROLET Impalia, classic body with
out motor. Excellent
shape. Best offer or
trade. Call 345-2024. 1971 VW Beetle with
extra motor. 1975 Grand
Torino. Call 753-9872.
1974 COMET, $350. 1975
Cadillac, $1300. Call
753-2594 after 6p.m.
1975 BUICK LaSabre,
good tires, seats, $300.
Call 489-2589.
1978 FIREBIRD, excel45. Farms for Sale
lent physical and
FARM for sale. 54 1/2 mechanical condition,
acre. Kirksey 'com- $2,650. 1803 College
munity, $525 per acre. Farm Rd. Will trade
and guarantee car.
Phone 489-2434.
MINI farm with maxi 1979 OLDS Delta 88
features. Neat 3 BR diesel, 59,000 miles
home, located on 25 10.000 miles on factory
acres with 30'x40' metal replacement engine
storage building that Reasonable price. 753has water and electric- 2480 after 4p.m.
ity. Just reduced to
$67,500. Contact Kop1970 Chevy
perud Realty 753-1222.

Chevelle

46. Homes for Sale
3 BR house, 510 S. 7th
St., garage, fenced
backyard, outside
storage. Shown by appointment. 753-8357.
BEAUTIFUL country 3
BR. 2 bath, brick home
with great room,
fireplace, foyer, cen.
heat & air, TVA insulated, 2 acres, E. of
town only $61.500. Also
clean. 2 BR, 14 bath
house with detached
garage wornhop, On
PA acres, only, 2 mi. S.
$37,500. Jean Bird, Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753-1492.
BRING BACK THE
SPARKLE! and you
will have made a smart
investment in this 3
apartment house. Have
fun create value and
enjoy the bargain price.
Call Carol. Century' 21
Loretta Jobs Realtor,
753-1492.
BY owner. Brick home
Lynnwood Estates, 3
BR. 14 bath, family
room. utility room,
large kitchen & living
room. Fenced in yard,
deck. TVA insulation.
wood stove, central air.
$47,500. Call 753-6098 or
753-9786.
sale - Tri•level
house lot. Parker's
Grove Road. Magnolia,
Kentucky Possible
financing to qualified
individuals. Peoples
State Bank, Hodgenville, 358-3126
RENTAL investment or
first home. 2 BR, 727 S.
4th. S14,900 Call 7533460.
THREE bedroom. 1 acre
lot. newly decorated, office, garage, carport,
satellite. Must see_ Lynn
Grove, 6 miles West of
Murray on Hwy 94 $42,
000 Call 435-4583 after S
Pm--

FOR

51,000 a.m., original
paint, never wrecked,
runs perfect. Best offer
around $800.
753-0594
IN/

1979 OLD§ Toronado,
blue on blue, loaded.
Call 489-2647 after 5p.m.
1980 DATSUN" 310-GX.
35 to 40 MPG. 77.000
actual miles, well
maintained. Good dependable car. $2400.
Call 753-6973.
1982 MONTE Carlo.
AMFM stereo radio,
PSPB, air conditioning.
good condition. Asking
$4500. Call 753-4545.
1982 PLYMOUTH
Camp, red on red, ps,
ph. air conditioning.
AM-FM stereo. almost
new steel radials. No
rust and it is rust
protected, Excellent
engine. 4-speed with
twin stick selector. over
40+ on Hwy. Well cared
for. Call 489-2481.
1985 IROC Z-28 Camaro.
14,000 miles, T-tops TP1
engine, Silver metsallic
S15.000. Call 898-7046.
1985 TRANS AM, 17,000
miles, S13,000. Call 7536260 or 401 S. 12th St.
NEW Nissan 300ZXs
and Corvettes Herb
Jones Chevrolet.
Nissan, 141 E. Dixie,
Elizabethtown. Ky. Call
today for complete details 15021 765-2123.
PAMPERED since
birth- 1978 Toyota
Celica Hatchback. 1
owner. All records.
Metallic blue. Phone
753-1299.

50. Used Trucks
196,; CHEV1 SWB
pickup. $500. Have other
good used pickups. Call
753-9872.
'84 SILVER.ADO. one
owner with I4xxx miles.
Loaded, in excellent
condition, Call after
5p.m. 489-2228

Olds Regency 6
'84
4 door, belga, loaded . 10,350
'82 Buick Century Limited
2 door burgundy
w /sun roof, loaded

*6,000

'83 Buick Limited
4 door silver, cruise,.
storms, 60-40 soots

84 Buick Regal
4 door burgundy, tilt
cruise , stereo tape

wheal,
$7,000

'83 Olds Cutlass Coupe Brougham
Brown, tilt wheal, cruise,
'torso, sport wheals

'7,250

'83 Olds Cutlass Supreme
4 door, brougham, white,
lots of 'flares

*7,150

Liscensed It Bonded In Ky.-& Tams. 511011

Garrison
Motor Sales

"My Service doesn't cost, It Pays"

Diuguld Dr.
off of Hwy. 641 /4.
Murray
753-6000

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Terry Fraschall - Auctionetor
Darrell Beane - App. Auctioneer

Pt
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Services Offered
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick.
concrete, driveways.
sidewalks. patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years ex•
perience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dish w ash er s. refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 7535341.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872. 4365848 (homei.

Aluminum
Service Co.

No

Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Cell will Ed Bailey,
733-0489
CARPENTER, 27 years
-experience. Custom
cabinets, custom furniture, antique repair and
refinishing. Also pole
barns or sheds,additions
to houses and remodeling. Licensed and bonded.
Call W.A in Farmington.
345-2024 afternoons.
DENNIS McClure construction, roofing.
painting. plumbing, in
tenor or exterior.
Phone 502-382.2689. Rt.
1, Sedalia.
'DONALD'S Backhoe
Service'' We operate
4500 size Ford backhoe.
For $25 an hour we will
dig footers. ditches.
stumps. walks, spread
gravel. _loading haul,
etc. Call now to book
your job. 527-1023 or
753-5192.
ELECTRICAL work
Best prices Call 7534502.

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
759-1983
OFF , C CLEANING
Reasonable rates Call
753 4502
PAINTING -Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free- es
timates, References. 25
years experience.
Tremon Farris 759 1987
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Concrete work, Ad
ditions, Painting,
General Carpentry
Molony Co
753 8618
Free
Estimates.
STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE. Mechanically
removed 10 inches below
the surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn Larry
Wood 753-0211 or 1 443
8682.
TREES trimmed or
removed
Also.. yard
work
Experienced
Free estimates Call
436 2690
WET BASEMENT' We
make wet baseme s
dry. Work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt 2. Box
409A. Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand
Call Roger Hudson,
753 4545 or 753 6763
WILL rake leaves& clean
gutters Call 759 1863

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing

Install new septic
systems, repair on
old systems. 30
yrs. experience.
Licensed by State
Health
Dept.
753-9224.
NEED work on your
trees" Topping, prun•
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care
753-0338
ODD job specialist.
ceiling fans, electrical
plumbing fencing You
name it. I do It You
buy. I install
You
break, I fix Call 4362868

*Barn Posts
*Fence
Posts

*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY
Industrial Drive
Murray, KY
Phone 759 1099

56

Free Column

FREE puppies. Golden
Retriever & Border
Collie mix
Call
4s9-2KS1

Onunrs
CUSTUM KITCHEN CABINE I S

& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
St

$ato

•
•

W000 CABINETS &•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • OM • Walnut • Crierry
•UNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • vAnuTtEs
• CUSTOM WILT FURNITURE•FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PRICES Deo, Sy• live Our Dlevi•sy
0
I: /I \i I

*7,000

53. Services Offered
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
our needs
ENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex.
perience Carpentry.
concrete. plumbing
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276.
CCITERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifieations Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA approved Save on those
high heating and cooling bills Call Sears
75 3 2 3 1 0 for free
estimate.
J.L McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd Buyer of standing
timber Call 753-7528
JOINER'S complete
tree service. 32 yrs
experience
Also.
stumps mechanically
removed 10:' belox
surface. Call 753-0366
'LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning For a free
estimate call 753-5827
Satisfied references
LICENSED Electrician
far residential and
coMmercial Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753-7203.
MOODY'S Mower Repair. Pickup & delivery
Call 753-5668

• '1212 Main Murray. Ky. 753-5940 •
(p
.•55••
1
••55•9•••••11911.1.

Hopkins Insurance Agency
Kentucky Control Insurance Companies

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA TodayCall
115 S. 13th
Dr. Tom Hopkins Murray, Ky.
(502)753-6202
42071
Is

Ai •

•
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Dowdy's rites Wednesday
Services for Russell
Dowdy Sr. will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Eulas
Greer will officiate.
Entombment will
follow in mausoleum of
Murray Memopial
Gardens.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 3
p.m. today (Tuesday).
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to The Salvation Army, Need Line or
the Gideons.
Mr.-Dowdy Sr., 66, of
ii09 Bagwell. Murray.

Mrs. Pearl Smith, 86, dies

died Monday at 1:30
am. at Vanderbill
Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Katherine
Dowdy; four daughters,
Mrs. Jack Hurley, Benton, and Mrs. Shelby
Underhill, Mrs. Ronnie
Woods and Mrs. Gene
Paul Johnson, Murray;
three sons, G.R. Dowdy
Jr. and Jeffrey W.
Dowdy, Murray,and the
Rev. Aarron Dowdy,
Covelaceville; one
sister, Mrs. William
Russell, Santa Maria,
Calif.; one brother, J.W.
Dowdy Jr.. Marietta,
Ohio; 13 grandchildren.

Burial will follow in
Murray Membrial
Gardens.
Mrs. Evans, 55, died
following an extended illness on Saturday at
5:47- p.m. at her home,
202 South 11th St.,
Murray.
Survivors are her husband, Brent Evans; one
sister, Mrs. Hafford
Cook, Mayfield; two
brothers Isaac Tinsley,
Paducah, and Donald
Tinsley, Fredonia.

Your Individual
HoroscopeFrames Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be'? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27,,.1985
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
fde
Despite some errors in communication. you'll enjoy luck through your
friends. You should certainly plan a
social evening for tonight.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Per
While you hassle over the use of
existing funds, new opportenities
arise for career success and financial
gain. Now's the time to act.
GEMINI
( May 21 to.1une 20)
Partners require equal time. Hear
them out.(Ince again you're blessed
with a wonderful travel opportunity.
Yes, you certainly should
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
416
Watch out for lazy mental habits or
general carelessness. Favorable
financial developments make this a
special day Make a point of saving
mliney
LEO
.(July 23 to Aug. 22)
An invitation to a splendid party
should put an end to bickering about
where to have fun tonight. Avoid a
critical attitude with loved ones.
VIRGO
'Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
You could feel swamped by detail
today, yet it is a time to think big.
'areer chances develop now that will
put you where you want to be. 4
LIBRA
sept. 23 to( ict.221
Don't argue over inconsequentials.
You may be making too much of a
small matter Social activities are fun
tonight Lu(•k comes from afar

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
ciitE
Errors in bookkeeping could occur
now. Househunters have luck. Family
entertaining is favored. Some receive
news of a bequest.
SAGrITARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
ila
You or a partner could be irritable
as the day begins, but a breakthrough
in communicaiions occurs later.
You'll be laughing together by diy's
end.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
A co-worker's idiosyncrasies can
grate on you, but otherwise, it's a
wonderful time for the realization of
ambitions. Money improves.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
There may be an exchange of;,
words with a friend, but overall this is.
a good time for happy recreation.
Enjoy yourself.
PISCES
WIMP
solo
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
If you feel your nerves on edge,
some time by yourself will put you
back on track. Evening hours favor
home-based activities and relaxation.
YOU BORN TODAY have leadership abilities, though you're liable to
act in a quiet and determined manner.
You are an idealist who gravitates
toward creative endeavors. Law,
writing and teaching are some of the
vocations that may appeal to you.
You're a fighter with an ability to
bounce back from adversity. You may
be drawn toward government service,
brokerage and businesses related to
the arts.

Read the want ads daily
••=--
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W1PHARMACY
-

PADD office offering loans

market

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Vegetarian
tells way

all your
packages
uPS
here.
r and
Save up to 2
1
40%! -

Introducing Our New
H.O. 84 Homeowners
Much Broader Coverage
Still the Best Rates
We can write up to 6 miles out.
Call us for an H.O. 84 Quote
today.
•

To 8x10, 11x14 or
all the way to 20x28.
4, Now, with new KIS enlargements,
you 'can get blow-ups made of
your favorite shots in just minutes.
From 8x10 to 20x28 poster prints.
PHOTO" You get our consistent KIS Photo quality
too, because we don't do them in batches. We color correct and print each
enlargement
individually. And your
1-HOUR

1

4111

Wag UPS
PACKAGE EXPRESS CENTER INC.
a
try UACLE JEFF DISCOUNT PHARMACY
YOUR HEALTH.
CARE ABOUT
,
- 1.4A1TER MEHR
pharntac s t ,owner
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GM

'3277

302 N. 12th
753-5842

Let us ow
up your kids.

•Mehr
Walter
A
Pharmacist-Owner

Ship

phorre 753-7488
havoc. 759-4703

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

The perfect gift for family &
friends for the holidays!

—
JEFF'S
E---L DISCOUNT

we

PHILADELPHIA 7-year-old daughter. moved his family to a
Despite the ban,
Survivors are one
(AP) — A black man "Even with the cops ... relative's house, sat in members of the Internadaughter, Mrs. Eariene
whose family was the there aren't any his row house Wednes- tional Committee
Downing, Hardin; one
target of protests by guarantees. I don't want day and watched 400 Against Racism went
son, Minus Smith, West
white neighbors chan- to have to look over my whites outside shout door to door near the
Paducah; two sisters,
ting "We want them shoulder every day."
"We want them out" mostly white
Mrs. Reba Copeland,
out" says he is leaving
Williams'
decision
to
and "Beat it." The next neighborhood passing
Benton, and Mrs. Lela
his new house because leave within a month, night, 3 0 0 out leaflets announcing
Kelley, Erlanger.
even if the furor died, called by one black of- demonstrators targeted a demonstration this
Also surviving are "we'd still be watching ficial "a giant step for the home of Carol and Saturday.
four half sisters, Mrs. our backs every day." racism," came despite Gerald Fox, an interA protest by OperaSusie Washburn, Mrs. Meanwhile, an inter- the promises of protec- racial couple with two tion PUSH, a black civil
Evalee Smith, Mrs. racial couple living in tion and support from children.
rights group, was
Word of Williams' canceled last weekend
Aline Cromer and Mrs. the predominantly black and community
decision to leave came after Goode's declaraMaudine Powejl, and white southwest leaders.
Williams' wife, as the neighborhood tion. PUSH complained
one half brother, Arlie Philadelphia
Ham, all of Benton; five neighborhood said they Marietta Bloxom, 24, entered its fourth day of Monday about the city's
grandchildren; four will stay, taking advan- said her daughter, calm under an emerg.en- handling of the protests,
tage of protection offers Leikeisha, was frighten- cy declaration by Mayor which drew no arpests.
great-grandchildren.
from federal and city ed. "I like the house, but W. Wilson Goode. On
King Faisal of Saudi
authorities.
I can't live in any Friday, he banned
The U.S. Justice neighborhood where my gatherings of more than Arabi.a.was
ington and Mrs. Department announced child is afraid," she four people except for assassinated in 1975 in
Kathleen Smith, all of it would investigate pro- said.
religious or recreational Riyadh ,by a nephew
who had a history of
Murray; four brothers, tests against the
Williams, who has purposes.
mental illness.
Alvin Hale, Dexter, Jess families, and a black
Hale, Hazel, Hollis Hale group has begun
and Elvis Hale, Murray. organizing a Saturday
The funeral will be demonstration in violaWednesday at 10 a.m. in tion of a state of
the chapel of McEvoy emergency in the area.
Funeral Home, Paris.
"In the long run, we
Burial will follow in have to look at our safeSENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
INVESTMENTS
the Hillcrest Cemetery ty here," said Charles
there.
Williams, 23, who movStock Market
Friends may call at ed into the neighborhood
Industrial Averageo
-2.29
283/4 .%
Goodyear.
the funeral home.
Nov. 16 with his wife and
Air Products
I.B.M.
307/s -1/2
139 unc
Apple Computer
19 -1/8
Jerrico.
23% +1
American Telephone
23/
1
2 +1
/
2
Kmart
34% +
Briggsm& Stratton
27% +%
JCPenney
53% +
The Purchase Area 502-247-7171, 753-8325 Chrysler
42/
1
2 -%
Penwalt
38% -Vs
Development District is (Murray) or 544-2097 Cracker Barren
12% unc
Quaker Oats
80% +V:
offering loans to (Paducah). All applica- Dollar Gen. Store
22 -1
/
2
Scientific-Atlanta
11 + 1/8
qualified applicants tions are processed on a Durakon
15% +1
/
2
371/4 .%
Sears
desiring to buy a home first come, first serve E-Z-Em Inc.
151/2 +1/2
331/9 .1%
Texaco
in the Purchase Area.
basis. The PADD is an Ford
Time Inc
34/
1
4 -%
36/
1
2 +%
The loans are low- equal opportunity Forum Group
10 unc
U.S.Tobacco
311/4 + I/8
OAF.
interest; fixed-rate con- lender.
OM +3
Wal-Mart
/8
291/8 unc
General Motors
ventional mortgages.
70% +1
/
2
17% +%
Wendy's
GenCorp, Inc
They are available to
62% +3
/
4
C.E.F. Yield
7.42
Hog
Goodrich
encourage home owner32% 4/4
Federal State Market News Sership as well as sales and
vice November It ISM
construction within the
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 4 Buying
regions economy.
Stations
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
RecellOs: Act. 914 Ls& MR Borrows
The maximum family
& Gilts .25 higher Sows steady to 1.60
MEMBER
NEW
YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
income allowable is higher advance as weights over NO
$48,000. Eliglible pro- lb..
1-2 210-244 lb..
144.2644.75
perties inalude new 1.18
US 1.2 400.210 lb..
142.2544.25
homes,. existing homes US 2.3 210-220 lb..
443.76-44.26
US 3-4 260470 lbs.
942.75-43.75
and double"yVide homes Sows
Keep That Great
which ai‘e placed on per- US 1.2274-350 lb..
GM QUALITY
GM Feeling Kith
US 1-3 30144611 lb..
manent foundation.
SERVICk
PARTS
US 1.3 4611-2414 lb..
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
Genuine GM Parts
Those persons in- US 1.3 Over 5110 lb..
0.
'0
, •• C
91.111,
(AP) — Enough alfalfa
terested are reminded
sprouts and you won't
US 24 35.555 lb..
to contact the PADD at Boars mos-um
even miss the drumstick
on a meatless
Thanksgiving day, says
vegetarian Barbara
Paidousis.
"The way I make eg488
gplant parmesan, people will swear there's
meat in it,- she said as
she previewed her
1979 Mercury Cougar
I list'rance
culinary talents Sunday
Surgandy,
Air, Elec. Windows,
for 150 guests of the
A gency
AM/FM Cassette with equalizer.
East Tennessee
Vegetarian Society.

Sister, local residents dies
Mrs. Tiny Mable
Pierce, 79, of Paris,
Tenn., died Monday at
Henry County Medical
Center, Paris.
She was a member of
Calvary United
Methodist Church there.
Survivors are her husband, Henry Pierce;
two sons, Tony Pierce
and Gerald Pierce, both
of Paris; two grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
Also surviving are
four sisters, Mrs. Velda
Bucy; Mrs. Inez Harmon, Mrs. Daisy Bill-

.Mrs. Evans funeral today
The funeral for Mrs.
Ilene Evans is today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Officiating are the
Rev Randolph Allen
and the Rev. Roscoe
Feagin. Mrs. Oneida
White is organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are Ronnie Cook, Tony Tinsley,
Donnie Tinsley, Joe
Thornton. Elmo Thornton anil Ronnie Carroll.

, The funeral for Mrs.
Pearl Smith is today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. Officiating are
the Rev. John Sheppard
and the Rev. Clifton
Dexter.
Burial will follow in
Marshall County
Memory Gardens.
Mrs. Smith, 86, of
Benton died Sunday at
6:08 p.m. at Marshall
County Hospital,
Benton.
She was a member of
Walnut Street Baptist
Church there.

Couple to move from neighborhood

negatives never leave our store.

KIS the waiting goodbye
.complete in-house Cervielb..

Ghik06
. 1-Hour Photos
INSIDE CRASS FURNITURE
103 So. 3rd
Downtown Murray

753-3621

23:1=1:11=1=121111E=1311
V

Business Deductions

DWAIN
753-2617
641
S.
Murray
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET INC..

This year may be the
last year to get
investment to. credit
Buy now in 1985

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
12th St. Murray 753 2617

Bel-Air Decor
Bel Air Shopping Ctr.
Phone 753-3642

November Sale

All Month

Carpet
World—Philadelphia—MCleod
Heritage—Weardated
Plush—Sculptured
Your Choice 20 Yds. or Moi,e

FREE INSTALLATION FREE
In Stock Wallpaper
New Shipment
All Paper On Sale NOW
*5.00 per double roll
'6.00 per double roll
*8.00 per double roll
'10.00 per -double roll
*14.00 per double roll
Over 200 patterns

Sale Starts NOV. 3
All Month

"......./.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••0 •••••11•411.1•41f- 4/411111MMO,1.11111.0.••••••

— Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center

— Uncle Lee Discount Center

Supplement to The Paris Post-intelligencer McKenzie Banner - Carroll County News -

UNCLE ttLEE
„.•

642-3895
Monday
9AM

.
i 10

r7"11

11.1? qt
"
. •
L

644 1062

6 9 P

9PAA

Re\e, ..-

644-9520
.,„

,r116,

SAT..; do.

N • H..

A (1%

T•„, H.

; A9IY.A
Olt AGE SHOPPING ((NW,/
r.ill,HY• A • 79(AST
PARIS T N

SRO,
'

St

g

DISCOUNT CENTER

Hof

•o •

A% P

r
)k,0"
. • OS

Havoline
10W40

5 Year

BATTER
Up to 530 CCA

MUM U

Sale

(Limit 2-12 packs)

3,
ROLL-ON
AN T t PERSPIRANT
.

Uncle Lee's
For Our Fantastic

Woodland Thinsulate

Sure

• Regular
•Unscented

at

Sale

Fits most cars and trucks in stock.

Unc - Lee Discou

Dresden Enterprise - Magic Valley Murray Ledger I Times

itiERIVIAL
!!"ISULATED
GLOVES
•COMO aphr

•Using MSedge
•issihudelle.

1 26

Sah

10
"

Sale AL

Reg. 14.99

You must be at
least 16
years of
age to
win.

To be given away
on Dec. 23rd,
6 p.m.

tf,A N
2 place —
Reg."'
3 Place
Reg. 10.99

Sale

Kodak

maim

Sale

sale

Kodak

%LcA4s2tb

TRIM
PRINT

Sale
C1-135 — 24 Exposure 200 - 4
Sale CM-135 — 24 exposure
400

AIM & SHOOT

31'9

Sale
Uncle Lee Discount Center

95

9

-rided!rag•omp,mg4
6.1111111146114ill*

ligallesee4a's•
`,1411111/seeteesetwe

Groat for Christmas Giving I
Uncle Lee Discount Center - Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle lee Discount Center
Sale

- tuaD 4uno3s93 ea'a

3U

15 exposure

.
1 1•
••••••••••

iT••••••• ftib,mo•11.,ro.41•10.•

— Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center

Savings of Plenty in Our Health 8
Beauty & Houseware Department
0,===
Copper.

CLAIROL TRUE TO LIGHT
-MIRROR —4 WAY LIGHT
CLAIROL
LM.7

Selection, mirror swivels.
Regular to Magnifying.
Model LM-7
Sale

G.E.

11

2„

11195

with porcelain
handle- gift boxed.
/4 No. 1962

Clairol 20 Instant

HAIR DRYER

Includes 20 Kindness
rollers.

C-205Z

•

Sale29"

Northern

Rubbermaid

Sale
Stainless Steel

MINI TURBO
DRYER

SERVIN
SAVER

MIXING
BOWL SET

1250 watt dual voltage,
2 heats and 2 speeds.
Small and compact.
Model 1882

10 cup square —
No. 3892
10 cup Cylinder — No. 3883

WM 104:0 Mr"
Cistag

Brew Rite

Pack of 100.
Sale

098

No. 1805.

No. 246

Sale
Rubbermaid Microware

COOKWARE

KITCHEN KETTLE --\\

•

6 quart multi-cooker. Non-stick
surface.
/41

No.06000

,111

96
2
Sale 2

Mr. Coffee

/J AUTOMATIC BREWING
10 Cup
SYSTEM
.1
Sale 2296
i!1 Wee
Maker
• AR
• t MI*

-

1877TIr.14°.
--

.527

Rubbermaid
MICROWAVE COOKWARE
Revesible bacon rack/baking sheet. No. 5519.
Covered Divided Plate —
No. 5505
399

Mfg Rebate

7.00

mooti cm m

Mitt Rebate

15.96

:

oCr
iv
—:-:..„

.;:i444111111111114114
,:ilt.4111111111.114,111101
,L ;

7.;

0

3 Piece

7 piece spacesaving set
Sale
Mfg. Rebate — 2.00
After Rebate 16.77

'

•

Assorted styles.
No. 123
Reg. 6.97
Sale

37
Presto

for 100

COASTER
SET

CUTTING
BOARD

Sale

3

Solid Oak

Sale 0

Decorated — Wooden

Sale 1

-

V"

COFFEE
FILTERS

5 piece set Gift boxed.

77

•
,S4111141114111,11111111111110

8

Model C-20SZ

749

Sale 1

HAIRSETTER

With adjustable bonnet,
sturdy, carrying case.

No. HD21

TEA
KETTLE

sale
Mtg. Rebate

1.00

Mos Rebate

2.99

Gift
Boxed.

4"
11
6
"
10
0
111,4

JAR SET
With wooden rack — gift boxed.

698

Sale

GLAD aui-s2!_viA.(
WRAP
Clear plastic wrap, 200 sq. ft.
roll.
No. HP606
Sale 1

19

Welches

Candy House

SPARKLING
GRAPE JUICE

PECAN DIVINITY

"Non alcoholic". White Red.
25.4 oz.

8 oz. tray.
Fresh
shipment.

88

Sale
— Uncle

Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center -- Uncle Lee Discount Center

•

Uncle Ben's
Converted

4C
L.)

RICE
Trial size box.

0

1 00

4

for

Sale

Sale

Vlasic
1

Osage

POTATOES

MANDARIN
ORANGES

a

each

Sale

0

Peter Paul

CANDY
BARS
• Almond Joy • Mounds

'
4 17: .. •4::• ..t.

".
I • Z.' I ±7 —II
. .... .

37

6 Bar Pack

74'

t.

1
—

Sale

MIXED
NUTS
20% more free.

ix

*
1 irs

2

Sale

kieedN•P
(I

**Me

;
00
.zaea111111041440104t

Reg. 3.19

Cans V

-tr„11.11s•selite•Immi

Milk Chocolate

GLUE-ALL
Dries quick, fast,
strong.
4 oz.

9t

2

LYSOL
.4:11L
f(*SIRS
Gillf ML

Clairol

18 oz.
can

CORRECTOL

FROST & TIP

C

LAXATIVE
TABLETS

OrreCtOl

69

DISINFECTANT
SPRAY

I

978

Sale Kim

119

Antacid Tablets
Regular• Spearmint
tbil#4 ••Sodium
Free
• Bottle of 150 4558

Sale ihir
Brach's
7.1ir

lergens

PREMIER PERM

ALOE & LANOLIN
LOTION

• Normal•Color Treated
•Hard to Wave

Soft rich
double dipped in milk chocolate.

--

-

-

Sale

L'Oreal

"PUTTERS'
peanut center,

)

4444•0.

ROLAIDS

Gentle - dependable.
60 tablets

Sale IV

SPRAY

Kills household germs,
eliminates odors.

Sale

A kit containing everything
you need to frost or tip
your hair.

"

Sale

Elmer's

KISSES

•

3
0

KANTO

Bonus size 14.5 oz.

Foil wrapped, red, green & silver
wrapped.
9 oz. bag
Sale

19

Regular •Long Lasting
/
1
2oz.

`istwirre
2°'• wow r.•-•

Hershey's

*
'71kir

4.5 oz. pump

_

Planters

87'

. TOOTHPASTE

NASAL SPRAY

Sale imo

each

154

Sale a
Dentagard

%VW*

4-Way

forpm

30-oz. squeeze
barrel

ns

-

11 oz. can

9

MUSTARD

*,..„L
tr's

"Zesty" Dill Spears — 24 oz.
irk
Sweet Pickles —
16 oz.
Sale

2

mandp,n,crange
liti=1;
4
0•

Plochman's

PICKLES
Kosher Dill — 24 oz.. New

U,

French's
•Tang AuGratin
•Crispy Top
Scalloped
•Great for microwave cooking

Reg. 3 for 1.00

cv
cv

Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Leo Discount Center

Sale

Jo4ueD euno3sKi eel apun — Je4ueD 4uno3spa eel 0I3U

Uncle LPEt

L

12 oz. bottle

2"

"

Sale

I.

a)

11 OZ. hag

Sale
42

MI*
eg

Meister
Old Fashion

••••••

CHOCOLATE 120z.
/If Drops n

c`

11M.

ette
00d
.
.
1119
....
News!"

147

Sale

0
U

lete
NEWSGOt
DISPOSABLE RAZOR
Pack of 5.

•••••••••

OA III
10

Sale 96'
1

To receive your $1.00 refund
Cut the proof-of-purchase seals from the back of a Good News*'
or Pivot package(5 or more razors)
Send proof-of-purchase seals and this completed certificate to
Good Nee/0481.00 Refund Offer•P.O. Ben 1174•greed Neplds, MN 56745

ikebate
Ma.
••••• Nib•

...i:i4e11111110404
• -;int.41111111.4ititita
Amara..

•• 0•...
00.•I

Nemo
Address
City

State

ZT

-7)
Addisohig terms This certificate must accompany your request arid may not be
reproduced Otter limited to one per household or address Offer
only
continental U 5 A. Vord where prohibited taxed, or otherwme restncled by law
in
Allow 6-8 weeks for disavery Offer aspires April O. 1906

Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center -

awe)4uno2spa eei 03Un —

— Uncle Lee Discount Center —

„

•

_

•
dro
-

•

—I 7

,
_

'

4

t•-•

— Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center

•„..74".
J

,

GIFT SET

MENNEN

4 oz. Skin Bracer and 2.5 oz. Speed
Stick.
No. 11382
No. 7-4215

Spartus

WALL CLOCK

5.95
Gran Prix
AM/FM Led
Digital

F nal Cost

ir•

,
1
r,•

495

L

"

Sale
Mfg. Rebate
After Rebate

— 2.00

Sandwich grill, non-stick grids for
mning.
earsio.clu

2 92 7

Sale IV

-!
ri• ••••••

Selil;13;i4Tarsi

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION
Regular
59
•New Leather

Reg.
2oz.
1
28.49 •4/

Sale

.14

S4111111111ilillatilliMe
,
-!

2

OverA
Infra-Red

AJJUSTABLE
HAIN LENGTH
CONINOLLEfr

Remington

MASSAGER

HOME HAIR
CUT KIT and
BEARD TRIMMER

CLOCK RADIO
Battery back-up.
No. 0523

...,-,
•

Old
Spice

AM/FM
RADIO
KITCHEN COMPANION
Mounts easy under kitchen
cabinet.
Saves counter space. Sale

-

4tagu,

G.E.
Spacemaker

•

"Viva"
8',4" diameter, colorful molded case, crystal
covered dial. Easy to read numbers.
Almond
Sale 895
No. 55141
— 3.00
Mfg. Rebate
Yellow
No. 5442-41 i

2"

Sale

WAFFLE
BAKER/GRIDDLE

11

•

Use with or without heat. Great for all over the
body.
No. 399
95
Sale 13

Adjustable hair trim controller, powerful motor.
No. HC-100.

Wooden

10.98
20-Piece

Sale 1649

STONEWARE
DINNERWARE
SET
"- Westclox
6
Electric Digital
104
•

\\%
ta: 1-34

/Pr ALARM CLOCKdrowse
Lighted dial, woodgrain case,
alarm, battery back-up.

I

5 woofas and 2 tweeters.
Tape take along.
No. 3-5257
Save Sale

15.00
‘
7.11
•

%

"

tig • seUMW
,.:.:iaasesoa
—•

7

Sale

1444

Sharp

HAND HELD
CALCULATOR
atin-

G.E. AM/FM STEREO RADIO
CASSETTE RECORDER
r-44,

No. 2422
No. 2421

88

6

CANDLE
HOLDERS

P u int
*PPP=
111•00 1111
uranium.

8 digit, auto power off
operates on 2 sin
AA batteries.
No. EL-230
Sale

95

6"

Gran Prix
Dual Casette

Ii
99

Set of 2. No. 2583.

Choice of 2 different
patterns.

1111

No. 22644

Sale

1

Toastmaster

1

Sale

r71,3

e4ueD suno3sKi eel epun — ieweD 4uno)fla eel epun — JeweD 4un03sp3 ea' apu

-

Savings a Plenty in Our Health
Beauty Plus Housewares Dept.

Kodak

DISC 3100
CAMERA

2

Automatic built-in flash, motorized
film advance.

95

Sale
Toastmaster

RECORDER w/AM/FM . TOASTER
STEREO RECEIVER &
OVEN-BRUILER
FULL SIZE TURNTABLE
No. 55480430e

9488

rge capacity b. as 8" pie or

Sale
cake.
—10.00
mfg.
Rebate
Everyday low Price
II(. 320
114.95
After Rebate
Sale
—IRA
— Uncl• Lee Discount Center — Uncle IA* Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center —

195

•8111W;.

3.,

-

rc

t

•,/

•
a

•

•
•

00
,
0•0•••••••
•••••••••••••

•••••••••

— Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center

G.E.
Brewstarter II
G.E.
Tough Cast

ELECTRIC
SKILLET

ShafC.A.S

2798

With SilverStone non-stick surface.
4. No. SK45CAS

Sale

10 cup
automatic.

Mfg. Rebate

c_c-4

After Rebate

28"

STEAM/
DRY
IRON

Sale
Mfg. Rebate -

7.00
21.59

—

West Bend

'1•-•=-"v

West Bend

COFFEE

POPCORN POPPER
No. 82204

Quickly brews 5 tc
No. 9466.

;

4-quart automatic

1.14
.
11
11$11(111$1.
,11.41.112
$.11.10.11111$1k.

allik

1,

or night.
No. SMK-6

R88

Sale %.
-Cleo
;25"
:
irageTlus
Aii
-

HOLIDAY
BOWS

)4F

9210

Rechargeable, ideal for
everyday use. 4 versatile
attachments.
No. 9210
Sale

1/14
'
It:
1-77
:1

Sale

Cleo

240-1117

MI1i11Ii
120
111LIESLIII

1"

1-,

A95

Sale

47
I.0

3.00 0
11.95

Mfg. Rebate —

CHRISTMAS TREES\\
if

Sale

6 Foot
Scotch Pine

1
2 Foot
6/
Douglas Fir

TREE

TREE

Fully assembled in
one piece.
Pre-shaped.
Flame retardant.
> No. 40-601
///

package.
Pack of 80.
No. 990974

39;
Scotch Magic

TRANSPARENT
TAPE
/
1
2"x 800"

10 Reels — 3/4" wide, 120 ft.
No. 553-5010.

Sale
•

•
0.•
skr
,

0
r-

11
/
2"branch, one piece .k
construction. 959 tips,
beautifully shaped.
Flame retardant.
•,(
No. 95650

14

•

0

•
3

4795J

99 sale

0
•
•

•

•

0

`'.
"511
"
anitt
811
••
4..••,0

0

••••

v•.•

aanoso"

No. 119
n I L

Four openers in one, mounts easily under
cabinet.

•

.•.••

i Name tags for your gift

Cleo

•
3

a

ebarte
:
ft

CHRISTMAS
TAGS

SHEEN RIBBON
Sale

1766

3

32

Eureka
Self-stick

GIFT
WRAP

Holiday flair, assorted
designs to choose from.
Jumbo roll,
30" roll 50'
Sale I29

Sale

ORO•••

CAN
OPENER
PLUS

Super
,
1; Value
CHRISTMAS 1P5-'
Beautiful assortment. Box of 32.
No. 926F

CHRISTMAS
ear, GIFT WRAPPING
50
PAPER

chrome case.
No. D181

Presto
Above All

Grand Award

Sale 49

No.

647
L

CARDS

with stick on back.
Holiday colors.
Bag of 25.
No. 504-2722.

f

Sale 1094

BUICK6• Black & Decker
Toastmaster
NW-DECKER
HANDY MIXER 4 Slice
SMOKE
CORDLESS TOASTER
ALARM
High lustre
BEATER
Easy smoke detector — day
Black & Decker

1

After Rebate

BUTTERMATIC II

Sale

=MLUI
.
La.
laii;allaUaM=

DRIP
COFFEE
MAKER

G.E.
light'n
Easy

Salo

iscount vvnt r — Unci• Lee Discount

•
3
:f
4

••••

•••

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1

•

•
Sr

•.......
'......T.•
•
•••
••
••
•••••••.••••
,
•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

01•11
,
••••••••••••••••••••

Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center

OP1.100'

vommr..•••••• ••••••••
•
,••.%.•,

Uncle Lee Discount Center

•••••••+.••••••••••••••••••••••
•

Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Disc

Children's

BACK PACKS

on.

1•••••••

Automotir•
Hordwor• IL
Sporting Goods

642-3895

DISCOUNT CENT
AKEWAY VIll AGI SHOPPING
HIGHWA• 79 FAST
PA

Monday•Soturdoy
9A M
9PM

For Books•
Camping•Overnite•

Reg. 45.00
Now Only

Our Usual
Low
Price

Suggested
Retail

iiifl

8'

While
They
Last!

Men's and 131
••

Ara

a

--

by "You Babes® "
•

Reg.
20.00

For Children
Great assortment
of characters.

OF1"

Sins 3-13.
110% cotton denim

Reg.
3.00

Made in the USA

Sale
Price

Men's

PRE-WASH
For
Men
Insulated

•

Now

Red•Yellow•
Black•Plaids•
Checks• Box
Patterns•
Sizes S/M/L.

*4;11

ANN.-

Your choice of: Brown Duck or
Olivewood
Sizes S-XL
Reg. 50.00
39"
Sizes XXL
Reg. 55.00

HIS

Basic button-ups
Sizes
S-XL

6.88

Reg.
12.00

Now

Men's Ponderosa® & Rural Life®
Button-down Collar
.

Now

ii

Men's
Woodland®
III

,b
;11

DENIM JEANS
Straight Leg or Boot-cut (t.
Styling.
Reg. 26.00
1

Now

1688 1
Sale ends
San. 12-1

FLANNEL SHIRTS__
Reg.
18.00

Now

Uncle Lee Discount Center

12" sin

Use
Our
UMW!

Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center - Uncle Lee

t

•

1/

•

e

•

-4

•
--

.••••••••46.••••••............••••••••••••••••...................

------—

•••••••••••••••••••••ndige

Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount

Special Purchase
Ladies

CIE EIS
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NT CENTER

Hralth &

AGE SHOPPING CENTER
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PARIS TN

TOyS

cASHION SCARK,.

&sours Ads

Men's

HOuS•werry

Records Roo's%

644-9520

orn• Items Mo•
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As Pot'wed

OffiriftP

Wh.l•
Chronr.r,•,
lost

Ladies
Acme® , Dingo® , Wolverine®

Linens•
Woolens•
Loose
Weaves•
Solids•
Stripes•

644-1062

BASIC DENIM
JEANS fN

a)
3
0
4.0

.tge,•;-

4400
Now 4.1

4.00 Values

Levi's

Clothtng

Sunda.
600PM
RA

Boot BonatIza

0

Values to 120.00

111

4.
NI4
f
.
••

•

Straight Legs or Boot-Cut

N4iC
tie

Sale
Ends
Sun.
12/1/85

;and Boys'

2
0

Now

4.•••

Reg. 24.00

tC: t: -U

Now
'tt•
-

ultra

•

Crochet or Knit
4 Ply

440

•

3 oz.
Reg.
1.25

•

Values to 150.00

YAR00N

Now
4‘V.'
//

t: -U

These are our regular
first quality
basic jeans.

Ea.
Sale ends Sun. 12-1-85.

•

•

••••

2i

(To be given away Dec. 23rd.)

...001111Psocislifiat.

Genuine

et-cut
26.00

Featuring:
McGregor
(
'
Solids•
Stripes•
Cables•
Arigles•
Ski Style•

188
1

ends
2-115
—
I.
SO kit estII
1111000 111144.46101
.
.1 ,,q4
.011110.1110

a.

Ladies
and

Girls
Long sleeve• Fleece•
Assorted colors and prints
Reg. 35.00

•

Lots of colors!
Values to 28.00.
Now priced:
Girls

•

•

OW

Ladies

Now --

Off Re o,
Price

-U

A S

Sizes
S.
XL

amt.
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Uncle lee
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Youngbloods®
Genuine

WESTERN
SHIRTS

500

For Men
Assorted Patterns
and Solids

Ladies

Great Group
- Ladies

SWEATERS

PURSES
Several styles and colors.

Are Going Places This Fall!
Come See What We Have:

1

$3

Values To
in 14.00.

Pullovers•
Button-ups•
Oversize•Vests•
Geometrics•
Stripes•
Solids•
Argyles.
Fluorescents•
Florals•and more!

$5.$
///'
The
"Metro"

JEAN

Reg.
---- 5.00

Great for work or fashion wear. Our
best seller. 100% cotton denim. Waist
sizes 30-42.
Made in.
99
USA

ADULT SIZE
CREWNECK
SWEATSHIRTS

Reg. 19.00

•

•

A88

04" ape
•VP e

nt

799

Sale

BOXED
GIFT SET
Includes:
•Memo Book
•18 Month Calendar
•Pen & Holder
Assorted colors.
Reg.
7.00

3

a

Now Am

Great Gift Idea!

Great colors!
Reg.
10.00

..::i414111111144101

Values
To
1.99 Now

WOOL BOOT
SOCKS

One Group

Ihp

FASHION
ANKLETS
One Group Men's

Pre-washed - Straight Leg

2

•

-0440aseasiK1saa
“444011114saataillallaga

Coupon expires 12-3-85.

Special Group Ladies

-

Off

FASHION
Regularly
988 JEANS
Priced 29.00 or more!

Reg.
15.00

Now

This
Coupon Worth

ewe

CLOTHINO & SHOE DEPARTMENT
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Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center

Savings a Plenty in Our
Hardware Department.

Alf

HEAT'4
BULBS

Floor Model

•-:
••-• ••••.A.2.#

DRILL
PRESS

Reg. 1.99

Sale

f

1"

Skil
Twist Power

SCREWDRIVER
Handy

12 speed, 5/8" chuck,
3/4 H.P.

recharging unit. Keeps the
Skil Twist always ready to use.

NOViii;;;;7•
-4:1441441141111141114illlt,

U.L Reg. 174.99

Sale

139"

Sale

2399

Workman

Advance

BAR &
CHAIN
OIL

HIP ROOF
BOX

ANTI-FREEZE
SLIMMER
COOLANT

19" x 7" x 71/4"
No. 19-TB

Ethylene gylcol
base.

Gallon

22
'

99

99

Reg.
2.99

Sale

No. 2105

Sale

Reg.
8.99

Gallon

Homelite — 2 Cycle
HOMELITE

ENGINE OIL

Oil-

6:1 — 8 oz.
Sale

Fla

0,‘
#4111%-

Vermont American

TWO DRAWER CHEST
20" x 10/
3
4"x 8/
1
2".
Model 86666
Reg. 37.99

49'

1•1

Sale

Buffalo — 6 Inch

AIMIk

•••••..I

a01111011)

29"

4.

LIGHT BULBS

gilill111.1111111111111111111MINNO.-

29

Sale

,vcIripsoopring
'NNE. mos.
••••••

— Uncle lee Discount Center

/
1
2 H.P. motor.
Reg. 34.99
*

SRFE-T"
60 - 75 - 100 watts
Pkg. of 3.
Sale

BENCH GRINDER
99

.

••„"s-f-.
Pkg.
Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center

Lee Discount Center
— Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle Lee Discount Center — Uncle

Savings a Plenty in Our
Sporting Goods Dept.
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,
•
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ARCHERY
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

-

Vector — Black
€213

Phaser Ill — Tree Bark

COMPOUND BOW
COMPOUND BOW

Reg. 89.99, Sale

Sale

65"

aOSlisooOlissa
-:-,S41111111116 .11A.411.1111310

7500
Sale

Pro-Mark
Gore-Tex
Thinsulate

For All

SHOTGUNS
99
Sale 10

Sunshine Mountain

FLANNEL
SHIRT

alOVES

Schrade
Old Timer

KNIFE
v
tam_ //:010-111

Sale

Middleman Stock Pattern
Clip, sheepfoot and spey blades. 3V,,
in. long closed.

7

7500

Hoyt East On — Reg. 99.99
KID BOW (Buffalo Buch)

CLEANING KIT

25oo

Reg. 13.99, Sate

Challenger II
Hoppe's

•Made of nylon
*Full fluorescent
orange
*Tie in front for adj.
fit

Reg. 199.95, Sale A.0

CAM BOW

U.L. Reg.
7.95

SAFETY
VEST

••

AIM

Sale 19
Reg. 28.50

rajas

99

9Reg.

U.L Reg.
19.99

12.55

Sale

Trolley Club or Chamois
• Roomy full cut pattern
• Permanent press

1499

Camo

tr-

ROLL-UP

HAT
eir7PIP

Woodland Weighed Keel

MALLARD"
DECOYS

2

495

Sale

199

REVERSIBLE
VEST

• Model 1005 • Detailed
painted and heart construction
•Comes with 6 hens and 6 drakes
Check out our
full line of
Cany-lite
1, decoys at Uncle
Lee's

• Made in USA
•Stitched Brim
• Machine washable
• No. 5693-77
U.L Reg. 5.95
Sale 11.
Black Sheep

• Woodland came/bright maga
• 100% nylon lining • 100%
polyester fill

Per
•

Sale

14"

gampansiompl

isis
•:,- .110111111111qta
•Ar.levapra.......ww,•••-1,1;;;,..:
1
12

•liquid filled •Gold colored
metal case, rotating dial
•2" diameter.
No. 678
Reg.
8.95

Sale

699
4

U.L Rog. 24.”

INSULATED COVERALLS
•

11°..5"

9099

U.L Reg.
34.99
Sale

Unrie 1s Dis,„ount Center

COMPASS

Trophy Club
Boys Camo

t•

%

Lensatic

Uncle Lee Discount Center

aim

Unde Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center
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FIE
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c

Woodland
3 Eyelet

-

L Reg. 19-99

7

Reg.
69.99
Sale

41 n99..
sale ii.‘1
,

r
•

• —

49"

•Waterproof
•Camouflage patterned
• Durable nylon fabric
Straight Model
U.L Reg. 33.59
Scope Model
U.L Reg. 34.79

•I

uriinimqpze
•

7
C
.
)

•••

• 1.11111*
• 802 I

Model No. MLR-3
•40>30,000 Candlepower •Original Adjustable Beam
•Complete 0-Ring Sealed •State Of The Art
Rotating Switch • Aircraft Grade Aluminum

3

Reg.
14.95

Sale

Center Fire

845

Sale
Less Rebate — 1.50

AMMO
Cal. 270, 30-06, 30E, 243, 25-06

Glenfield

last 1.50
Rebate from
Winchestet

0
0')

Your Final Cost

645

Sale
Less Rebate — 1.50

Winchester
30-30 Ammo.

Sale

10"

1N/NC//ESTER
TS
C

Savage Model 67VR Pump Action Shotgun. Same as
Model 67, except all barrels have ventilated ribs.
Approximate weight 12 ga. 6/
1
4 lb., 410 ga. 6/
3
4 lbs.

Reg.
169.99

Your Final Cost

4"

I.3999

Sale 1739

re

Savage

A version of the Model 110 that will fit any sportsman's budget
Same features as the 110-C except with internal box magazine, and
1
2",
walnut finish hardwood stock. BBL Length: 22", OA Length: 42/
Approx. Weight: 7 lbs.

17500

Autoloading 22 rifle. Tubular magazine holds'1* Long Rifle
cartridges. 22-inch MicroiGroove barrel; rustproof receiver
grooved for tip-off scope mount; walnut finished, hardwood Monte
Carlo stock. Approx. wt 5/
1
2lbs.; o.a. length
40/
1
2". Crossbolt safety; bolt hold-open, solid
locking, spring-loaded magazine closure
system.

Sale
Reg.
199.95

99

Sale

1.679

59

•••••

II

42)
C0

KNIFE

Ta
c

SHARPENING

KIT

Winchester — 22 Long
Box

Compass

AMMO —Wooden
500 Rounds of
99
Ammo

SURVIVAL KNIFE

No. SK-2

799

U.L Reg. 11.99
Stile

Model — 1350
U.L. Reg.
A95
10.99
Sale —W

Sale

POLOR SEAT HEATERS
Model No. 30382
Durable vinyl withstand sub-zero temperatures. Thick, lightweight padding
"'effects body heat. Always warm while in use. Handy carrying clip enables
user to carry the seat on his belt with
sillier side 11161.1 OW. Ir AN Camouflage
U.L Reg. 6.99
Sale

— Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle

19

Reg. 24.99 •
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• •II .1.•
81:4
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a)
ao

Sale

Ix44, Model 110E
. BOLT ACTION RIFLE

RIFLE

Smiths
Deluxe

(
,
0
,
f1

*

60 Rifle with Scope

Reg.
69.99

GUN
CASES

A

67 PUMP

'•

'•

Woodland

Savage

•

_•

,
-F •
10,

•Sizes 7-&9-10-11-12

3

_• /

f4,
.
1

INSULATED
< BOOTS
.100% waterproof *Fully,
I

1:

•
,•

„.

•-•
6
C.
)
1

Single Barrel

SHOTGUN

• .
A

:
I
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LEE'S
V
•V/
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•
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AKEWAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
PARIS TN
HIGHVVAT 79 EAST

r—

59

*-711 Dc

t.
▪ -re

-4.
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644-9520

642-3895

0

Cloth.nq

Sunday
100PM
600PM

Monday SaIurdoy
99 M
9A M

Savings a Plenty

Health & Beauty Aods
Toys Housewores
Records Books

DISCOUNT CENTER

Autornot,ve
Hardware
Sportmg Goods

Uncle Lee Discount Center

644-1062
ED
axe
Ouant.t.es
Lost

G-Lox Truck

41;
1

Gaden Beam

clUN RACK'

ar

Wed-Gee
Ideal he picked necks, rts, Rows, pickups with slid*
wisdom,anima vans ad 'Mai pidiade. Quick and easy
to install; ae Wes as driN st pack. lust "sedge in"
ad "snag. eaL" Contracted it deradie plastic sad sksl.
Ted el steel Ince senes as basset. VIltlo Mid ads
attachments.

o2
0

—e

U.L Reg. 6.99

Sale

FOOTBAL

4

Camel — Family

CABIN TENT
r.;

GOLF BALLS

99

,•

rrr

_XJ9,

Adjustable, triplebeader.
No. 1320. 9995

' Be Sure To
Register For The
Wrangler®
3-Wheeler
GiA-A-Way
Drawing
Dec. 23rd

SHOES

).4

High or 3/4 top.

Sale. to

Deluxe Rotract

Rechargeable, adjustable.
V .No. HP 1328
Sale
•

Dozen

Men's

Electric Rechargeable

<-

g99
Sale V

NORELCO RAZORS--r\
/

Christmas
Shopping
Hours
9-9
Mon.-Sat.
1-6
Sunday

11

Staff tour 432 X-out.
Reg. 12.99 •

3!1. 1

595

Triple Header
No. HP 1615
Sale

.1•

19"

Reg.
$59.00

Now

Reg.
$61.00

Now

••-•
, MP

•frors.•.„Aemigia,„
;118$111111illtili
--44•411•11111011140
*$111.01$11114

kir" tif"4fir PRO l*IYLING:BRUSI•••••

Removable bristles makes
at a hot brush, wand for
,
10

— Uncle Lee Discount Center

Uncle Lee Discount Center

curls, hot comb for
quick touch up.
No. 2337

ID
ID

3
ID

Wilson

%IF

Sale

NMI

For Your Golfer
;

8' x 10'.
Reg. 74.99

%If

Sale

ID

Thanksgiving
Day

99

U.L Reg.
12.99

pen
1-6

ED

,

95
Sale

Uncle Lee Discount Center
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RUBBER WINDOW MOLDING

•

04u-

Some Items May
Not Be (mostly
As Pitturod

W.Reserve The
I7,9ht To
Lrmit Quont.tres

Uncle Lee Discount Center
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